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New MATICO ARISTOFLEX

vinyl-plastic tile flooring in CONFETTI® patterns

Take the practical qualities of Aristoflex vinyl-plastic tile flooring ... its resistance to acids, alkalies and greases ... its economy of maintenance ... its amazing durability. Then add the sparkling beauty of Confetti Patterns in 13 glorious colors ... you've got a combination that's sure to appeal to your clients because it gives them so many extra advantages. And this great new tile flooring is available in low-cost standard gauge ... can be installed on, above or below grade.

Be sure to consider the advantages of MATICO ARISTOFLEX in Confetti Patterns for your next project. There's just no other tile flooring like it. Write for color chart and complete data today.

MASTIC TILE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Joliet, Ill. • Long Beach, Calif. • Newburgh, N.Y.

Manufacturers of: Aristoflex • Confetti • Parquetry • Asphalt Tile • Cork Tile • Plastic Wall Tile
New

H.D.H.

—a hit in Dallas!

Department store duty calls for heavy-duty flooring—and Titche-Goettinger Co. in Dallas has found the perfect answer:
New Goodyear H.D.H. All-Vinyl, the performance-breaking Heavy-Duty Homogeneous Vinyl that is top-to-bottom deep in color and quality.

There is no vinyl or part-vinyl material on the market that approaches Goodyear H.D.H. in durability and good looks.

And maintenance savings over the years are going to deliver big dividends—for Goodyear All-Vinyl can be kept gleaming with periodic moppings, never needs to be waxed.

Thanks to the super-dense compound and exclusive factory pre-polishing, Goodyear All-Vinyl has a lasting luster.

The material resists denting. It has superior resistance to staining and scratching, because its All-Vinyl construction offers top resistance to those things which normally destroy a floor’s beauty.

Here is permanence and eye-appeal plus low maintenance costs.

Before you plan another large job, get the full facts on new Goodyear H.D.H. All-Vinyl. There’s nothing like it on the market—at any price! Write: Goodyear, Flooring Department C-8325, Akron 16, Ohio.
Corrosive fan installations can be permanent

**DURCO**

**EXHAUST FANS**

**ARE**

**ALL-METAL**

All parts in contact with corrosive fumes are solid metal—Duriron, Durichlor, Durimet 20 or other special DURCO alloys. Corrosion resistance is throughout the entire thickness of the metal section. Sizes, capacities, drives and alloys to fit requirements.

B-series fans (shown) are of an entirely new design. They’re 30% lighter than previous comparative models, thereby increasing range of installation.

Write us for Bulletin F/1.
Annual enrollment increases of nearly 11/2 million pupils in elementary and secondary schools will require approximately 60,000 new classrooms per year for the next 10 years, according to figures compiled by U. S. Deps. of Commerce and Labor. This number is in addition to existing deficit of more than 300,000 classrooms and those needed to replace obsolete facilities.

Expenditures for school construction reached an all-time high in 1954. Private-educational building rose 31% over previous year, totaling $560 millions; public-school construction increased 20%, mounting to $2067 millions. However, it is estimated that spending of $7 billions per year for 10 years would be necessary to keep pace with educational demands.

White House Conference on Education will be held in Washington, November 28-December 1. At this time, each state will report on its educational problems and submit recommendations for action at local, state, and federal levels.

"Can We Cut School Plant Costs and Still Advance Educational Values?" will be main topic for series of conferences planned for 1955 by New York University's School of Education. Architects, educators, and building experts will participate in discussions on ways of reducing building costs while advancing educational programs.

Cliff May and Christian E. Choate, designers of Cliff May Homes, were granted permanent injunction against Architect William M. Bray, Bristol Development Company, and Federated Construction Company for infringement on plans. This case, pending for more than one year, represents a judgment in Copyright Law of significance to the whole architectural profession (see 'OFFICE PRACTICE, October 1954 P/A).

William Gillett has been elected to succeed Elliott C. Spratt as president of Producers' Council, largest organization of building material manufacturers and trade associations. Gillett is vice-president of Detroit Steel Products Company and member of Industry Advisory Committee to encourage good architecture and use of quality materials in FHA-approved homes.

Exhibition of architectural photography, to recognize outstanding work in this field and demonstrate its value to the architectural profession, will be shown in AIA Gallery, Washington, May 20-June 24. All professional photographers whose work has appeared in national publications within last five years are eligible to submit entries before May 2 to AIA, 1735 New York Ave., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

The Federal college housing program got its start four years ago, as Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950, and has just begun to show results on the campus. About half of all current dormitory construction is aided by this program. The first project was completed at Norwich University in Northfield, Vermont, better than a year ago, but of the 158 approved applications most are still in the work. Of the original $200 millions authorization granted by Congress, a quarter still remains; and it is unthinkable that the program will not receive further authorization when that becomes necessary. It is an accepted part of the continuing machinery of housing production.

The results of this relatively low-price program support the view of those who contend that the heavy hand of central administration reviewing officers is the principal bar to housing progress in FHA and PHA. In contrast to projects issuing from local housing authorities, the college projects exhibit variety, flexibility, originality, and a generally progressive atmosphere. Good architects have been engaged and they have generally been allowed to have their way. Despite the fact that the American college is hardly a bold architectural patron, they have built some first-rate housing in this program. Some of the credit for this clearly belongs to Jay DuVon, who has chauffeured the program since its inception. The rest is probably the result of a recognition by Congress and the HHFA that there was no sense in tangling with the sponsors of this program. (The law mutters "economic in design" and stops there.) Here is a program with a maximum of freedom, and the minimum of red tape.

Of course, the colleges are spending their own money. They get the advantages of long-term Federal loans at the going rate of interest. The loan covers all costs. They can also get advances to provide working capital. But every nickel gets paid back and repayment is secured by pledges on the new structures, usually rent on older dormitories or housing as well. This is quite a switch from the half-grant, half-loan formula under which the PWA first began to finance campus construction. Actually, the terms offered today aren't attractive enough to most state institutions. They can do better than the going Federal rate by putting their tax-exempt bonds on the private revenue bond market. The architectural point is that you can't put too much pressure on flighty customers like these without driving them out of the office.

The main object of the college program has been to provide dormitories. But the deans have now decided that married students are going to be with them from now on. No student now thinks twice about the rights and wrongs of getting married, finding his wife a job, and settling down to the Freshman year's work. Housing for younger faculty members is also being widely accepted as an institutional responsibility. These new needs are broadening the dormitory program to embrace low-density efficiency apartments, a lot of which are indistinguishable from motels. Unlike the dormitories, most of them are located off the main campus.

Design trends I noted in a recent quick review of this program are: separation of eating and residence facilities; snack bars; self-service; integral furnishings; off-campus sites; high-rise dormitory units on constricted sites; attention to the small-scale living group (one of the best plans had eight students in four double rooms, sharing a single lounge, as its basic unit); and steady emphasis on cost reduction measures of all sorts. With an average per unit cost of $3400, the wide range from a lot of $2040 to a high of $4800 gives some measure of the flexibility of the program. The size of projects ranges from 40 to 2000 units.

The best college housing jobs I noted were at Cornell and Michigan State, with other good work at Trinity University, Illinois Tech, and the University of Michigan. This isn't all by any means, but I was impressed that good dormitories were found where schools had developed good building programs in general. Here they made better use of their architects and got more for their money. The kind of thinking that marks the best dormitory work is what you see in good hotel design—and I suppose this is to be regretted—while educational values are seldom in evidence as powerful design influences. This is a shortcoming which needs to be corrected by the colleges themselves. They, too, are to blame for the poor site plans, the lack of campus master plans, buildings jammed into constructed central campus sites, or other planning mistakes. But the chief thing is that we still don't know what a good dormitory is: where it belongs between a cottage and a barracks. Some thinking is being done. There is an Association of College and University Housing Officers, who hold an annual meeting (their Cornell conference last year resulted in a good published transcript). There was also a recent conference on Residence Hall Planning on the campus of Michigan State University. Ideas are in motion, the leaders are doing all right, but there is still a lot of substandard work and architectural opportunity in this growing field.
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FIVE-WAY protection is required of an insulation against (1) Condensation, (2) Vapor Flow, as well as against Heat Flow by (3) Radiation, (4) Conduction, (5) Convection.

Multiple accordion aluminum provides this 5-fold protection. It is pre-fabricated to automatically create a "blanket" of multiple alternating layers of air, aluminum and fiber as it is installed.

Against Radiation there is high (97%) reflectivity, low (3%) absorptivity and low (3%) emissivity for heat rays. Conduction is low because of preponderant compartmented air spaces of low density. Convection, outer and inner, is retarded by multiple layers of aluminum and fiber.

CONDENSATION MINIMIZED

The aluminum sheets are almost completely impervious to water vapor. Infiltration under flat, stapled flanges is slight. The scientific construction of multiple layers of accordion aluminum, fiber and air spaces minimizes condensation on or within this insulation. Its slight mass produces little heat storage.

To obtain MAXIMUM, uniform-depth protection against heat loss and condensation formation, it is necessary to use the new edge-to-edge multiple aluminum*, each sheet of which stretches from joist to joist, and also all through the flanges for further vapor protection as well as permanent attachment of each sheet.

The U.S. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS has published an informative and authoritative report on "Moisture Condensation in Building Walls." This booklet explains the conditions under which condensation will take place in insulated as well as uninsulated walls; what part is played by effective vapor barriers such as metal foils; how to use and interpret thermal-resistance and vapor-resistance fractions. You can obtain it at our expense by sending us the coupon.

*Patent applied for.
Second Annual P/A Awards Dinner

The annual dinner at which the results of P/A’s Design Awards Program are formally announced, was held this year in New York. On January 14 the Hotel Plaza was the scene of a gathering of distinguished leaders in the design fields, from New York itself and from many other parts of the United States.

Of the 36 Awards and Citations (presented to our readers in January 1955 P/A), 29 were received in person that evening. The glitter of the Plaza’s baroque Terrace Room was a pleasant foil to the serious talk of contemporary architecture that occupied the speakers; many of the architects who traveled from distant cities were accompanied by their wives, who added sparkle—and charm—to the gathering.

Those who read the January issue know that Paul Rudolph, Sarasota, Florida, was the winner of the First Design Award this year. The Editors had asked him to say more than “thank you” on the occasion, and he responded with an analytical discussion of the design trends indicated by the designs the Jury had selected. Then Walter Gropius, Chairman of the Jury, spoke briefly and very much to the point. His talk is printed in this issue, beginning on page 12.

While Paul Rudolph’s specific comments would have to be read with illustrations of the buildings directly at hand,
some of the conclusions he drew are of a general nature. "If this Design Award Program is indeed symptomatic of our present-day attitudes," he said, "then one concludes that for our profession, at least, a new tradition has indeed been established." Among visible trends, some of which seemed good to him and some unfortunate, Rudolph cited the following:

"Thirty of the 34 (projects) utilize regularly spaced structural systems, thereby freeing the interior arrangement. The linear qualities inherent in such cage-like construction are usually emphasized and are largely the means of organizing and disciplining the designs. . . ."

"Nine of the awards utilized exposed systems of bents, but there was little structural exhibitionism. . . ."

"Cantilevers played an important role . . . the whole emphasis on lightness and elegance is evident . . . and represents a complete reversal of the accepted traditional idea that a building must look strong before everything else.

"Twenty-nine of the 34 utilize flat roofs; the remainder are to be pitched. This serves as a slight cause for concern, for there are many design problems where the silhouette is of the utmost importance. One doubts that a poem was ever written to a flat-roofed building silhouetted against the setting sun. . . ."

During his talk Rudolph defended what have come to be known as clichés of design. In this regard, he said:

"One detects few regional overtones. . . . Does this mean that these designs are based primarily on clichés? Not at all. They represent a sincere search toward enriching today's architecture. . . . In one sense, any Classical building with its columns, capitols, porticos, and window architraves is a collection of clichés. . . . The clichés, in their proper roles, are not merely a means of appearing up-to-date, but a means of insuring a civilized standard of design, even in the absence of genius, by providing the architect with a range of well-tried, culturally vital forms and motifs. . . . Systematically enriching an architectural language appropriate to our time is bound to be a slow and a painstaking business."

Walter Gropius, in concluding his talk, said: "I am convinced that the initiative taken by PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE in establishing these yearly Awards essentially contributes to a clarification of aims and to a more articulate definition of the new values of contemporary architecture and planning."
From Survey to Service
Depend on the HILLYARD MAINTAINER as your Job Captain

Whatever the jobs on your boards the Hillyard Maintainer will present a proposal for each installation—suggest specialized products for the proper treatment of any type of floor—under any condition of use. He’s trained to work with architects and contractors to produce floors beautifully finished to your specifications. His services are Free. His recommendations are backed by half a century of experience in the manufacturing and use of floor treatment products.

All Specifications prepared in accordance with American Institute of Architects requirements.

Write or Call Collect for the Name of your nearest HILLYARD MAINTAINER®
It is a sobering task for anybody called on to judge other people’s work to have to reassess and realign the true aims of architecture as we want to see them approached. This may be a fitting occasion, therefore, to define the leading qualities we wish to see in an architect today.

The true medium of architecture—beyond all its technicalities—is space; the imaginative handling of space signifies the artistic qualities of a designer. But he would be unable to bring his imagination to bear unless he has become master of the techniques needed. When I studied last summer the philosophy of Zen Buddhism in Japan, which has so deeply influenced the finest architecture of that country, I came across a statement that seemed to characterize the relationship of technique and intuition masterfully in a few short words: “Develop an infallible technique and then place yourself at the mercy of inspiration.” This strikes me as a most ingenious definition of what artistic creation is. We should adopt it as the guiding principle for architectural education.

In addition to these basic qualities of an architect, mastery in the handling of space and mastery of techniques, another one appears to be highly desirable and necessary, particularly today: A sense of co-ordination, the capability of an architect to see the visible world around him as an organic entity in which all parts are interrelated. Could anything be of greater importance for an architect, in the face of the conditions surrounding us, than to become a conscientious co-ordinator with all those qualities of character, experience and knowledge which that implies? We may call it architectural statesmanship, a capability of emphasizing the unifying elements in the design of different individuals, of including—not excluding—the genuine contributions of others with the strategic aim in mind to find the new common denominator of design.

Since my youth I have been acutely aware of the chaotic ugliness of our modern, man-made environment when compared to the unity and beauty of old, pre-industrial towns. In the course of my life, I became more and more convinced that the usual practice of architects to relieve the dominating, disjointed pattern by adding here and there a beautiful building is most inadequate and that we must find instead a new set of values, based on such constituent factors as would generate an integrated expression of the thought and feeling of our time. This presupposes that we look out for supra-personal trends which appear in the work of various contemporary designers, that we acknowledge their objective value as part of the form-language of our time, and that we refuse to be taken in by mere arbitrary, provocative stunts. Of course it takes a good eye and conscientious self-training to be able to distinguish between the unusual exterior of a design that is merely an eye-catcher and one that embodies an idea which may be pregnant with future possibilities of a common significance.

Thirty years ago I could count the isolated works of truly modern architects on the fingers of my hands; today our field of vision has enormously widened, our focus is sharpened, and a great many genuine individual contributions have been made which show already a common trend, but are still strewn haphazardly over the country, remaining in isolation and unrelated to each other. We have not yet built the 20th Century neighborhood unit or town, organically expressing the meaning and purpose of today’s way of life.

It has been argued that an architect has to take society as he finds it and cater to its wants without getting unduly embroiled in the efforts for social improvement, because this would dissipate his artistic strength and interfere with his real task: the creation of beauty. But beauty is an integral part of the way of life and does not come in isolation. We deceive ourselves if we think we can keep it alive as the privilege of an esoteric few or as a diluted brew poured over the essentially unlovely features of our contemporary scene. We must, instead, give life a chance and an incentive to manifest itself beautifully by creating an organic setting for it, otherwise beauty will elude us or remain what it is now: a rare encounter, not expressive of, but contrary to, the general level attained. This means an architect cannot dissociate himself from the struggles and aspirations of those who try to direct the future development of our towns and cities into more promising channels, and it demands that he put this responsibility above all his other obligations. In every given task he should push out the boundaries of his limited objective and try to make it part

(Continued on page 15)
Specified by
Four Generations
of Architects...

the standard of comparison since 1883

You will find us modern in engineering and design, but old fashioned in our respect for quality of materials and workmanship.

Koch manufactures a complete line of highest quality reach-in refrigerators for use in primary food handling establishments... for hotels, plant cafeterias, hospitals, institutions, schools, and for every other application that requires the refrigeration of perishables.

Write for our 110-page catalog

Koch refrigerators, inc.
NORTH KANSAS CITY 16, MO.
Nesbitt Reduces School Mechanical System Costs with the new Series Hot Water Wind-o-line System

Smaller piping and pumps required, because this system uses less water to obtain the same heating capacity
Cost of installation reduced, because a good portion of the piping is factory installed by Nesbitt
Need for pipe trenches eliminated, because Wind-o-line is made to serve as supply and return piping for the Syncretizers

Nesbitt Upgrades (at no increase in cost to you) School Heating and Ventilating Equipment

with new Hardtop Sunboard for Storage Cabinets — durable laminated plastic available in five attractive colors;
new Colors for Nesbitt Schoolroom Equipment — six beautiful new colors developed especially for classroom use;
new and better Air Intake for use with Syncretizer — 2½" thickness for prefabricated wall construction;
high strength permits use in masonry walls.

Write for further information or visit the Nesbitt booth at N.E.A. Regional Conventions

and parcel of a new expressive pattern, relating and integrating all impulses that naturally arise in connection with it. True beauty cannot be attained surreptitiously, it must have a solid foundation in the very habits of the people, and we are called upon to help form these habits. Unrelated effort is ineffectual and delusive, and there are no better words to express this fact than those I have found in the writings of Piet Mondrian: "The culture of particular form is approaching its end, the culture of determined relations has begun." It is fascinating to discover the many contemporary manifestations which prove that the advent of new relationships in science as well as in art is increasingly becoming the directional phenomenon of our days. Will this trend reinstate the artist in society as the most sensitive interpreter of interrelationships between the senses and the intellect? And will it convince us that the creation and love of beauty are elemental factors for the experience of happiness? A time which does not recognize this basic truth cannot become articulate in the visual sense, its image remains blurred, its manifestations fail to delight.

How far have we become articulate, how far have we been able to demonstrate visually to other peoples and other civilizations what we consider basic and indispensable to our American way of life? I have had to ask myself this question over and over again in the course of my travels through four continents during 1954, and the answer was by no means self-evident. I had ample opportunity to observe the impact of our Western civilization on countries which are just emerging from a rather feudal or colonial past into the now familiar pattern of a modern, industrialized society, and it has been far from an always gratifying experience. I made it a point to find out which countries had succeeded in retaining cultural initiative and an integrated, balanced form of living, and the rewards of my search—except for some remote and primitive societies—were few and far between. Everywhere the impact of the machine age has created so much confusion that the disadvantages of the conversion were much more in evidence than the advantages. I have become more and more convinced that our industrialized societies have as yet failed to give leadership in this direction and that they have so far not been able to humanize our life by integrating legitimate emotional demands with our new knowledge of man and our new technical discoveries. You wonder what exactly happens when an old culture like the Japanese, for instance, meets head-on with a civilization like ours that has decided to abandon most of the cultural values of a preindustrial era in favor of establishing a new basis, created by science and technique, which is able to raise the standard of material living to unprecedented heights, but has not often been able to enlist the emotional loyalty of the very peoples who developed it. One wonders whether we would be able to provide some of the answers to questions a thoughtful oriental mind might put to us when we think of all the many split personalities among us whose minds dwell in the past where their emotional life is concerned, but who employ the latest technical devices in their professional life. What picture, then, do we present to the rest of the world, what is conjured up in the mind when the United States is mentioned?

I remember well an interesting answer I received from an English friend once who had visited the U.S. for the first time. When asked what impressed him most he said: "On my trip I asked any number of people how they would define the idea of democracy. From everyone I received a different answer, but the amazing thing was that they all believed in it."

This, I think, is our great asset and, at the same time, source of great confusion. The difficulty of how to demonstrate our way of life to a questioning foreigner or to ourselves when so much of it is still in the making and has by no means acquired the strong, unequivocal outline that mature civilizations have been able to give to the lives of their peoples and to their environment, has been brought home to me again and again. Also I have often found it nearly impossible to show visiting foreigners what we call "our way of life" in the traditional sense, because so much of it has become obscured in the technical upheaval of our time and in the vast agglomeration of people in our big cities. We have exported to all the world our enthusiasm for new scientific and technical invention, but we have not always been able to pass along the recipe of how to use these powerful means most wisely because we have often not found the answers ourselves. It would be of the highest importance if we could work out and finance in the States practical experiments in modern community building which could serve as model towns for our contemporary way of life and would show our modern means of production applied in the interest of a well-planned, coherent pattern for living. No such experiments exist, except as they have been produced by so-called "developers" who were content with providing mere housing as such, but who have rarely sought the guidance of creative architects and planners who would have been able to construct the framework for a living organism instead of mere additive housing, amorphously spreading over the countryside. A modest beginning was made with the Greenbelt towns under the first New Deal—but that was long ago.

Unless we can produce in our industrial society a more appealing and sociable pattern for the conduct of our daily affairs and express it by making our environment beautiful and coherent, it will be difficult to win sympathy for our achievements of the 20th Century, and countries which are only beginning to come into the orbit of the machine age will do so only by force of circumstance, but not drawn by the conviction that it will make for happier living.

Think of those essential imponderables, apparent in towns and cities of bygone cultures, which still have the power to move us emotionally today though they are obsolete from the point of view of practical value. These imponderables characterize what is missing in the concept of our present communities, namely,
that unity of order and spirit which is forever significant, visibly expressed in space and volume.

Detrimental and destructive for the growth of this poetic quality for us is, of course, our unquestioning acceptance of the maxim "time is money," the result of our overemphasis on quantitative values followed by that insane haste we are all drawn into today. It will seem that the Western mind in its restless drive to reach new horizons of the physical world would do well to learn a lesson in intensification from the oriental mind on how to reach new horizons of the inner world. Both the West and the East seem to be badly in need of each other, for each makes up for what the other is lacking.

If we could bring ourselves to share our mutual achievements, we might yet succeed in building a more durable structure for the man of the 20th Century than has seemed possible before. These are the thoughts that occupy my mind at the end of a year of globe-trotting.

The architect and planner who is to create the setting for this gigantic experiment in living must have a very comprehensive vision indeed, for every visible feature in existence, natural or man-made, counts for the visual effect of that great composition. To do such a total job, he needs the ardent passion of a lover and the humble willingness to collaborate with others, for, great as he may be, he cannot do it alone. Abandoning the morbid hunt for styles, we have already started to develop together certain attitudes and principles which reflect the new way of life of 20th Century man. We have begun to understand that designing our physical environment does not mean the application of a fixed set of esthetics, but embodies, rather, a continuous inner growth, a conviction which recreates truth continually in the service of man.

A NEW ANSWER TO A PROBLEM AS OLD AS THE SUN... Modern Vent Solar Shades

Solar shades in embossed aluminum and beautiful fibre glass operates from inside the room.

Fingertip control of Modern Vent Louvers from inside of the schoolroom provide an easy method of controlling sun and glare. Modern Vent keeps out harmful sunrays, yet permits diffused light to enter the room.

Modern Vent is a practical, direct approach to your needs, combining sun and storm protection with distinctive design.

SUPERIOR WINDOW CO.
5300 N. W. 57th Ave., Miami, Fla.
You wouldn't specify plumbing like this
or furniture like this.

On your next school job...

...instead of old-fashioned bleachers like this

Specify AMWELD® EASI-FOLD BLEACHERS

The modern Space-saving — Work-saving answer to economical spectator seating

• REQUIRES MINIMUM SPACE
When not in use, Amweld Easi-Fold Bleachers fold flat against the wall. Occupy less floor space than any other bleacher.

• SAFE—CANNOT COLLAPSE IN USE
In use, live load is transferred to floor. Special braces lock supports in place — eliminate any possibility of accidental collapse.

• ONE MAN CAN OPERATE
Amweld Easi-Fold Bleachers roll out smoothly — are perfectly balanced for easy opening and closing.

• EASIER SWEEPING
No complicated maze of supporting members. Open space underneath seats provides place to hang coats and hats during game and make “after game” cleaning easy.

• ONLY 25 MOVING PARTS
With only 25 moving parts, there are fewer things to wear out with Amweld Easi-Fold Bleachers — maintenance and repair costs are greatly reduced.

Send for free Information
Amweld Easi-Fold Bleachers are ideal for all indoor spectator sports seating. Write for complete details today — or look for our catalog in Sweets Architectural File No. 22.

Institutional Products Division
THE
AMERICAN
WELDING
AND MANUFACTURING CO.
536 DIETZ ROAD • WARREN, OHIO
The only complete ceramic tile line...

MOSAIC

from America's largest ceramic tile manufacturer!

Know... and work with...

You'll want complete data on the complete Mosaic tile line. Ask your Mosaic Representative, or write us at Dept. 28-26, Zanesville, for these new Mosaic tile books: (A) The Mosaic Clay Tile Workbook for Architects; (B) The Mosaic Tile Book of Beautiful Homes; (C) The Mosaic Products Catalog.


Member: Tile Council of America and the Producers' Council, Inc. Over 5000 Tile Contractors to serve you.
For lighter weight walls, economically installed, terra cotta becomes Ceramic Veneer.

Here's another example of the architectural trend to Ceramic Veneer which requires no metal anchorage. A monolithic wall is created by adhesion of the mortar to the Ceramic Veneer body and the masonry backing. Maximum overall thickness of Ceramic Veneer is $1\frac{3}{4}$". 540 sq. in. is the maximum size of individual slabs which can be custom-made in an unlimited range of colors and textures for interiors or exteriors. Not only is the installation cost reduced, but maintenance can be kept at a minimum. The original richness and beauty of the fire-glazed finish of Ceramic Veneer can be retained indefinitely by simple soap-and-water washings. We'll gladly send you the latest data on the extensive applications of Ceramic Veneer for buildings of all types.

Construction detail, data, color samples, estimates, advice on preliminary sketches, will be furnished promptly without charge on Ceramic Veneer and Architectural Terra Cotta.
You Can Get a Complete

Engineered Color Study for Your Plans—FREE!

You can often make your plans more acceptable to your clients by including a detailed color program.

Almost everyone who owns or operates an industrial, commercial or service enterprise recognizes the importance of the influence of color upon people. That's why such a detailed program of color recommendations often can be very helpful.

Why not let us submit engineered color recommendations to go with your plans? These recommendations are based upon the principles of Pittsburgh's system of COLOR DYNAMICS®. This method of painting has successfully demonstrated its ability to improve productive efficiency, morale and well-being in many fields.

We'll be glad to make such a detailed study for you without cost or obligation. Simply call your nearest Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company branch and arrange to have one of our color consultants see you at your convenience. Or mail coupon at right.

For additional information on COLOR DYNAMICS see Sweet's Architectural File, Section 14/PI.

Pittsburgh Paints

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

Point Division, Dept. PA-25
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Gentlemen:

Please have your representative provide us with further information about Pittsburgh's free COLOR DYNAMICS engineering service for architects.

Please send free copy of your booklet on COLOR DYNAMICS for _______ industry; _______ hospitals; _______ schools; _______ commercial buildings.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY_______ COUNTY_______ STATE_______

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Pittsburgh Paints

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

IN CANADA: CANADIAN PITTSBURGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
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appointments

Georgia Institute of Technology School of Architecture has announced the appointment of Demetrios A. Polychron as Associate Professor to teach courses in structure and to act as structural consultant on design criticisms.

University of Illinois Department of Architecture has announced the appointment of the following new faculty members: Dr. Chu-Kai Wang, as Professor of Architectural Engineering, succeeding Professor Newlin D. Morgan, who retired this fall; Linwood J. Brightbill, Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering; Andrew Verkade, Instructor in Architecture.

new associates

David E. Lovell and John K. Sinclair have been made Associates of Moore & Salsbury, Architects, 1007 Farmington Ave., West Hartford, Conn.

Seymour Jarmul, Westbury, L.I., has become an Associate of Samuel Paul, Architect, 8951 164 St., Jamaica 3, N.Y.

Donald H. Newman has become an Associate of McCoy & Blair, Architects, 4 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N.Y.

new offices, partnerships


Painter, Weeks & McCarty, Architects, 618 West Church Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.

Harland Bartholomew & Associates, City Planners—Landscape Architects—Civil Engineers, St. Louis, Mo., have opened West Coast office at 503 Market St., San Francisco, Calif.

Rufus D. Lewis, Jr., Architect and William S. Dowis, Jr., Associate, P. O. Box 811, Florence, S. C.

Morrow & Cadman, Architects, 45 North Lake Ave., at Washington, Albany, N. Y.

Goo Design Associates, Product-Graphic-Architectural Designers, 230 West Washington St., South Bend 1, Ind.

new addresses


Maynard Lyndon, Architect, 3460 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Vedder & Curtain, Architects, Weiler Bldg., 407 S. Warren St., Syracuse 2, N.Y.


The New York Chapter of the American Institute of Decorators and its Decorative Arts Personnel Agency, 50 E. 57 St., New York 22, N.Y.

(Continued on page 24)
Careful checking and control throughout the entire manufacturing process keeps our resilient tiles completely uniform in thickness. This control begins with the analysis of raw materials, and continues through mixing, proportioning, and rolling. Accurate micrometer records are kept for each run, while laboratory technicians regularly chart viscometer flow rates during calendering. Uniform thickness, accuracy of cutting, trueness and clarity of color, surface smoothness, built-in durability and ease of cleaning and maintenance—all these qualities make this the world's most popular line of resilient tiles.

KENTILE, INC.
America's largest manufacturer of resilient floor tiles

KENTILE: Asphalt Tile • KENCORK: Cork Tile for Floors and Walls • KENRUBBER: Rubber Tile • KENFLEX: Vinyl Asbestos Tile • KENFLOR: Vinyl Tile...also available by the yard • SPECIAL KENTILE: Grease-proof Asphalt Tile • THEMETILE, KENSERTS: Decorative Inserts • KENCOVE: Vinyl Wall Base • KENBASE: Wall Base
notices

(CoContinued from page 22)

Carl C. Are, Architect-Engineer, 55 Canterbury Rd., Rochester 7, N.Y.
H. H. Wachter, Architect, Box 268, Rt. Two, Creswell, Ore.

SIDNEY M. ShELOV, Architect, 44 W. 56 St., New York 19, N.Y.
JOHN R. VALENTINE, Architect, 602 Arendell St., Morehead City, N.C.
JOHN W. KING ASSOCIATES, Engineers-Architects, No. 5 Shib Park, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

HALSTEAD & MITCHELL COOLING TOWERS

ULTIMATE PROTECTION OF WETTED DECK WOOD

TAKE ROUGH-CUT WOOD ... because rough-cut wood "wets" more effectively ... presents more evaporating surface ... than any other suitable material. The wetter the evaporating deck of a cooling tower, the more efficiently and economically it operates. Wetted deck surfaces of all H & M Cooling Towers are made of rough-cut wood.

THEN KOPPERS PRESSURE-CREOSOTE ... because the most permanent and positive wood preservative known is creosote. Koppers Pressure-Creosoting results in 100% penetration by 162 elements toxic to fungus growth and parasites ... and ... protection against chemical deterioration from acids in water.

THAT'S WHY ONLY HALSTEAD & MITCHELL OFFERS THE 20 YEAR GUARANTEE!
on the wetted deck surface against rotting or fungus attack

BESSEMER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

Bruce F. Barnes & Associates, Architects-Engineers, Cresthaven, Patterson, Mo.
CHARLES LEE NUTT, Architect, 544 Franklin Ave., Garden City, Long Island, N.Y.
JOSEPH N. BOAZ, Architect, 318 Tower Theater Building, Oklahoma City 3, Okla.
WURSTER, BERNARDI & EMMONS, Architects, 302 Green St., Corona Sausmes & Green, San Francisco, Calif.
WILSON & CHRISTIE, Architects, 403 Washington Ave., Towson 4, Md.
ALBERT G. CLAY, Architect, Niantic, Conn.
WILLIS & JENKINS, Architects, 7th floor, A.A. House, Queen Victoria St., Cape Town, South Africa.
DAVID G. HAUDEMIEON, Architect, P.O. Box 964, Scottsdale, Ariz.
EDWARD D. DART, Architect, The Corn Products Bldg., 201 N. Wells St., Chicago 6, Ill.
MAGNIE, TUSLER & SETTER, Architects, 303 Roanoke Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
CONNER & POJEXNY, Architects, 215 N.E. 23 St., Oklahoma City 5, Okla.
VICTOR GRUEN, Architect, and EDGARDO CONTIN, Consulting Engineer, 355 S. Doheny Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
ANDRE MEISEL ASSOCIATES, Consulting Engineers, 1420 New York Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
DUPRENE, MCLAGAN & ASSOCIATES, Industrial and Management Consultants, 4455 Sherbrooke St. W., Westmount, Montreal 6, Canada.
A. L. KINNEHEL, Architect, 675 N.E. 123 St., North Miami, Fla.
WALDRON & DITZ, Architects, 208 Columbia St., Seattle 4, Wash.
LIPINCOTT & MARQUILLES, Industrial Designers, 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
JACOB FISHER & DONALD FISHER, Architects, 225 Lafayette St., New York 12, N.Y.

P/A congratulates
LOYD C. JOHNSON, newly appointed President of GLYNN-JOHNSON CORPORATION, Chicago, Ill.
here is **PLUS** sales appeal...

...the extra handy storage space you get with

**GLIDE-ALL Sliding Doors**

![Image of GLIDE-ALL Sliding Doors]

PLUS... lower construction costs

PLUS... simple, quick installation

These modern 8 foot floor-to-ceiling sliding door panels open up new areas of easily used storage space thereby adding more sales appeal to your houses. They are the most economical answer to the No. 1 feature today's home buyers look for: *room for storage*.

You'll find Glide-All Sliding Doors have other plus values too. In floor-to-ceiling, wall-to-wall installation they eliminate costly framing and plastering construction. Their installation takes minutes, not hours by even unskilled labor. Out of square jambs, ceilings or floors are no problem with Glide-All Doors'... unique adjustment features built into each panel assure perfect fitting and quiet, trouble-free performance.

Glide-All Doors fit modern decorating plans, too. They can be papered, painted, or finished to match or blend with the walls. In wall-to-wall installations they make small rooms seem larger.

Glide-All Doors are made of durable Masonite Duolux panels, reinforced with steel tubing; they roll smoothly on Nylon lifetime rollers in overhead steel tracks.

**THERE ARE GLIDE-ALL SLIDING DOORS FOR ALL TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS**

Glide-All Sliding Doors are available in 8' floor-to-ceiling panels, or 6'8" standard heights, overhead or bottom roller models, in modern flush or recessed panels. Glide-All Doors can also be adapted to your special installations.

Write Today For A.I.A. File, specifications and details on all Glide-All Sliding Doors.

The new Glide-All, Jr. is a small panel door, of the same material and construction as large Glide-All Doors. It is complete, ready for simple, fast installation to quickly convert otherwise wasted areas into handy small storage space. Available in standard heights from 16" to 36"—in widths 181/2" to 36". A pair fits openings up to 72" wide. Write today for complete details.

Glide-All Doors are produced in 5 modern plants across the Nation... available from distributors throughout United States and Canada. For complete information write plant nearest you.

**GLIDE-ALL SLIDING DOORS ARE A PRODUCT OF**

**WOODALL INDUSTRIES INC.**

**DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN**
Would that, at nine o'clock tomorrow morning, our thirty-five million schoolchildren all over America could take their seats in schools like this. But they have no fairy godmother, no magic wand. Only the hand of man, faced by its greatest obstacle — time.

The American Art Metals Company is concentrating upon speed consistent with quality. Now an additional plant is operating in Atlanta to double production and insure delivery without an instant's loss of time.
economical "wall-and-finish-in-one"

STARK

*glazed facing tile*

No wonder this versatile material is currently in such great demand!

It builds a sound structural wall and a permanent, colorful ceramic finish at the same time—saves construction time and maintenance money.

And you can be sure that Stark Glazed Facing Tile will stand up under heavy usage—it's a quality product, backed by more than 40 years of manufacturing experience.

To obtain the quantities and colors you need for your next job, advise your contractor to order promptly—an early order is your assurance of timely delivery. There is no reason to accept a substitute.

NEW CATALOG showing shapes, sizes, accurate colors, is available to you free.

STARK CERAMICS, INC.
Canton 1, Ohio
14805 Livernois Avenue, Detroit 4, Michigan • 13 East 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
Modern window needs of Louisiana State Penitentiary are met by BAYLEY WINDOWS

Louisiana State Penitentiary, Angola, La.
Curtis & Davis, Architects, New Orleans, La.

Look at these features:

Designed specifically for psychiatric institutional needs, this Bayley Window offers features demanded by mental hospital authorities; such as:

- Safeguards against escape
- Better daylighting
- Controlled ventilation
- Large areas of clear glass vision
- Minimizes self injury
- Working parts concealed
- Sanitary, easy to clean
- Glass washed from inside
- Reduces maintenance and interference with hospital routine
- Reduces detention appearance
- Can be fitted with inside screens and drapes.

Your requirements may call for this or an entirely different type of window. In any case you'll find Bayley qualified and cooperative in helping you solve your problem with either aluminum or steel windows. For complete information write or phone today.

Visioneering—The science of coordinating vision, air and light in modern building walls with windows of advanced design.

75 Years of RELIABILITY

See Bayley in Sweet's. Complete catalogs on aluminum windows, 16a/Bay; and steel windows, 16b/Ba. Or write Bayley for details on your specific requirements.

THE WILLIAM BAYLEY COMPANY
Springfield, Ohio

District Sales Offices: Springfield — Chicago — New York — Washington
...w... What is the Foremost Institutional Project in America?

The Multi-Billion-$ EDUCATIONAL BUILDING PROGRAM

...WHO are Recognized Authorities on Educational Lighting?

Unquestionably, the HOLOPHANE ENGINEERING STAFF

For Better Lighting
Be Specific...

For over 57 years Holophane Engineers have earned recognition as leaders in the progress of educational lighting. . . . Their important contributions in this field include: In-Bilt CONTROLENS* lighting for study rooms, assembly halls and blackboards; HIBAY*, LOBAY* and REFRACTOLENS* lighting for recreational areas, and many other major developments.

Today, with this unique experience and specialized skills, Holophane is finding new and better ways to meet the lighting needs of expanding educational facilities—in colleges, as well as secondary schools.

Architects, engineers and educational administrators are invited to call in Holophane Engineers—at headquarters or in the field—for consultation without obligation.

Write for "Guide to Lighting Educational Institutions"
Frederick F. Quinlan, Superintendent of Schools, Lake Forest, Illinois, says, "After careful study, we found lath and plaster the best choice for our new Deerpath School. It provided the fire protection and permanency we feel is especially necessary in a school building. And we were pleased to find it was more economical. For example, lath and plaster ceilings effected an insurance saving which will recover the additional cost in three years—and yield a four figure premium saving each year thereafter."

Circular corridor juncture illustrates decorative accents possible only with plaster. Acoustical plaster in dome provides sound absorption in this high traffic area.

RALPH MILMAN, CHILDS & SMITH, Associated Architects
Ray Feldner, Superintendent of McNulty Bros. Plastering Contractors on Deerpath School, presents Certified Craftsmanship Certificates to Mr. Frank A. Childs, Senior Partner, Childs & Smith, Architects; Mr. Ralph Milman, Architect; Mr. Frederick F. Quinlan, Superintendent of Schools, Lake Forest, Illinois; and Mr. William D. Matthews, Construction Superintendent, John Griffiths & Sons, General Contractors.

Certified Craftsmanship IN ACTION!

This Pledge of Performance is your written and signed assurance that the lathing and plastering on specific jobs will be in compliance with the newly adopted Code of Standard Practices for Lathing and Plastering. This Code was developed by the National Bureau for Lathing and Plastering, an organization of contractors and craftsmen. It is subscribed to by scores of local chapters throughout the country.

Certificates issued on specific jobs are written commitments to work schedules, job cooperation, work of craftsmanship caliber and nationally recognized standards of quality. They are yours for the asking from lathing and plastering contractors adhering to the Code.

We suggest a thorough reading of the Code of Standard Practices which appears on the back of every pledge. Ask your lathing and plastering contractor for a copy. Or write National Bureau for Lathing and Plastering, 1401 K Street, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Associated Manufacturers of Lathing and Plastering Materials
520 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

FINISHING LIME ASSOCIATION OF OHIO  •  GYPSUM ASSOCIATION
METAL LATH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
PERLITE INSTITUTE  •  VERMICULITE INSTITUTE
Do your schools have money

WASTED FUEL DOLLARS SAVED BY HERMAN NELSON DRAFT STOP SYSTEM GIVE YOU CLASSROOM COMFORT "FOR FREE".

If you're depending on open windows for classroom cooling and ventilation, you do have money to burn! It's the fuel dollars spent for unneeded heat—heat that is literally "tossed out the window" in an effort to bring classroom temperatures down to comfort level.

Herman Nelson DRAFT STOP lets you keep both windows and heating costs down through balanced two-way temperature control. It heats only when heat is needed. When your "free heat" sources—sun, lights and students—take over, this system assumes the function of cooling, introducing outdoor air in sufficient quantities to maintain classroom temperature at comfort level.

And, to make this fuel saving complete, the Herman Nelson method of draft elimination functions without using costly heat.

Comfort and cash savings—let Herman Nelson prove how easy it is to have both. For complete information, see our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File, or write Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American Air Filter Co., Inc., Louisville 8, Ky.

NEW YORK. With today's critical classroom shortage, this room represents a perfect example of low cost modernization. Even with windows closed and curtains drawn, a Herman Nelson DRAFT STOP Unit Ventilator keeps this Audio-Visual demonstration classroom at New York University properly cooled and ventilated. Installation includes new Light STOP Curtain Accessory (see inset) which prevents curtain from billowing due to discharge air from unit ventilator, thereby eliminating distracting light streaks. Co-chairmen National Committee on Buildings and Equipment, Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of the N.E.A.: Dr. A. J. Fay Cross and Dr. Irene Cypher; Architects: Eggers and Higgins.
SOUTH DAKOTA. Large glass areas help insure bright, cheerful classrooms—but cooling, heating and ventilating functions at Lincoln Grade School, Yankton, S. D., are assigned to dependable, efficient Herman Nelson DRAFTSTOP Unit Ventilators.


ILLINOIS. Helps them to concentrate in comfort. No chilling drafts—no interruptions from opening and closing windows. Herman Nelson Unit Ventilators meet classroom cooling, heating and ventilating requirements every season of the year at Solomon School, Chicago, Ill. Superintendent of Schools: Benjamin Willis; Architect: John C. Christensen; Engineer: Joseph T. Fatz, Sr.; Mechanical Contractor: Dearborn Plumbing & Heating Service, Inc.

SHORT CUT TO BIG SAVINGS!

Herman Nelson renewable AMER-glas filter combines the best features of a permanent filter with the time and money-saving advantages of a replaceable filter. Just four easy steps and the classroom filter is restored to its original efficiency.

1. Remove the aluminum filter frame from the unit ventilator and dispose of soiled media.
2. Pull out desired length of clean AMER-glas media from self-dispensing carton and cut with scissors.
3. Insert the clean filter media in the frame and lower hinged top into position.
4. Replace the filter frame in the unit ventilator. It's ready to go!

AMERICAN AIR FILTER CO., INC.
Dept. PA3
Louisville 8, Kentucky
I would appreciate receiving literature describing the following products—

☐ Classroom Unit Ventilators
☐ Illinois Selectotherm
☐ Renewable AMER-glas Filters
☐ Dust Control for Woodworking Shops

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City__________________________State__________
HIGH SCHOOL, CLAYTON, MO.

Architects and Engineers
WM. E. ITTNER, INC., St. Louis

Heating Contractor
McNAMARA EQUIPMENT CO.

Clayton, Mo., suburb of St. Louis is justly proud of its new award winning High School which has been cited as "an outstanding example of contemporary, functional school architecture."

ACADEMIC BUILDING left, is 3 stories high
One of the students, teachers and taxpayers best friends

...it maintains comfortable, healthy temperatures in every room, each with its own independent control ... prevents OVER-heating and insures utmost fuel economy ... users report dependable operation after 25 to 50 years of low cost operating and maintenance service –

Powers

Installed in the Clayton, MO., New Campus Type High School

Any of the six buildings here can be occupied at night without operating the entire school plant. Covered walkways connect the buildings which being separated isolate noise from gym, band and shops. Water heaters and shower baths too, are Powers controlled also Whirlpool arm-leg bath in gym.

You too can solve your Temperature Control problems with Powers ... one dependable source, one responsibility. Consult Powers on all temperature control problems. Our more than 60 years of experience will save time and help you get the right control for your requirements.

Powers Room Thermostat is truly gradual acting and gives smooth control of valves and dampers.

The Powers Regulator Company

Skokie, Illinois | Offices in chief cities in U.S.A., Canada and Mexico

Established in 1891 • Over 60 years of Automatic Temperature and Humidity Control
For School Beauty... and Hard Wear...
It's Curtis New Londoner Doors

These schools by Perkins & Will, noted school architects, show how Curtis New Londoner hollow-core flush doors, with their beautifully grained, native wood face panels, fit into contemporary school design. New Londoner doors are as durable as they are beautiful. With their exclusive all-wood locked-in cores, they have the stamina to withstand rough use—to stay dimensionally stable without warping or sagging through a lifetime of service. They are made with solid-core construction also. See "Sweet's" for full information—or write for literature.

Curtis Companies Service Bureau, Clinton, Iowa.
Briggs Beautyware "stopped" the show in Chicago with a striking Coral and Gray exhibit featuring new design bathroom fixtures, a new line of color kitchen sinks and a wide range of styling for any type of home.

"Sell Faster with Color" was the Briggs exhibit theme. Architects, Builders, Jobbers and Plumbers responded by the thousands. They stopped, they looked, they asked for complete information about the great 1955 Beautyware line.

Modern contour design, new color styling, advanced engineering and the economy of the Briggs two-bath package, have made Beautyware the big favorite across the board. And, thanks to a complete national warehousing system, Beautyware is available everywhere in the full range of styles and colors—Coral, Pearl Gray, Sky Blue, Sea Green, Sandstone and White.

1955 promises to be a record year for residential building, and Briggs is honored to have Beautyware made first choice by so many leaders in the building industry.

Briggs Manufacturing Company, Detroit 26, Michigan

The talk of the show

Two bathrooms—a must in every modern home
First Presbyterian Church
HOUSTON • TEXAS

COPPER GUTTER DETAIL
is shown at right. 24 oz. copper is turned up wall to roof. Stiffener bar is 3/4" x 1". Hangers are same size, placed 36" O.C. and bolted to bar. Over 20,000 lbs. of Revere Sheet and Strip Copper were used for gutters, leaders, expansion joints and flashings, with Revere Keystone Thru-Wall Flashing being used in conjunction with the stone work.

One of the many beauties of copper, from an architect's standpoint, is its versatility, design-wise. Copper is as much at home in the most modern church as it is in an ancient Roman Cathedral. Take, for example, the new, smartly-designed church shown here. Note how the copper box gutter has been made to blend in with the roof line, how neat the stepped-down flashing appears around the steeple and adjoining wall and how the decorative leaders have been designed to become a part of the brick pillars on the lower level.

In addition to its practically unlimited design possibilities copper cannot rust or rot. Its endurance has been proved for centuries. The enviable reputation copper has earned makes it readily acceptable by the toughest board of directors. Contractors prefer to work with it because it solders beautifully, requires no special tools, is readily worked into any shape or form and is readily prefabricated in the shop. Write us today about the money-saving advantages of Revere Keystone Thru-Wall Flashing*. And, if you have technical problems, we will put you in touch with Revere's Technical Advisory Service.

*Patented

Another case of COPPER where it counts!

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Installed as a continuous strip in window head or sill (as above), AGITAIR STRIPLINE is the only practical means for air curtaining plate glass windows or wall areas to counteract summer heat or winter chill.

**AGITAIR STRIPLINE DIFFUSERS**

BLEND IT... specify AGITAIR STRIPLINE as a continuous decorative unit, or in sections to meet any requirements of interior treatment.

HIDE IT... in shallow lighting coves for perfect concealment.

COMBINE IT... with unit or continuous lighting fixtures.

AND REMEMBER... no matter how you use it — AGITAIR STRIPLINE diffusing vanes create maximum mixing and aspiration... quick temperature equalization... and correct air distribution over any desired length.

*Every Inch a Diffuser... the Vanes Make the Difference*

**AIR DEVICES INC.**

185 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

AIR DIFFUSERS • FILTERS • EXHAUSTERS

This 3/4" round horizontal bridging is recommended by the Steel Joist Institute, with 3/4" round bars bridging both top and bottom chords.

Ceco Architectural Projected Windows also contributed toward an economical, functional building. Their solid hot-rolled sections provide easy wall-bearing anchorage... strength... flexibility of ventilation... plus beauty and good daylighting.

This sill detail, with the window frame overlapping the stone sill and the joint properly caulked, provides efficient watertightness and drainage. Another school-wise feature is the marble stool.
How a school for 400 students was built on a limited budget...

It takes more than ingenuity to meet building budget problems . . . knowledge of workable short cuts is important here. So Architects Mellenbrook, Foley & Scott drew deeply on experience in designing the Normandy Road School, Bay Village, Ohio. The problem was to accommodate a set number of students—with a limited budget. Ceco Steel Joist Construction contributed to the solution by saving 15% over other floor and roof framing methods. It is the lightest of all fire-safe constructions and is easiest and fastest to erect. Ceco Standard Steel Joists were used effectively in classroom, office and corridor areas—bays being from 9' 9¾" to 27' 4½" wide. Extended ends provided low-cost sunshade overhangs, cantilevered over the window areas. Ceco Longspan Steel Joists with nailer strips simplified framing of gymnasium areas. At least a month's time was saved because steel joists are erected faster than heavier framing. All Ceco deliveries were timed to meet the schedules of the contractor. Here is another example of Ceco performing on the architect-contractor-supplier team to help meet a building need. Next time, call on Ceco Product Specialists. They will assist you in planning and saving.

ARCHITECTS CUT FRAMING COSTS 15% WITH CECO STEEL JOISTS

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities
General Offices, 5601 W. 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

IN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CECO ENGINEERING MAKES THE BIG DIFFERENCE
Glass panels bring cool daylight in through the roof

Light-Selective Toplite Roof Panels transmit desirable light; reject hot, glaring sun

Transmits north light
Maximum transmission of north light is a desirable quality in toplighting because of its uniformity and freedom from glare and solar heat. Note how the prism structure of Toplite affords efficient transmission of north light.

Accepts winter sun
Since low winter sun is comparatively weak in relation to high summer sun as far as glare and solar heat are concerned, maximum transmission is again desirable. This illustration shows how Toplite accepts and transmits winter sunlight.

Rejects summer sun
Other materials which transmit north light and low winter sun also transmit high percentages of light during the hot, summer months. Toplite rejects direct light and heat from hot, summer sun, but transmits much of the cool, north light.
Toplite installation at Campus Elementary School
New Jersey State Teachers College
at Glassboro—Glassboro, New Jersey
Dr. Thomas Robinson, President

Toplite Panels may be installed in continuous strip, pattern, or in individual panels. Use a Toplite panel as you do a lighting fixture. They permit daylighting of all building areas regardless of location or distance from exterior walls.

Edwards and Green, Camden, N. J., Architects
S. Levy & Company, Camden, N. J., General Contractor

Toplite Roof Panels are factory-fabricated...ready to install

They are shipped in individual crates marked to show correct orientation and directional positioning; for speed and ease in installation. Panels arrive on job site ready to install. They are set on prepared curbs and anchored ready for flashing by the roofer.

Write for free booklet on Toplite Roof Panels

The complete story of this great new advance in efficient utilization of free daylight is available in this new bulletin. For your free copy write today: Kimble Glass Company, subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Dept. PA-3, Toledo 1, Ohio.
Designing a school?

Take a good look at these pictures. They show Robertson Products in use on a variety of modern school buildings... materials chosen for each particular installation because they were economical and maintenance-free.

Building dollars must go far in tightly budgeted school construction, and materials and methods that do double duty and cut costs are welcomed by designers and school boards alike.

Use the coupon on the opposite page to get complete information on the Robertson building materials that can help you design a better school for less money.

H. H. Robertson Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

More for

- LONG SPAN... In addition to its acoustic qualities, Robertson Q-Deck permits longer spans. This means fewer supports, faster installations, lower cost. This is the gymnasium at St. Edward's High School, Lakewood, Ohio. George S. Ritter Company, engineers.

- BRIGHT CORRIDORS... Daylight is free, so why not use it! Robertson Corrugated Wire Glass Sash is maintenance-free, economical and efficient. George Washington School, E. Moline, Ill.; M. R. Beckstrom, architect.

- ACOUSTIC CEILING AND ROOF DECK... Robertson Q-Deck is as functional as it is attractive. Varying Noise Reduction Coefficients are easily and inexpensively obtained. Write for Acoustic Data on Robertson Q-Deck. Shown in the Cedarville (Ohio) School; John L. Kline, architect.

World Wide Building Service

[Image of school interiors showing use of Robertson Products]
ROBERTSON products

- ROOFING AND VENTILATION . . . Pitched roofs offer an opportunity to use Robertson Galbestos (zinc bonded asbestos protected steel) and Robertson Ventilators. This modern gymnasium designed by Gregson & Ellis, Atlanta, Ga., shows both of these cost-cutting Robertson products.

- BI-LATERAL LIGHTING . . . At the St. Thomas More School near Niagara Falls, Ontario (Arthur B. Scott & Associates, architect) Robertson Skylights give an assist to sash in classrooms. Robertson Q-Deck can be recognized as the roof construction.

- GLARELESS OVERHEAD LIGHTING . . . There is no glare either to contestants or spectators when daylighting is handled like this. These are Robertson Corrugated Wire Glass Skylights at Herbert Hoover High School, San Diego, California.

- CANTILEVERED CANOPIES . . . Long span Robertson Q-Deck permits the long overhang desired for covered walkways. This fine example is by Gordon Stafford at his Lincoln (California) High School.

- INSULATED WALLS — Quick . . . Robertson Q-panels are dry, clean fast construction with unlimited architectural possibilities. Above, they are shown combined with masonry at the Booker T. Washington School at Shreveport, La. (Van Os & Flexman, architects). Below, Q-panels at the Carmichael School at Richland, Wash. (J. Gordon Turnbull, Inc., designers).

In England—Robertson Thain Ltd., Ellesmere Port
In Canada—Robertson-Irwins Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Please send catalogs on these ROBERTSON PRODUCTS

Q-DECK □ Q-PANELS □ GALBESTOS □ SKYLIGHTS □ VENTILATORS □ SASH □

Name

Address

....
Even 100-mile-an-hour rain cannot penetrate this modern school’s walls, coated entirely with water repellent made with Linde silicones.

Huge school system approves water repellents made with LINDE silicones for above-grade masonry

"Invisible Raincoat" Protects City’s Schools

In one of the nation’s largest cities, the above-grade exterior brick and concrete of school buildings is being coated with water repellents made with LINDE Silicones.

More than thirty of the school system’s close to 300 older buildings have already been treated. New schools are being treated as erected. To date, 500,000 sq. ft. are done.

Board of Education maintenance engineers say that rain leaks and seepage that once caused costly damage to interior plaster, paint, and woodwork, have been eliminated.

Masonry spalling and cracking caused by water absorption and freezing have been completely stopped. Unsightly efflorescence is a thing of the past. And buildings stay cleaner because rain simply washes dirt down the walls.

Why you, too, should specify "Linde" silicones

Above-grade masonry water repellents made with LINDE silicones mean... longer life for concrete and brick... reduced maintenance inside and out... better appearance.

More and more architects are specifying masonry water repellents made with LINDE silicones. They alone provide all these advantages:

- Clear and invisible
  Cause no change in color, no shine.
- One Coat
  For complete water repellency.
- Penetrating
  Reach correct depth for maximum effectiveness.
- No Seepage
  Even rain driven 100 miles an hour runs right off, yet...
- Non-Sealing and Pressure Resistant
  Permits masonry to "breathe."
- Fast-Working
  Dry in 3 hours to complete water repellency.
- Applicable the Year Round
  Can be applied even at 15 degrees Fahrenheit.
- Long Lasting
  Tests indicate dependable service for 10 years!
- Easy to Apply
  Either low-pressure spray or brush.
- Can Be Painted Over
  With oil-base paints.
- CALL OR WRITE LINDE—For the full story on water repellents made with LINDE silicones for above-grade masonry, and a list of representative suppliers. Address Dept. B-3.

FOR SILICONES LOOK TO LINDE

A DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
IN CANADA: Dominion Oxygen Company, Division of Union Carbide Canada Limited
The term "Linde" is a registered trade-mark of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

Leaks were serious in this older school, so brick was repointed, then coated with silicone repellent. Result: No more problems from moisture.
TILE makes a good beginning

An attractive entrance, using American-Olean Tile, makes an excellent first impression. Yet even more important is the lasting good impression ceramic tile makes on those responsible for its upkeep.

A recent impartial study, reported by "Modern Sanitation," indicates that tile is the least expensive surface to maintain.

Comparative figures on maintenance costs are given in detail in the new American-Olean Tile Booklet, "Tile in Schools and Hospitals." Such facts as these make this booklet an indispensable addition to your files.

There are, as well, abundant color illustrations showing many actual tile installations in schools and hospitals. Write for your free copy!

A-O TILE MAKES A BEAUTIFUL, DURABLE ENTRANCE

1. Tiled floor resists damage by the most rugged kind of foot traffic. Mud, grit, and slush whisk away easily.

2. Tiled walls need only a minimum of maintenance. Sunlight won't fade them, and they resist marking and scarring.

3. Tiled stair treads provide long life, add beauty, and help prevent dangerous slips and skids.

4. Self-spacing A-O wall tile assures straight, even grout lines. With it you can be sure of a better-looking installation.


Send for these helpful booklets!

AMERICAN-OLEAN TILE COMPANY
1088 Kenilworth Ave., Lansdale, Pa.

Please send me the following free literature:

[] Booklet 600: "Tile in Schools and Hospitals"
[] Booklet 300: "Industrial Washrooms"
[] Booklet 205: "Catalog of Tile Products"

Name
Title
Firm Name
Address
City Zone State
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Special treatment for hospital floors

... with Terrazzo

Hospital floors made with terrazzo remain bright and attractive in spite of heavy foot traffic, rolling equipment and continuous scrubbings. In the operating room shown above—where absolute cleanliness is a must—terrazzo's smooth surface is easy to clean... and keep clean. In addition, for greater safety in such rooms where anesthetics or oxygen therapy are used, terrazzo floors can be made moderately conductive by an acetylene carbon admixture. These special floors guard against possible explosion caused by static electricity.

Only terrazzo offers such a wide latitude of design possibilities... assures durable beauty at low annual cost. And no matter what design you choose, you can obtain almost unlimited colors and tones when you use Atlas White Cement.

Whenever a job calls for lasting good looks, long-term economy and ease of cleaning, consider terrazzo made with Atlas White Cement. Ideal for wainscoating and stairways, too. For more information, see SWEET’S Catalog, Section 12g/Un and 3d/Un, or write Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
RECOMMENDED APPLICATION OF BEVEL SIDING

Use rust-resisting casing nails, not less than 6d for bevel and 8d for bungalow. Nails should be located at each stud above lap as shown in diagram. Minimum headlap (FHA) should be 1" for 4" and 6" siding, 1½" for widths over 6".

This nailing procedure is recommended to prevent any possibility of cupping or splitting. Tip of siding is left "floating free" to allow for normal dimensional changes. Siding nails should be set and puttied. (Note: If necessary, to prevent splitting near ends of pieces, holes should be prebored through the siding for the nails.)

USE WEST COAST LUMBER FOR DISTINCTIVE SIDING

Siding of versatile West Coast lumber, with its natural pattern lines and flexibility of use, offers the widest variety of interest-arousing treatments. Wood performs better, too... for lumber is durable, has high insulation value, and is easy to use, regardless of building style or plan.

Choose from these popular West Coast lumber species... Douglas Fir, West Coast Hemlock, Western Red Cedar and Sitka Spruce.

whatever the job, consider WOOD FIRST!

WEST COAST LUMBER
Douglas Fir • West Coast Hemlock • Western Red Cedar • Sitka Spruce

WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSN., 1410 S. W. Morrison St., Portland 5, Oregon
Nobody yet has learned all the ways Modernfold makes space flexible

From grade schools to colleges, from workshops to factories, space in today's buildings can be as fluid and versatile as an architect desires... for Modernfold doors and walls have given design a new flexibility, as exciting as it is practical.

Space requirements which change hourly or daily can be met quickly and easily. And space needs which are likely to change months or years in the future need not require expensive, time-consuming remodeling if Modernfold doors and walls have been installed with growth in mind.

Modernfold doors are available in two lines: Custom, which comes in any size and a multitude of colors, and Spacemaster, which fits standard-size door openings and can be painted or slip covered.

In any size, Modernfold doors assure an almost unlimited life of efficiency and service because of their balanced, double-strength steel framework. And their washable vinyl covering has to meet the most rigid specifications in the industry for flexibility, resistance to cold, abrasion resistance and flex resistance.

Switches and overhead tracks make it possible for one Modernfold Custom door to serve in more than one location... to meet a variety of fast-changing demands for space. In fact, there's just no limit to the ways Modernfold makes space more flexible.

If you have a problem in space division, the Modernfold distributor (listed under "Doors" in classified directories) will be glad to show you the Custom line. Your building supply dealer has the Spacemaster line available. Or write New Castle Products, Inc., Dept. C31, New Castle, Indiana. In Canada: New Castle Products, Ltd., Montreal 5.

Full details in Sweet's tile

Modernfold DOORS

COPYRIGHTED NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS, INC., 1955
Overline Flush Hollow Metal Doors have a solid steel member running the full height of the door at both edges. With Overline Doors, this construction is standard at no extra cost. Specify Overline for extra internal strength as well as custom quality and finished appearance. Write us today for our new 1955 comprehensive Hollow Metal Catalog.

OVERLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GREENSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA

X-RAY VIEW

Continuous edge reinforcement offset at hinge locations

Door closer reinforcement plate

Vertical reinforcing channels

Continuous edge reinforcement prepared for lock

Voids between reinforcing channels packed with insulation

Find Your Nearest Dealer in the 'Yellow Pages'
Because V-LOK Reduces Erection Costs

A school designed with a V-LOK Steel Frame can be erected and under roof in a very few days—using a minimum of skilled labor and equipment to expense against the job. Interlocking structural members require no bolting, riveting or welding — except anchor bolts.

Because V-LOK Gets a School Under Roof Faster

A school under roof in a few days permits craftsmen to move in and start finishing operations for much earlier occupancy. This speed combined with actual economies—per sq. ft.—puts a School Board definitely over on your side for future expansions.

Because V-LOK Designs Readily Into School Layouts

With V-LOK—you’re the Architect, unhampered in the most modern layouts you want to design. You have adequate spans and loading capacity plus a practical joining of accessory materials and component structural units. Contact us for design standards.

Illustrated here are three of the many V-LOK Schools designed by Walter Anicka of Ann Arbor, Michigan. At the top is the Saline Elementary School, Commercial Const. Corp., General Contractor. Second is the Willow Run High School, Birchard & Roberts, Dearborn, Gen. Contractor. Third is the South Lyon High School, A. N. Hickson, Inc., General Contractor, Detroit, Michigan.
TWICE THE PROTECTION, TWICE THE CONVENIENCE! Famous Duo-Guard Pushmatic circuit breakers—the envy of the circuit breaker industry—protect circuits two ways—with a thermal bi-metal and a magnetic solenoid.

NOW... BULLDOG PUSHMATIC CIRCUIT PROTECTION IN A narrow, neat, space-saving panel

TRIM “NP” ELECTRI-CENTERS EXTEND TO ANY CEILING HEIGHT, ELIMINATE UNSIGHTLY CONDUIT

“NP” means Narrow Panel. And that means an attractive Pushmatic Electri-Center® you can specify for space-restricted quarters, or where good looks are good policy.

BullDog engineers have designed this panel to fit into a standard “8” H-beam, or to surface-mount unobtrusively behind doors, in hallways, on non-structural walls—anywhere! It is compact—only 6¾” wide. Its many features include famous DUO-GUARD Pushmatic protection, wireway extensions and pull boxes to conceal wires and eliminate naked conduit, easier installation.

It is impossible to point out all the advantages of the Narrow Panel Electri-Center here. But a Bulldog Field Engineer or Qualified Distributor will be pleased to call and point out its many fine features. Or, write: Bulldog Electric Products Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

BULLDOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Division of I-T-E Circuit Breaker Company
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Grating made from Yolo Y steel meets the test for outside stair treads and floors

THE YOLOY FAMILY

High in resistance to corrosion, shock and vibration, easy to fabricate, easy to weld.

YOLOY
(Nickel-Copper)
Low Alloy High Strength Steel

YOLOY E
(Nickel-Chrome-Copper)
Low Alloy High Strength Steel

YOLOY C
(Chrome-Copper)
Corrosion Resistant Steel

Safety - durability - atmospheric corrosion resistance - good appearance - all are inherent in this grating fabricated from Yolo Y high-strength steel. The design of such grating contributes toward a non-skid surface. The Yolo family of steels includes several types. For details, write our nearest District Sales Office.
Here's the First Expansion Hood on the Market—Fits All Cabinets

Styled by a leading industrial designer, these revolutionary Expansion Hoods by Trade-Wind are adjustable to any cabinet length from 30" to 54". Incorporate the proven Trade-Wind baffle plate for even distribution of the discharge. Available in genuine copper or stainless steel. Stylish, simplify installation, increase efficiency.

This is the Hood that set the Style

These modern styled hoods by Trade-Wind are the most popular selling hoods in America. Come in genuine copper or stainless steel. 39" and 42" lengths. Include baffle.

Genuine Copper

NOT PLATED OR PAINTED ON!

Only Trade-Wind Hoods are made from exclusive DUOMETL—solid copper and steel laminated sheet stock. The finish CANNOT be removed—even by scratching!

Under-Hood Light!

New, easy-to-clean...with twin sockets and independent switch. Available with any Trade-Wind hood or as an accessory.

USE ANY OF THESE TRADE-WIND TOP EFFICIENCY VENTILATORS

FOR A BETTER KITCHEN THAT SELLS HOMES FASTER.
new exteriors in Suntile ceramics

As these three exteriors suggest, your opportunity for surface enrichment is almost unlimited when you use Suntile Satinized Ceramics.

This matt-finish, natural clay tile is suitable for exterior use in any climate. Equally serviceable in walls or floors, it gives your clients lasting beauty—with minimum maintenance.

You’ll like the color range of Suntile Ceramics—developed by color authority Faber Birren. And the combination of satinized finish and smaller sizes* permits interesting effects of pattern and texture.

*1/2" x 1/2", 1" x 1", 1" x 2", 2" x 2"

Our staff of trained ceramic artists, headed by Harry J. Macke, is always prepared to assist you with tile design or layout problems—at no obligation. Write us for full information on this service. Address Dept. PA-59.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO.
P. O. Box 71
Cincinnati 15, Ohio
Comfort could have been a real problem in this remarkable school. The size of the building itself is a factor...so are the large glass areas...widely varied room sizes...exposure...changing occupancy levels. A busy program of social, athletic and other extracurricular activities is another important consideration.

But comfort isn’t a problem, and never will be, thanks to a pace-setting system of Johnson Automatic Temperature Control engineered to meet the exact needs of this building and its occupants.

Equally important, the special economy features of Johnson Dual Control make it possible to provide the finest in individual room temperature regulation at a large saving in fuel costs. The accompanying plan shows how.

You can easily insure the same degree of comfort and economy for your clients’ buildings that Johnson has provided for this and thousands of other outstanding buildings of all types and sizes. Remember, Johnson brings to each job over 70 years’ experience in solving every conceivable type of temperature control problem—more specialized experience than anyone else!

Why not take advantage of this experience? A nearby Johnson engineer will gladly make recommendations for your next building without obligation. JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
HERE'S REINFORCED VIBRIN

○ stronger than steel by weight
○ dent-proof
○ rust-proof
○ rot-proof
○ translucent or opaque
○ unbothered by weather

○ resistant to abrasion
○ high in impact strength
○ non-splintering
○ extremely light
○ sound and heat insulating
○ integrally colored

WHY NOT reinforced Vibrin...?

Hatchways of reinforced Vibrin, for example, could be strong enough to stand on, yet extremely light and easy to open. There'd never be any need for painting, either, to protect or beautify—the color would be built-in, permanently... would never scratch or wear off.

Cold frames and greenhouses of this same material would have all the sunlight translucency and transmission of beneficial ultraviolet light needed—yet protect against extremes of weather. There'd be no danger from stones, storms, hail—no need for gentle handling—reinforced Vibrin is practically indestructible.

There are a lot of excellent reasons why reinforced Vibrin is just the material for these applications. And for thousands more. Already proved in hundreds of products, from auto bodies to building skylights, from toboggans to truck trailers to bath tubs, it's the structural material you ought to get to know... and use.

Better write the address below today.

Naugatuck Chemical
Division of United States Rubber Company
Naugatuck, Connecticut

BRANCHES: Akron • Boston • Charlotte • Chicago • Los Angeles • Memphis • New York • Philadelphia • IN CANADA: Naugatuck Chemicals, Elmira, Ontario
Rubber Chemicals • Synthetic Rubber • Plastics • Agricultural Chemicals • Reclaimed Rubber • Latices • Cable Address: Rubexport, N.Y.
in every way... VIBRAPAC concrete Block make good!

**In appearance:** Now, with Modern VIBRAPAC Block, you will find "the sky is the limit" for creative design and construction. Varieties of ashler patterns, interesting textures and distinctive color tones offer opportunities for beauty at its permanent best in homes and all types of buildings. Charm is added, too, by using VIBRAPAC Block for fireplaces, garden walls, planters and other practical uses.

In durability and firesafety VIBRAPAC Block make good, too. They help homes hold peak value indefinitely. Dependable self-insulation is engineered into them. They are immune to attacks from weather, violent storms, rodents or destructive insects or fungi. Reasonable first-cost and minimum maintenance expense add to their "make-good" qualities. There's a sensible trend toward VIBRAPAC concrete masonry units ... worthy of your endorsement!

**This Booklet Helps You Make Profitable Decisions**

Its 24 pages show many attractive exterior and interior adaptations of VIBRAPAC Block. It helps homemakers "make up their minds" that it pays to make the most of modern concrete masonry. Ask your nearby Concrete Block Plant for a free copy of this book, or write to: BESSEER Company, Box 177, Alpena, Mich.

BESSEER COMPANY
Alpena, Michigan, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of VIBRAPAC CONCRETE BLOCK MACHINES

PROMOTERS OF HIGH QUALITY CONCRETE MASONRY FOR MORE THAN A HALF CENTURY
TALL partitions are easy...
with Nailable Stran-Steel® Framing

The problem of relatively high partitions was a major one for Station WMAL-TV (Washington, D.C.) in converting an ice-skating rink into a TV studio. Partitions had to be lightweight but able to carry a high fire rating. And, as usual, speed and economy were important. Nailable Stran-Steel Framing was the ideal solution. As shown above, metal lath was nailed directly to Stran-Steel verticals which, in some cases, tower up to 30 feet. W. P. Lipscomb, Inc., General Contractors.

STRAN-STEEL FRAMING IS...

AVAILABLE: On-the-spot distributors and dealers in all major building centers to give you fast, sure, economical service.

LIGHTWEIGHT: Easy to move and place. No special equipment is necessary to handle Stran-Steel members.

NAILABLE: Special nailing groove deforms and clinches nails in a grip of steel. Saves field costs of clips and attachments.

ECONOMICAL: Easily and quickly erected by welding or sheet metal screws. Factory-punched clearance holes for plumber’s pipe and electrician’s conduit speed job completion. Entire building is closed in without costly interruptions.

VERSATILE: Stran-Steel framing comes in standard depths, gauges and lengths. Use with all types of collaterals for complete freedom of design and flexibility.

Stran-Steel Division
GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION
Ecorse, Detroit 29, Mich. • A Unit of
NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION

Stran-Steel Div.
Great Lakes Steel Corp.
Ecorse, Detroit 29, Mich.

Please have your representative give me your new catalog and other information, without obligation.

I am a: Builder □ Architect □ Engineer □ Owner □ planning the design or construction of:

School □ Church □ Hospital □ Dwelling □ Commercial or Industrial Building □ Interior Steel Partitions □ Other □

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Street ____________________________
City __________________________________Zone State _________
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Colorundum floors give luxury appearance
and extra wear resistance at low cost

Here's a simple and economical solution to the problem of exposed or uncarpeted areas of drab, colorless concrete. It's called Colorundum. And fused-color concrete floor it provides lends a dramatic and practical accent to patios, walkways, and service floors. Colorundum cuts air conditioning costs, too, because its color properties keep sunlit areas substantially cooler than ordinary concrete. Yet its cost is just a fraction of that of tile floors.

Colorundum is far more resistant to traffic than ordinary concrete floor. It is a balanced formulation of nonslip aggregate (next to the diamond in hardness), water-repellent compounds, and durable colors... contains no silica, quartz, or sand. It is easy to keep clean, and since it contains no meta it will not rust or stain.

Colorundum is available in eleven decorator colors.
New 3 in 1 Roof Deck costs to $7.94

1. It's roof deck ... Two by eight foot unit cuts application time as much as 45%. Only one material to handle. New Insulite Roof Deck eliminates need for separate roof boards, insulation, lath and plaster and ceiling finishing. Roof Deck can save 12 man-hours per 1,000 sq. ft. of surface compared with 2" x 6" D&M roof sheathing.

2. It's insulation with vapor barrier ... No need for other insulation. Two-inch Roof Deck is comparable to 2" wood deck plus 1" fiberboard insulation and meets heat loss requirements for roof and ceiling construction. Absorbs sound better than wood or plaster. Exclusive vapor barrier protects against condensation within the unit.

3. And finished ceiling. The underside of Insulite Roof Deck is finished with a white flame-resistant surface at the factory. Lay Roof Deck over pre-finished beams and ceiling is done. No need to plaster, paint, stain or wax. Reduces labor and material costs. Available in 2'x8' units, 1/2", 2" or 3" thick with or without exclusive vapor barrier.

Cedar Heights School, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Architects: Thorson, Thorson and Madson, Waterloo and Forest City, Iowa.
He held costs to $7.94 per sq. ft. O. H. Thorson, A.I.A., of Thorson, Thorson and Madson, Waterloo and Forest City, Iowa, took advantage of Roof Deck's money-saving features to help hold costs to $7.94 per sq. ft. on this 8700 sq. ft. elementary school. How this 3 in 1 product—roof deck, roof insulation and finished ceiling—can save $80 to $300 per M sq. ft. on exposed beam ceiling jobs is shown in the pictures at left.

Build better and save with INSULITE
Made of hardy Northern wood
PERFECT PLAN
FOR OUTDOOR BEAUTY

Here's a home with an ideal setting to make outdoor beauty a part of family living. Architect Donald Grieb has used Andersen WINDOWALLS to accomplish this purpose effectively. You can do the same with WINDOWALLS in the homes you design. Yes, Andersen WINDOWALLS, like these Gliding Window Units, capture outdoor beauty, flood the home with sunshine, bring in plenty of fresh air. Yet they're weathertight to serve as an efficient wall to wet or wintry weather. They're both windows and walls. They're Andersen WINDOWALLS . . . precision engineered of toxic-treated, insulating wood.

Write for Detail Catalog, or Tracing Detail File. Or see Sweet's Architectural Files for specification data. WINDOWALLS sold by established millwork dealers throughout the country including the Pacific Coast.

Andersen Windowalls*
COMPLETE WOOD WINDOW UNITS

ANDERSEN CORPORATION • BAYPORT, MINNESOTA
NO LEVEL OF LIGHT
FROM DARK TO FULL-BRIGHT

Here at last, for home application, is a light control that makes sense. A light control that produces, at the turn of a dial, any level of light from dark to full-bright, the perfect level of light for every occasion, every activity, every effect. New LUXTROL Light Control frees your layouts once and for all from the limitations of on-off lighting. It puts in your hands a whole new dimension in modern, functional design — with unlimited possibilities not only for homes (living room, TV room, bedroom, nursery, dining room, or den) but for commercial uses too. A soundly engineered auto-transformer-type unit — with brush and winding in constant contact and both fuse and thermal overload protection — LUXTROL operates smoothly, silently, safely, is Underwriters Laboratories approved. No complex wiring required; LUXTROL replaces on-off switches, is just as easy to incorporate in your plans. What’s more, LUXTROL controls not only incandescent lighting but fluorescent and cold-cathode too. And it’s priced surprisingly low. Arrange a LUXTROL demonstration. Simply call Western Union Operator 25 in your own city and ask for the name of your LUXTROL distributor.
freeing today's architecture from the shackles of dead weight, Permalite makes possible lightweight concretes and plasters for modern construction, for insulating, for fireproofing—gives to the architect new freedom to pioneer in the design for buildings of tomorrow. To learn the many ways this amazing material can serve you now, pin this page to your letterhead and mail to the address below. Full factual data will be sent you.

PERLITE DIVISION, GREAT LAKES CARBON CORPORATION
612 South Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, California
BETTER Light FOR BORDEN LAB

New Research Building Features Window Walls of Coolite Wire Glass

The importance of good illumination to industrial research is reflected in these bright walls of Coolite, Heat Absorbing and Glare Reducing Glass. Interiors are flooded with natural illumination, free of the harmful effects of "raw" sunlight that cause optic and physical discomfort.

4800 sq. ft. of Coolite makes these new laboratories appear larger, brighter, more comfortable... with plenty of conditioned light for the most exacting scientific work.

Yet, the proven ability of Coolite to absorb unwanted solar heat helps keep interiors cooler. Occupants see better, feel better, work better and more accurately in areas glazed with Coolite.

Coolite Wire Glass protects against shatter damage, resulting from fires. This Approved Fire Retardant No. 32 tends to bottle up and thus prevent the spread of flames. And the Coolite wire glass adds beauty to the exterior—the clean, blue hue harmonizes with the crisp, modern design... its benefits minimize need for unsightly painted screens or blinds.

For maximum comfort and protection specify Mississippi Coolite Heat Absorbing and Glare Reduced Wire Glass. Available through leading distributors of quality glass. Mississippi offers a wide variety of translucent, light diffusing glass patterns for every glazing requirement.

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY

Write today for free catalog. Address Dept. 8

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
The Knoll Planning Unit, design consultants to the architect, has developed effective solutions for contemporary interiors in a growing list of hotels, hospitals, schools, offices and other public buildings. Write for information.

Washrooms of another notable building

finished in Carrara Glass

- Over and over again leading architects turn to Carrara Structural Glass when it comes to the specification of a wall finishing material for washrooms in important new buildings. And Carrara Glass has many outstanding qualities which make it worthy of this architectural selection.

CARRARA GLASS IS:

**True Glass** of the finest quality. Every piece is mechanically ground and polished. It permits joints that are true and even, without lippage or warpage.

**Beautiful.** Available in ten lovely colors, gleaming Carrara Glass adds a note of distinction and dignity to every building in which it is used.

**Permanent.** Its smooth, homogeneous surface is unaffected by moisture, soap, damp atmospheres, and pencil marks. Carrara won't crack, craze, stain or fade; it won't absorb odors.

**Sanitary.** Because Carrara is installed in large sections, it has fewer joints and crevices to catch dirt and dust. Its smooth, highly polished finish is easy to keep clean; an occasional wiping with a damp cloth is all that's required.

Additional information on Carrara is available from Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 5198 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd., Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Carrara

...the quality structural glass
CORRECT MOISTURE CONTENT IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND LEAST VISIBLE CHARACTERISTICS OF FINE LUMBER. CERTIFIED DRY REDWOOD IS THOROUGHLY AND PROPERLY SEASONED.
FLIGHT REFUELING, INC., originators of the Probe and Drogue systems of refueling aircraft in flight, specified a fireproof Gold Bond "Firefighter" Roof Deck for their new plant at Friendship International Airport. Nearly 70,000 square feet of incombustible gypsum protects valuable refueling equipment against fire danger.

Gypsum Roof Decks go up fast...up to 30,000 sq. ft. can be poured in a single day! They are adaptable to all industrial roof designs—pitched, barreled or flat. The low dead load of a Gold Bond "Firefighter" Roof Deck permits lighter supporting structures, allowing substantial construction savings. Plants like FLIGHT REFUELING, INC., have lower maintenance costs with Gypsum Roof Decks. Roof surfaces can be easily cut or patched to meet any desired modification in design.

Full details on "Firefighter" Roof Decks are available by writing Dept. PA-35, National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, New York, for Technical Bulletin No. 589.
How to heat and cool with just one unit...

DUNHAM VARI-TEMP

Specify Dunham all-weather Vari-Temp® and you have more than a heating system... more than a cooling system. You have both... and with just one unit.

Dunham Vari-Temp is a simple solution for your clients who want year-round air-conditioned comfort in their buildings but can’t afford costly space-using central system ductwork. Vari-Temp eliminates ducts since a single riser can supply hot water for heating, chilled water for cooling to each unit.

Individual Room Control. Dunham Vari-Temp Units heat, cool, ventilate, filter and dehumidify air on a room-by-room basis—an ideal setup for hotels, motels, hospitals, apartments, offices and other multiroom applications.

Versatile Vari-Temp not only heats and cools with water, but also heats with steam. Furthermore, you can mount this newly expanded line of comfort conditioning, double-duty cabinets on the floor, walls or ceiling... fully or partially recessed... or even completely conceal them.

For all the facts about all-weather Vari-Temp, clip and mail the coupon.

New Dunham Cabinet Unit Heater. Moderately priced cabinet unit heaters—for steam and hot water heating only in doorways, lobbies, corridors.

DUNHAM HEATING & COOLING EQUIPMENT

RADIATION • CONTROLS • UNIT HEATERS • PUMPS • SPECIALTIES

QUALITY FIRST FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY • CHICAGO • TORONTO • LONDON

C. A. DUNHAM COMPANY
Dept. PA3, 400 W. Madison St.,
Chicago 6, Illinois

Please send Vari-Temp literature

Name________________________

Firm_______________________

Address_____________________

City________________________ Zone________ State________
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"Good idea, Joe. Folding doors save space and money.
But specify Foldoor, … you get more with Foldoor."

"As a matter of fact, Joe, you’d be surprised at the difference between Foldoor and others."

"Foldoor is designed structurally for its largest size—that is, all their doors have the same strong construction—and it’s built by a good, old reliable company, too."

"It’s narrower, stacks into 1¼” per foot of opening—that’s less than any similar door—and has none of the bellows action that’s sometimes very annoying."

"And, Joe, I’m sure our client will like the Foldoor fabrics. They look and feel like cloth, but wear and wash like vinyl. He’ll go for Foldoor’s attractive cornice, too … especially when he finds there’s no extra cost for it!"

"Yes, Joe, it’s smart to use folding doors. But let’s get the best … specify Foldoor."

For technical information see: Sweet’s Catalog; FOLDOR installing distributors in every principal city; or Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., Inc., 1545 Van Buren St., Indianapolis 7, Indiana.

CEILING MOUNTED Type BT Cabinet, connected to duct with inlet at floor level, replaced a bulky, unattractive cast iron radiator that formerly was located below show window.

RECESSED IN THE WALL and blending unobtrusively with the modern decor, a Modine Type BF Cabinet Unit provides economical heating, requires almost no floor space.

BLANKETING OPENING DOORS with a curtain of heated air, Modine Type FE Cabinet Unit protects customers and employees of this supermarket from the coldest wintry blasts.

HARD-TO-HEAT CHURCHES offer no problems for Modine Cabinet Units. Here cold air, drawn into opening in bottom of unit, is heated and discharged through wall grille.

SEE YOUR HEATING JOB HERE?
Then Modine Cabinet Units are your low-cost answer!

YES, for the steam and hot water heating applications pictured above—and hundreds of others—versatile Modine Cabinet Units provide economical comfort. Quiet blower fans assure positive yet gentle circulation of heated air. Some models have provision for cooling with chilled water.

What's more, Cabinet Units' attractive appearance—plus their ability to replace at least two or three cast iron radiators—makes them ideal for new construction or modernization. If you’ve a difficult heating problem, get all the facts about Cabinet Units from the Modine representative listed in your classified phone book. Or mail the handy coupon at the right.

MODINE MFG. CO.
1572 DeKoven Ave., Racine, Wis.
Please send me immediately a free copy of Bulletin describing Modine Cabinet Units.

Name ..................................................
Firm ..................................................
Address .............................................
City ................................................. Zn ...... State .................
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Nobody likes to be shut in. Least of all a youngster. That’s why children are happier . . . and seem to learn more, faster . . . in a “Daylight Wall” classroom. Clear glass from sill to ceiling brings in the grass and the trees, the sun and the sky. It helps create an atmosphere of alertness that makes a happy difference in the children’s attitude.

Cuts costs, too. Artificial lighting isn’t needed so much. Less wall area to paint and maintain. Lower construction costs. In cold climates your daylight walls should be Thermopane® insulating glass for maximum comfort and heating economy. Please write for your free copy of “How to Get Nature-Quality Light for School Children”. Dept. 4535, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio.

...in here...can make a happy difference
When Mark Twain said, "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody ever does anything about it," he was reckoning with the ingenuity of modern science. Today we "seed" the clouds to produce rain, dissipate fog chemically and mechanically, produce sunshine electronically, and melt snow as soon as it touches ground.

The use of modern snow melting and ice-removal systems is a sound investment in areas where snow and ice are a detriment to the free, safe, sure movement of people and vehicles. Progressive businesses now make their own weather as far as controlling the all-winter accessibility of their properties is concerned. Sidewalks, driveways, ramps, shipping docks, parking areas, garage and service aprons, airplane hangars, crosswalks, even bridge floors and private spurs and tracks, can and are being made "weather-proof."

For these snow and ice removal systems steel pipe is the overwhelming choice for commercial, industrial and domestic installations. Why? Because steel pipe has not only been proved in more than 60 years of hot water and steam heating applications, but has also the advantages of economy and adaptability for the panels, coils and runs of modern snow melting systems. Yes, steel pipe is first choice . . . the most widely used pipe in the world for heating, plumbing, snow melting, fire sprinkler systems, and the transmission of power, steam and air.

Send for a free copy of the 32-page color booklet "Steel Pipe Snow Melting and Ice Removal Systems."
Whatever your Air Conditioning problem—

**Airtemp**

is ready to help you!

Airtemp offers these "pluses" to those planning commercial and industrial air conditioning

*Airtemp has the Right Equipment*
To meet your every air conditioning need, Airtemp has a complete line of precision-built equipment—conventional or specially engineered—for a room or a building.

*Experienced Engineers "at Your Service"*
You are offered the advisory services of engineering specialists—pioneers in commercial and industrial air conditioning—through Airtemp Construction Corporation, a subsidiary of Chrysler Corporation.

*You Deal with a Leader*
The Chrysler name is widely known. Over the years, it has gained public confidence for its leadership in quality and engineering.

*Low Cost Result of Peak Efficiency*
With Airtemp, both the installation cost and the operating costs are low. This extra economy is a result of Airtemp's extreme efficiency.

*Nationwide Service Organization*
You are guaranteed dependable local service by Airtemp's network of personnel and facilities.

**HOW YOU GET THIS SERVICE—**For complete information on Airtemp's service, simply write to: Airtemp Division, Chrysler Corporation, Dept. PA-3-55.
Dayton 1, Ohio

**AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING FOR HOMES, BUSINESS, AND INDUSTRY**
Your ceiling planning comes to life with the new troffers by Smithcraft

From drawing board to reality is now a simple transition in the creation of architecturally beautiful ceilings with recessed lighting. The new Smithcraft Troffer presents a clean, trim, uncluttered appearance because for the first time in troffer lighting there are no visible catches, latches, bolts or screws. Perfectly straight, trim, in-line rows free from light leaks or blemishes are formed with new Smithcraft Troffers which are architecturally precise modules for exactly 12" openings. Adaptability to today's ceiling constructions is virtually universal (a single simple clip adapts the Smithcraft Troffer to most ceiling conditions and simple provisions are made for all others.) A new flexibility of design is provided through the widest possible choice of shielding media, pattern lighting methods and accenting troffer boxes.

This mounting bracket with simple clip attachments adapts the Smithcraft Troffer to a great majority of the ceilings in use today.

The new Smithcraft troffer-in-plaster frame method assures perfectly square plastered openings and is unbelievably simple to install.

Write today for the new Smithcraft Troffer Book illustrating and describing the new Smithcraft Troffers in detail.

"BUY LIGHTING" — NOT FIXTURES — INVEST IN
Miami Beach's Magnificent New Hotel, Luxurious Place in the Sun, Concreted with 'Incor' for Economical Speed

- Magnificent new $14-million Fontainebleau Hotel, on the old Firestone ocean-front estate, 44th to 48th Streets, Miami Beach, opened its hospitable doors precisely on schedule last December.

Called with good reason America's largest and finest resort hotel, The Fontainebleau reflects in its every line and appointment a happy balance of hotel, architectural and construction imagination.

With concaved façade fronting on 950 ft. of private beach, the new 14-story hotel, air-conditioned throughout, has 565 bedrooms and suites, 463 cabanas, and private yacht anchorage.

'TIncor' Speeds Completion

Construction is concrete throughout, for utmost stability and fire safety. On the basis of wide and successful experience, Taylor Construction Co., General Contractor, used 'INCOR' 24-HOUR CEMENT, 23,332 bbls., for dependable high early strength so essential in maintaining precise concreting schedules required for top construction speed at rock-bottom concreting cost.

Clock-like, pour-today-strip-tomorrow schedules saved $37,000 in extra forms that would have been needed for equal speed without 'Incor'. And the Contractor says this figure was dwarfed by time and labor economies due to smooth-running, assembly-line concreting schedules.

Match high-early strength economies with high ultimate strength and long-time durability and you see why 'Incor' "belongs" on outstanding projects such as this.

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION

Offices: ABILENE, TEX. • ALBANY, N.Y. • BETHLEHEM, PA. • BIRMINGHAM • BOSTON • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON • INDIANAPOLIS • KANSAS CITY, MO. • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • NORFOLK • RICHMOND • WASHINGTON, D.C.

LONE STAR CEMENT, WITH ITS SUBSIDIARIES, IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST CEMENT PRODUCERS: 18 MODERN MILLS, 141,600,000 SACKS ANNUAL CAPACITY
In last month's discussion of the essential bookkeeping functions, nothing was said of the problem of keeping overhead records—a subject that was discussed in the February and March 1954 issues of P/A. The various Record Books, Journals, and Ledgers described will not readily show the overhead ratio, but they will provide the proper basis for overhead analysis.

While overhead percentages are of importance to the architect, there are different schools of thought on the subject of determining such percentages. The method advocated in Standardized Accounting for Architects, as prepared by the American Institute of Architects, varies in detail from the method discussed in the P/A articles referred to above. The AIA system recommends that a partner's indirect time be charged as an overhead expense. Part 1, Chapter 3, of the "Recommended Procedures and Practices" states: "Salaries for principals should be established at amounts as nearly as possible representing what it would cost to employ someone to perform the services rendered by each principal. This is an orderly way to conduct the business and the only way to obtain proper job costs." Part 6, Chapter 29 states: "Indirect expense accounts: Salaries, Principals. Salaries, principals, are actually a partial distribution of profit rather than an expense. It is recommended, however, that definite salaries be established for the principal(s) since the services rendered by the principal(s) are a cost of doing business. See Chapter 3. Unless such salaries are established an accurate statement of operations is not possible. This account is debited from column 30 of the Cash Journal with salaries paid to principal(s) and cash in bank credited from column 2 of the Cash Journal."

The procedure outlined in the above paragraph has been accepted by numerous offices. However, a substantial number of firms polled prefer the system discussed in the articles in P/A, as providing more accurate records and involving less bookkeeping entries. In a great many offices, varying in size, principals' drawings of money vary considerably, and in many instances are not regular or in fixed amounts. This procedure, of course, affects only the partner's or individual's capital account. To translate whatever the proportion of actual drawing account may be into the dollar value of "direct" expense for time spent on a job, and at a senior employee's rate, may therefore become unrealistic. In many instances, principals, active on numerous jobs during the course of a day, will not keep a record of time spent on each job, although memo entries of hours spent should be made in the individual's diary as accurately as possible. The principals' hours can then be added to the employees' hours once a job is completed, and this will provide a satisfactory record. Any dollar substitution can then be made for time of the principal(s) should a job of a similar nature require the employment of a senior man to carry out the functions previously performed by the principal(s).

On certain jobs where a principal may bill for his time at a predetermained rate, it is obvious that the record kept by him will be more accurate than on a job where his time is not compensated for on a stipulated basis. On some major-size, cost-plus-fee jobs, the principals' services more often than not are paid for by the "fee," and the reimbursement for "technical salaries" and "percent overhead" specifically limits the recognized overhead items, roughly, to the list enumerated in the P/A articles referred to above.

While a principal frequently spends considerable time on "indirect" work, such as contacting potential clients, preparing proposals, preparing budgets, attending professional organizations' functions, etc., it would be out of proportion if such time is excessive to burden the "overhead" account with that portion of his drawing account for time so spent. To use the figures of actual money drawn will tend to overburden the overhead figure. An arbitrarily assumed figure equal to the salary payable to a senior employee, but not representing his actual drawings will be of little value.

A principal's knowledge of costs required to do a job, the number of his personal hours spent (should he in the future have to use an employee in his stead) in addition to the hours of his men, plus the percentage of the relative, constant overhead which excludes his indirect time, will present a good picture of costs and time for budget purposes. Compensation for his own "indirect" time—and profit beyond that—can easily be estimated when preparing a budget for a job.

The AIA, realizing the need for a standardized accounting practice for architects, has performed a most useful service to the profession by preparing "Standardized Accounting for Architect." A great deal of thought has been given to developing such a detailed system; the forms used are generally well conceived, and are in conformity with sound accounting procedure.

However, after a close analysis of the AIA's proposed forms it is felt by these authors that some phases are somewhat cumbersome for ease of operation. For instance, the Cash Journal is subdivided into 45 separate columns. It is feared that a secretary in the average office is usually the one who is also in charge of the books, and records may easily become confused when this Cash Journal requires excessive posting. It is felt that Cash Journal entries could be simplified and still serve their purpose, providing a basis for accurate record keeping. The following listing of columns will serve as an illustrative.

Receipts:
- Cash
- Fee income, Job No.
- Expense reimbursement, Job No.
- General Column (Exchange, etc.)
Disbursements:

Cash
Job Control, Job No.
Payroll Control
Indirect Salaries
Stationery and Office Supplies
Telephone and Telegraph
Miscellaneous Expense
Partners' Drawings
Travelling
General Column (Exchange, Insurance, Taxes, Rent, etc.)

The job control column takes into account all expenses incurred which are directly chargeable to an individual job, while the remaining disbursement columns show general and indirect expenses. Sufficient detail appears on the above list to enable proper transfer of information to the respective job accounts. Such a system of recording cash receipts and disbursements is in a more compact form and will prove less cumbersome from a bookkeeping standpoint. A short itemized word description in each instance, rather than an entry by code number, will minimize the possibility of error. It is felt that where the size of an office warrants the full time employment of a bookkeeper, the AIA type Cash Journal might be advantageous. However, if an individual normally not charged with the bookkeeping wished to consult the Cash Journal, decoding would be time-consuming for him, requiring constant reference to the numbered code chart to identify each item. While there is a word description in this Journal, there is lacking a Job Control column which indicates to which particular job the expense should be allocated. The Payroll Journal and the Job Cost Record could also be condensed in a similar manner.

No doubt each firm of architects may have its own idiosyncrasies regarding the amount of detail it wishes its books to reflect. While one firm may be satisfied with the barest essentials, the next may make innumerable analyses. Basic concepts of accounting as discussed in general above seem to satisfy most average needs.
The sidewalk engineers' society (residence division, that is) in Milwaukee never had it so good of the Wisconsin Architects Association with the architect's problems and the from easy chairs cusses the board applications and ramifications of the specific owner-architect decisions. No effort is made to promote any particular school of architecture, but each architect is in a position to make a forceful case for his ideas.

Miss Donohue, who has more than a layman's interest in and knowledge of architecture, brings out by searching questions the value of modern materials and the reason for much modern design. Both Miss Donohue and Sprague Vonier, able WTMJ-TV director, are sympathetic with the architect's problems and the need for continuing improvement in residence design.

This "feel" of the program helps viewers understand better the need for the years of education and training which an architect undergoes. The show's followers are shown the detailed work which goes into drawings and specifications and the reasons for this work. They are in on the creation of a home from the inside out and see why the exterior reflects the form of the interior spaces.

The half-hour weekly series opened in March, 1954, with the discussions of the family's needs by Phil and Sue Johnson, the owners of this $17,000 suburban home, and their Milwaukee architect, Donald L. Grieb. Phil is a salesman for International Business Machines. Sue is a commercial artist and painter for pleasure. Their activities seemed to call for a home built around a multipurpose "activities room." This room will be used for Sue's painting and sewing (she makes her own and the children's clothes), for Cindy's and Mark's (ages 18 months and 4 years) indoor play and their toys. Don will use it as a den and, adjacent to the living room, it will act as an additional entertainment area for the "open house" parties the Johnsons enjoy.

The "activities room," as the hub of the home, may also alternately be used as a guest room or to expand the dining area.

The Johnsons need the three bedrooms the home will provide. Since they have only one car, the nearness of shopping areas was an important consideration in the choice of the lot. The grade school, which is across the street, will make things easy for Cindy and Mark. The level lot lends itself to one-story construction.

The home, built on a concrete slab, with radiant floor heating, has unusual exterior wall construction. The vertical 4" x 4" columns are exposed on the outside of the "sandwich construction" walls and form a pleasing pattern of shadow.

The 2-7/8" thick exterior walls are made up of a layer of 2" x 6" tongue and groove, red fir, horizontal planking on the exterior. Next comes a 25/32" rigid asphalt-coated and impregnated insulating layer. The next layer comprises the interior finish and is made up of 3/4" plywood. Deep slanted eaves control exterior light and give a "ground-hugging" cozy appearance to this suburban home.

As the forty-program series got under way, Miss Donohue, WTMJ-TV, and the architects' group did everything possible to assure their viewers an honest picture of what home builders must face.

Many connected with the program feared the home's requirements could not be met for $17,000 in the Milwaukee market. To assure bids which would really reflect the current price for their services, contractors had to agree not to advertise that they had any connection with the home being built on TV.

The first bids came in above the budget. Grieb sent out for new bids and, on the air, conferred with the Johnsons to see what could be cut out in order to meet the maximum budget. One item cut out was a vanity in the bathroom. Sue solved this loss, though. She had a fund tucked away for furniture, some of which was to be built in. With adroitness, she transferred this item to her "furniture fund" and got the built-in vanity anyway. After some discussion, during which Sue grimly hung on to her automatic dishwasher, reductions were made and bids totaling $17,300 were accepted.

Early concern for realism on the program was unnecessary. Both man and nature co-operated to create temporary delays which so often accompany any construction. An early financing problem held up ground-breaking. After it was solved, extraordinary rains held up progress for three weeks. Then fortune and the weather smiled and construction progressed well.

The series followed the home through all its construction phases until, on the final program, viewers were asked to join the Johnsons, on television, in a house-warming party.

The adventure thus was complete except for the grass sowing and watering and cutting by Phil, and a little dusting and dishwashing (with dishwasher) by Sue, which will go on for some years, according to best advice. The sidewalk engineers can now relax with the feeling they've done a good job and, it is believed, with a new understanding of the function and value of the architect and his work.
Periodically, this column supplements Tomson’s Architectural & Engineering Law (Reinhold, 1951) by reporting summaries of cases decided and other matters of interest occurring since the publication of his book. A number of cases meriting more than a capsule treatment will continue to be discussed more extensively.

**PART I. LICENSE LAWS FOR THE ARCHITECT, ENGINEER, SURVEYOR, AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR**

**Chapter 3—Practicing without a License**

The failure of an architect, engineer, surveyor, or general contractor to procure a license as required by statute may constitute a misdemeanor subjecting him to criminal prosecution, and render the contracts he has entered into for the performance of professional services illegal and void.

California. *Shields v. Shoaff*, 253 P. 2d 102 (1953). A building Contractor’s license was suspended by operation of law when his responsible managing employee resigned and no qualified replacement was employed as required by statute. The subsequent acceptance of license fees without disclosure of the Contractor’s disqualification did not reinstate the original license. Therefore, the Court held that the Contractor was barred from recovering for work done because he did not possess a valid general contractor’s license. The Contractor’s assignee, who was not a holder in due course, was likewise barred from recovery.

California. *Marshall v. Von Zumwalt*, 262 P. 2d 363 (1953). In an action by an Owner against a Contractor for monies loaned to the Contractor, the Court held that, although the Contractor could not sue the Owner for compensation without proving that he was licensed as required by statute, the Contractor could, nevertheless, when sued, assert the contract and recover the amount of his compensation which exceeded the amount which the owner sought to recover.

California. *Lehmann v. Dalis*, 269 P. 2d 727 (1953). A licensed Civil Engineer performed work, labor, and services, which included the drawing of plans and sketches for the erection of a bowling alley at the builder’s request and sued for the value of his endeavors. The defense was raised that these were architectural services and the Engineer was not a licensed architect, nor had he informed the builder in writing of this fact as provided for by statute. The Court held, however, that the Civil Engineer was entitled to recovery, stating that the Civil Engineering Act permitted some services of an architectural nature, and that the Architectural Practice Act did not preclude recovery.

Texas. *M. M. M., Inc. v. Mitchell*, 265 S.W. 2d 504 (1954). An action was instituted by an Engineer to recover his compensation for services performed. The Engineer had been issued a certificate under the statute regulating the practice of his profession but had failed to pay an annual renewal fee as required by statute. The Court denied a recovery because the services for which compensation was sought had been rendered during the year in which the renewal fee had not been paid.

District of Columbia. *Dunn v. Finlayson*, 104 A. 2d 830 (1954). Suit for the balance of compensation due was brought by a person designated in a construction contract as Architect and Supervising Engineer. The Owner counter-claimed for the amount paid under the contract on the ground that the contract was void because the Architect did not have the required certificate. The Court held that the Architects Registration Act of the District of Columbia did not forfeit compensation in the absence of a certificate prior to 1950 when it had been amended and that, therefore, the architect could recover for those services he rendered prior to the 1950 amendment even though the building was not completed until after the amendment.
"Reaction from standardization [in school design] will require entirely new approaches to the physical environment, which is now distinctly recognized by educators as a major factor in the learning process. Architects ... may expect radical changes and variety in optimum group sizes, activities, and equipment."*

This third chapter in our year's issues planned around "the production of architecture" discusses and analyzes how eight different architects studied educational needs, worked with administrators and educators, and produced new plans for elementary schools on the basis of modern teaching methods; how, in short, the designers provided the correct "physical environment for the learning process."

Educational buildings are destined this year to account for more than a fourth of the dollars that are to be spent on architect-designed structures. With a huge backlog of needed classrooms, reasonable economies in construction are of prime importance. Hence, the design thinking and methods that go into the production of schools are of very particular current interest. In this special issue, we concentrate on these factors in regard to the elementary school.

It is useful and instructive to see how eight architects, working under widely divergent conditions, solved the problem common to all—the provision of well lighted, well ventilated, efficient schools for our junior citizens, in an environment and with an amenity that appeals to children and facilitates the teaching and learning process. Because the least common denominator in school design is the classroom, it is remarkable that these eight architects searching for optimum solutions have come up with eight quite different room cross sections (overpage).

What may one conclude from this? Clearly it demonstrates that production of school architecture is a many-faceted process; that no one solution can be found and universally applied, however common the basic problem. Equally clearly it illustrates the variety of answers that are given when different talents approach the same or a similar problem.

From the Editor's point of view, this is heartening; it would be a sorry day for an architectural magazine if pat solutions to all building-design problems were found. Furthermore, out of the multiplicity of design experiments and methods, we feel that a mature, distinctive, and appropriate expression for our era is slowly emerging.

Accorded an Award of Merit at the AIA Convention in Boston last June, the Garfield Elementary School, built with State funds for the Arden-Carmichael Union Elementary School District, is a notable accomplishment in a number of ways. From its pleasingly appropriate child scale, with low eaves and a strong sense of shelter; from its development around a paved, planted courtyard; from its handsome detail and lively use of color (merely suggested in black-and-white pictures), one would hardly suspect that the school was built under a strict program of austerity. Yet so it was. For when (as in this case) California State money is extended to fast-growing districts which do not have funds for required school-housing, the architect must work to minima, within an array of regulations. For an elementary school, exactly 55 sq ft must be provided per child, with corridors counted as \( \frac{3}{2} \) area; roofed space without paving is not counted; roofed corridors flanked by two walls less than 20 ft apart are counted as full area; and all enclosed areas require full count. No State funds can be used for either outdoor classrooms or landscaping.

The new school serves a burgeoning...
At the east end of the court (across page), a deep aluminum louver screen, standing well out from the wall of the multiuse room (above) shields windowed areas from western sun. Landscaping is being done gradually with funds provided by the local P.T.A and other interested groups.

Looking west (left), a playful roofed walk joins the two classroom wings. Notice high windows bordering the court in both wings. Future expansion may add one classroom to the north wing (present kindergarten becoming the library); a separate kindergarten unit, north of the present group; and a third classroom wing (paralleling present wings), to the south.

Photos: Roger Sturtevant
residential area east of Sacramento, and a conscious design wish was to achieve related scale. Perhaps the main secret of the school’s success, however, lies in the courtyard scheme. At once, this provides protected circulation (in a region where winds blow almost constantly); it also means a limited area to keep “manicured” (in a location where summers are hot and natural growth, sparse).

In developing the sections for the two classroom wings, a major consideration—in addition to providing good light and ventilation—was to protect against brightness contrast from strong sky glare. Thus, even along north walls, a 3-ft overhang is provided. Note, in the two sections, that precisely opposite fenestration solutions are used, with high windows on the south (court) side of the north wing, and on the north (also court) side of the south wing, thus shielding all rooms from the distraction of courtyard traffic. In both cases, deep overhangs protect southern windows, with a very deep, louvered roof above the tall windows along the south side of the southern wing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials &amp; Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>construction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>equipment</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Classroom wings are framed with exposed concrete shear piers (to take all lateral forces) 32 ft o.c.; the multiuse room (left of photo below) is framed with steel bents. The exposed wood roof frame (bottom) is supported at the ridge on a 7" x 19½" glue-laminated beam. A deep, roof overhang and slatted end panels protect southern windows of south wing (across page) from direct sun and sky glare.
the elementary school: Carmichael, California
Both east and west windows of the multiuse room are light-conditioned with aluminum louvers. Though the room is steel-framed, roof construction, as in classroom wings, is of wood. Cost of project, exclusive of site-development work, came to $14.88 a sq. ft.
2. Warwick, Rhode Island

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>architects</th>
<th>MacConnell &amp; Walker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>structural engineer</td>
<td>William Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heating engineer</td>
<td>A. Ehrenzeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general contractor</td>
<td>A. F. Smiley Construction Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The architects described the John Brown Francis School as “one in a series of neighborhood schools of similar size” that they have designed in recent years. Because it is located in a rather conservative residential development, a major design goal was to achieve harmonious character. Because it is an elementary school, a parallel wish was to keep the building intimate in scale.

The classrooms are arranged in two wings—the kindergarten and four primary rooms facing south; the eight rooms for older children in the north wing, with exterior window areas facing east and west. In the former, all of the glass is clear, protected by a roof overhang; in the latter, directional glass block occurs above clear vision strips. In all rooms, bilateral lighting comes from clerestories of directional glass block. Incidental light is controlled by venetian blinds.

Structurally, the building is divided longitudinally into 16-ft bays spanned with WF steel beams supported on lally columns (except in the auditorium, where rigid frames are used). Between the beams are bar joists spaced 4 ft on centers, supporting the roof deck and finished ceilings. Exterior walls are cavity type, with outer wythe of 4-in. select common brick and inner wythe of 8-in. cinder block, separated by a 2-in. air space.
Daylighted plant pockets occur either side of the main entrance (top), which is reached by a covered walk (left).

The typical bilaterally-lighted classroom (below) has painted cinder-block walls and asphalt-tile floors. The periphery of the ceiling is of acoustic tile, while plain tile is used in the center.

The building is heated by radiant hot water coils in the concrete floor slab; an air-tempering unit services the auditorium. Cost per sq ft, including driveways, landscaping, and fencing (but not including architects' fees or site drainage) came to $13.44.

Photos: Richard Garrison
3. Miami, Florida

architect | Alfred Browning Parker
supervising architect | James E. Garland
structural-supervising engineer | L. G. Farrant
mechanical-electrical engineer | Earle M. Rader
general contractor | Bradford Builders, Inc.

the elementary school
The main approach to the George Washington Carver school leads past the amphitheater (photo below) into a pleasant entrance court bordered by classrooms, offices, and cafeteria. A second spacious court features as a focal point the parabola-shaped gymnasium. Full use is being made of this school plant by all the members of this Miami Negro community. Seven hundred elementary school pupils use the school along with an equal number of high school students. In the evenings adult education courses are being offered, and for large functions, the gymnasium, cafeteria-auditorium, and outdoor theater serve the needs of the school and community. Careful planning is also apparent in the design features which take into account local climatic conditions. Cross ventilation is achieved through clerestory windows on opposite sides of all classrooms. Roof overhangs are wide, to keep out direct sunlight, sky glare, and rain. Vertical wood louvers serving as

The outdoor theater (right) serves for large school assemblies and community meetings. Rows of seats will be installed later across the slope of the amphitheater. The stage doubles as band practice room. Structure in foreground serves as projection canopy.

Photos: Ezra Stoller
doors (see plan, photo, and section opening page) were originally intended for all south walls, although these were approved for only one classroom. These louvered doors are suitable as: (a) air deflectors; (b) light reflectors and baffles (room darkeners) for audio-visual work; (c) entrances to the garden; (d) storm shutters for hurricane protection. Lighting can be controlled with precision by adjusting the louvers to any angle. The wood panels overlap when closed, and may be locked in this position. The structure is assembled of predominantly precast concrete parts, devised for this building and manufactured locally.

Gymnasium (right and below) is also assembled from prefabricated parts. Precast concrete arches, hinged at the top, span a total of 72'-8". Stressed skin panels (¼" plywood nailed and glued on both faces to 2" x 8" frame) form the roof and side baffles of the gymnasium. Concrete and ventilator blocks fill the voids between tie beams at the end walls. Stucco surfaces the end walls on the exterior.
Requirements for this school, developed in its section to cope with and take full advantage of the bright, clear Arizona climate, were that it should have 12 classrooms for Grades 1 through 5; a small administration building; and a "cafetorium."

Behind the basic organization of the school was the wish to achieve a plant that would be chiefly lighted from the north, with classroom buildings adjacent to playground areas, and offices and cafetorium adjoining off-street parking. Both client and architects wanted the group to be residential, rather than institutional, in character. Their success is evident.

The solution consists of three parallel wings of classrooms, the four primary rooms being larger than the others and containing their own toilets; long walls of the wings face north and south. East of these, bordering the street, are the administration building (including nurse's office) and the multipurpose cafetorium which is used by the public as well as by the school.

The deep roof overhang along south walls of classroom wings provides shelter for access walks; and the high windows on this side provide bilateral lighting but do not admit direct sunlight. The roof overhang above the deep north windows assists sky-glare control.

Construction consists of wood bents in the form of "A" frames at 8-ft centers supporting a roof deck of mill flooring 2 in. thick. The pumice-block filler walls act as spandrels in short sections to minimize cracking; frame cross partitions act as transverse sway bracing. According to the architects, "the system was inexpensive, easy to fabricate and erect, and it lent itself admirably to the desired residential aspect." The roof decking, left exposed, serves as both structure and finished ceiling. Cost was $7.40 per sq ft, with covered walks figured at ½ floor area.
architects Fred M. Guirey and Ralph Haver
structural engineer W. T. Hamlyn
mechanical engineers Lowry & Sorensen
color consultant Mary Louise McLeod
general contractor Farmer & Godfrey
The frame and partitions of both the cafeteria (above) and classrooms (left and below) are surfaced with either glazed plywood or (above chalk and tack boards) acoustical tile. Cafeteria and Administration Building have acoustically ceilings. The plant is heated with gas-fired floor furnaces. An evaporative cooling unit, controlled by the teacher, is provided for each classroom.

Artificial lighting in both primary (left) and upper-grade classrooms (below) is by means of incandescent lamps in porcelain bases, shielded in a light trough attached to exposed "A" frames (see selected details, page 136). Asphalt tile to the flooring.

Photos: Stuart Weiner
New wing preserves most of original play area without sacrificing maximum daylight for four new classrooms and multiuse room with kitchen. South facade of classroom wing (above) faces playing field.

Photos: Lionel Freedman

5. Darien, Connecticut
Four classrooms, a multipurpose room, and kitchen constitute the new additions to the original Holmes Elementary School. Excellent planning has resulted in a structure well related in mass, scale, and color to the older building. Classrooms are oriented for best daylighting and, though no new ground was available for this project, the architects have managed to preserve most of the original play area.

Comparative cost analyses of various systems decided in favor of a steel frame structure with bar joists and wood roof deck. The most important materials are brick, exposed on interior and exterior, asbestos panels, plastic fabric-covered plywood, and laminated plastic on plywood—all chosen for their minimum maintenance costs. Directional glass blocks on south side of corridor (photo above) regulate daylight, protect against breakage due to playground activities, and muffle outside noise. Staggered classroom partitions on the opposite side of the corridor make a pleasant hallway, aid circulation, and improve acoustics. Daylight through north windows, plus light borrowed from the corridor through clear glass over the coat cubicles, provides an even level of light throughout the classrooms. This design was based on data obtained from pretesting of a model at the Texas Engineering Experiment Station. To facilitate access to back-ceiling space, a ceiling suspension system using $12\times24$ acoustical tile was employed. Strong colors have been used liberally throughout the interior.
Multipurpose room (above) and kitchen at far end of room serve both the original school and the new classrooms. The new addition is heated by radiant panels in slab on grade. Flooring is asphalt tile. Panels under window sills are of \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) natural finish plywood.

Photo: Lionel Freedman

Rows of paired coat cubicles (above) are designed for easy access and cleaning and serve as separation between corridor and classrooms. Glass overhead permits daylight to enter classrooms. Sky glare on the north side of the classrooms is controlled by a roof overhang, extended side walls, and a translucent drape. Tackwall (left) is surfaced with washable plastic fabric and conceals chalkboard, heating controls, teacher’s closet, and active storage.

Photos (except as noted): Ezra Stoller
6. Wichita, Kansas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>architects</th>
<th>Ramsey &amp; Himes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>associates</td>
<td>Schirmer &amp; Schafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electrical engineer</td>
<td>Carl Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanical engineer</td>
<td>Oakie Bullock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interior consultant</td>
<td>Erma Bamesberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general contractor</td>
<td>Clarence E. Vollmer Construction Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Built for a group of six Lutheran Congregations, this four-classroom unit is the first wing of a parochial school of twice this size. The second wing, parallel to the one shown, occurs to the north, across a generous courtyard. The two wings are joined along their west ends by an all-purpose room, covered playshed, offices, teachers' lounge, and health room.

This first wing, for primary grades, includes toilet rooms off the first- and second-grade rooms. Oriented to receive north and south light, the section is developed to introduce north light both from wall windows and a clerestory. The resultant trilateral lighting varies less than 20 footcandles across the room.

In general, the theory was to make each classroom a school in itself, complete with storage cabinets, counter for work projects, sink, and drinking fountain. To provide utmost flexibility, a "teaching unit" on casters, with chalkboard on one side, tackboard on the other, is included in each room and may be used wherever needed.

Hot-water heating, served by a gas-fired boiler, combines convectors and radiant floor coils; convectors are used exclusively in the second wing.
The southern windows face a porch corridor (left), which shields the rooms from direct sunlight. Steel arches frame the building (see selected detail, page 135) from outer edge of porch to north wall. Partitions are nonbearing and can be relocated if desired. Redwood surfaces of the sound-insulated partitions serve as tackboard as well as wall finish.

Photos: Julius Shulman
When expansion of the local school facilities became necessary, the Board of Trustees and the School Administration thought it logical and economical to duplicate an earlier school, completed in the previous year by Kaestner Associates. However, owing to increased building costs, bids far exceeded the available budget of $225,000 and a new design was proposed by the architects. A simpler structural system and economical, yet durable, materials assisted greatly in reducing costs for this new and straightforward solution. Two wings are constructed of welded-steel frames, spaced 16 ft o.c., and spanning 32 ft. A 2" x 4" laminated white-pine roof deck forms the lateral bracing and provides insulation. Walls are nonstructural. Natural-redwood boards and batts were used on the exterior for economy and ease of maintenance. An optimum level of natural lighting has been achieved by placing windows on both sides of the classroom and introducing a continuous skylight. No direct sun penetrates into the classrooms during school hours, except through the east window wall of the kindergarten. The building is heated by radiant panels in the floor slab.
Kindergarten (right) is located at far end of north wing. East exposure was especially requested by the school administration. Kindergarten has its own washroom facilities (above).

Continuous steel frames (below) are spaced 16 ft apart throughout the two wings and painted in cheerful colors (see SELECTED DETAILS, page 137). Classrooms (center right) allow flexible teaching space. Walls are 1" x 6" white-pine shiplap.

Photos: Jim Lusk
8. Schenectady, New York

architects-engineers    Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
partner-in-charge     William S. Brown
partner-in-charge of design Gordon Bunshaft
project manager         Kenneth M. Young
mechanical engineers   Syksa & Hennessy, Inc.
general contractor      Modern Construction Company, Inc.
Window walls of the Grout Park Elementary School border indented courts (left and across page) on the south side of the building. They consist of architectural, projected, steel sash in hollow-metal frames, with insulated, flush, steel panels below sills.

Photos: Gottscho-Schleisner
The initial program for Grout Park Elementary School called for ten classrooms and a kindergarten, with the thought in mind that four more classrooms would be added when the budget allowed. Other required facilities: a gym-auditorium; two work rooms; library; administrative suite; teachers' room; health suite; and an all-purpose room, with an adjoining kitchen (twice residential size) that could be used for teaching domestic economy or to serve meetings. Boiler room, janitor's space, and storage areas were also "musts." The ten-acre site slopes away to the north toward Grout Park, a city playground across a bordering street.

The solution placed the classroom wing on the high, level ground, with the long axis east-west; the slope to the north was used to drop the gym-auditorium, all-purpose room, and service rooms to a lower level. The classroom wing is planned as a double-loaded corridor scheme, but recessed courts on the south side (where the primary grades are housed) provide two exposures per room, supply borrowed light to the center of the building, and break up the apparent length of the wing. The 30' x 30' classroom size both minimizes the building length and provides a practical span for the bar joists that frame the roof between the common-brick bearing walls at right angles to the long axis. A poured-gypsum slab over insulated form-board rests on the joists and provides good insulating qualities, while acoustic material is applied to bottom flanges of joists.

Since the building qualifies by local code as a one-story structure, the partitions between classrooms and corridor could be nonfireproof, so advantage was taken of this to construct them of demountable, interchangeable, modular storage units of birch and birch veneer.

Heating is predominantly a radiant-panel system, but at exposed locations there are supplementary convectors. Fresh air, except in the gym-auditorium, is introduced by infiltration, with fans for exhaust only. The boiler room is equipped to provide for the four additional future classrooms and a separate auditorium, when more funds make these possible.
The school steps down the site slope (acrosspage) to
gym-auditorium, all-purpose room, and service rooms
at the lower (parking) level.
Interchangeable, modular, birch storage units (left)
serve as partitions between corridor and classrooms.
All classrooms (below) have wall-to-wall windows;
those on the south have additional windows on an ad­
joining wall, and doors out to grade. Partitions be­
tween rooms are bearing walls of common brick.
construction


equipment

The main lobby and waiting room (left and across page) adjoins one of the indented courts on the south side of the classroom wing. It has terrazzo floor; exposed brick bearing wall; acoustical ceiling.

A folding wall in the gym-auditorium (above) divides the room into two smaller gyms. Birch plywood dado; maple flooring.
production practice

This year, P/A plans to report more fully on the operation of the offices whose work we present. Hereewith are thumbnail sketches of the firms that produced the eight schools shown in this issue:

John Lyon Reid & Partners

John Reid says that, while the firm specializes “almost exclusively” on school design, he is anxious to broaden the field if opportunity allows. As it is, out of last year’s total volume of work of about $7 millions, everything was in the school category except for one $46,000 job.

The Reid office has a current force of 30, with Reid “the nominal head of the firm” and four partners. Each architect partner in the office is in direct charge of school work stemming from several districts. “I work with each partner as a collaborator,” Reid reports. One partner, Dr. Alexander G. T arcies, "heads up the engineering for all of the work, and all five partners act together to form a board of review for all projects.”

In designing public schools in the State of California, there are numerous rules and regulations within which one must work. All design must conform to the Field Act, which establishes structural standards to resist earthquake stresses. In addition, all buildings must meet their local codes or the uniform building code of the Pacific Coast, as well as a great many other, specialized, departmental requirements.

In most California school districts, local funds must be supplemented by State grants-in-aid for new school building. And, Reid comments, “this means that the State Department of Finance exercises a profound influence on school buildings.” Among the influences, definite area and cost limitations are imposed, and these cannot be exceeded by one square foot or one red cent. Reid finds the Department “not at all easy to work with, since their interest is solely to make schools cost as little as possible. . . . The Office of School Planning, on the other hand, is interested in providing the best educational facilities possible for the money, and you can surmise that there are many conflicts in policy between these two Offices.”

As to clients (the School Districts) Reid finds them in most cases “enlightened, open-minded, and progressive as far as architecture is concerned. There are a few who have been cautious in considering experimental designs, but we have generally been able to convince them that the aspects of school planning which are experimental in nature will be of value in their educational programs. I do not feel that the converting of clients to contemporary design has been any problem at all.”

In discussing ethics of practice, Reid comments: “In order to practice successfully, we feel that we must present a service to our clients which is 'perfect.' We feel that our clients are entitled to service of this quality.

“If we have made mistakes in our drawings which would require our clients’ money to rectify, we pay out of our own pockets for the correction of such mistakes.”

MacConnell & Walker

A good proportion of the work done by this Apponang, Rhode Island, firm is in the field of educational building—from 75 to 80 percent. The remainder, James Walker tells us, consists of “residential work, and some commercial and industrial commissions.” The small office consists of the two partners and two key men. “Our drafting force, in addition, has varied from none to four extra.”

Local codes and rules, the architects report, are very liberal and “have not proved too constraining in developing our schemes. MacConnell did the first modern school in this area, and at that time (1946) had some problem in convincing the school and building committees. But since that time, we have almost no limiting prejudices.” One of the prime reasons for this, Walker feels, is that most committees today are cost-conscious and “realize the trappings of traditional architecture have no place in present-day architecture.” Actually, he contends that their biggest problem is to keep their own minds open and to avoid getting into the rut of repetition and staleness “that has been the curse of so much previous school architecture.”

Alfred Browning Parker

In Parker’s case, the school shown is the only one he has designed. Most of his Miami practice is in the residential field—“approximately 35 percent, custom; 20 percent, speculative.” The remainder is chiefly commercial or industrial. The entire office force numbers five.

In working on the school, Parker, unlike some of the other architects whose work appears in this issue, can report: “I did not find that the local or state rules, codes, or general prejudices of the School Board constituted any particular limitation on my design work.” Surely a comment that any school architect would like to be able to make, especially when he can go on to say that he found his clients to be “progressive minded.”

Fred M. Guirey and Ralph Haver

Guirey and Haver conduct independent practices in Phoenix, Ariz., “though on occasion have collaborated successfully, when required to do so by School Boards that desire to employ the services of more than one architect.” The work of Guirey’s firm (three draftsmen and a secretary) is 75 percent in the educational field, 15 percent residential, and 10 percent commercial. Haver’s office (two draftsmen and a secretary) does chiefly residential work (90 percent), with schools accounting for the remainder.

Both architects find School Boards generally receptive to forward-looking design, “particularly,” as Guirey comments, “since it usually reflects lower costs of construction with a better finished product.”

Most school districts have either reached or are near their bonding capacity. Therefore, Haver points out,
low cost buildings are essential." Gurrey has found the Boards with which he has worked "amenable to almost anything provided the architect can justify it by horse-sense explanation and a sincere statement that it will not be an unnecessarily heavy burden on the taxpayer."

Ketchum, Gina & Sharp

Interestingly enough, this New York City firm, which has been known for many years for its design of shops, stores, and shopping centers, recently has acquired so many school commissions that these currently account for about 40 percent of the practice. Commercial work still runs about 50 percent; while the remainder is institutional. There are 31 on the staff, in addition to the three partners.

In general, the architects tell us, "most codes and rules that affect our school work are not detrimental. A few which call for specific dimensions or quantitative measurements rather than for actual performance do not achieve the most desirable result, however," Philosophizing a bit on the ingredients that go into the design of the school, Stanley Sharp comments: "A school can seldom be much better than the thinking of the people who develop it and, of course, this includes the School Board, citizens' committees, educators, and others within the community, as well as the architect."

To explain new possibilities to groups that might tend to be conservative, the firm conducts an intensive and continuous campaign to demonstrate what the higher standards can be and why they are more desirable. "We present several schemes to each client group, showing advantages and disadvantages of each and hope that they will agree on the most advanced idea among the presentations."

In promoting new commissions in the educational field, the firm works in a number of ways—writing articles for publication; making talks to parent-teacher groups or educator groups; participation in workshop discussions; and by obtaining interviews with architect-selection committees in communities that are contemplating a school building program.

Ramey & Himes

This Wichita firm's general practice consists of about 30 percent in both the educational and religious categories; 20 percent, in residential work; and 10 percent each in public buildings and commercial-industrial categories. The staff consists of the two partners, two associates, three draftsmen, a color consultant, and a secretary.

The architects find that the National Building Code does not impose too many serious restrictions on their work. Local codes, however, can be limiting. "In the City of Wichita," they comment, "it is a combination of code and School Board. Since the Wichita School System is a large one, it is less inclined to experiment than a small board erecting only one or two buildings." But, they go on to emphasize, "the Wichita Board of Education has been very progressive in many ways."

In fact, the architects attest that they have never found a School Board that was "conservative" as far as architecture is concerned. "When our designs are logical, economical, and provide better facilities for the education of their children, they go along."

Robert C. Kaestner & Associates

Kaestner conducts two offices—one in Visalia, California, which he heads, consisting of 10 persons, including two architects, an engineer, and a secretary, and a smaller one, in Modesto, that is managed by his brother and has a staff of five, including a landscape architect. The firm specializes in school work—about 95 percent on the average, Kaestner estimates.

One of the difficulties of working in a small town, he tells us, is that it is difficult to obtain men for the office. "It seems that we are always understaffed," he observes, "because when we need men, we can't find any; so our clients wait." Kaestner mentions the earthquake law, enforced by the California State Division of Architecture, as something that from time to time "gets in our hair." However, he continues, "it isn't a bad law and usually just seems to add more zest to our problems." As to School Board prejudices, the only one he finds is "that of no money."

He recounts an example of how the firm persuaded a School Board to build something better than it had originally demanded: "One of our clients asked us to design a 'Spanish type' school, because it had so many advantages, looks, etc. We designed a school practically like an old Spanish Mission, and the Board thought it was fine." Then the firm went to work on its own on a thoroughly contemporary scheme. "At the next meeting, we showed our design and how we solved this problem and the reasons why we did as we did, and then we made an unbiased comparison between the two designs." The school was built as the architects wished.

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

By far the largest of the firms represented in this issue, the combined SOM organization (offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Portland, Oregon) currently comprises some 250 persons. These include 56 registered architects, 9 registered structural engineers, and 12 professional engineers. There are 10 general partners, 15 associate partners, and 20 participating associates.

Each project is headed by a partner. Under him, a project manager, usually a participating associate, maintains active control of policy, client contracts, and general project administration. Under the project manager, a job captain heads up the squad for the project, co-ordinates the structural work and mechanical trades with construction work, whether with outside consultants or with the corresponding department within the firm.

Programming of work is usually done by or under the supervision of the project manager. When the program requirements are established and listed, the design department starts sketches. After a selection from alternate solutions has been made by the designers in conference with the partner-in-charge, the project manager, and (frequently) the client, completely developed sketches, perspectives, and/or a model are prepared for submission for formal approval by the client. Over a period of years, the educational field has comprised "about 7 percent" of the work done by SOM.

In designing schools, "the local New York City standards and practices are the most inflexible and confusing. State-wide, where cities are larger than 75,000 population, the city school districts are fiscally independent, and local codes and prejudices vary. In smaller communities in New York State, plans for schools are subject to review by state officials, where a degree of conformity is required." The biggest prejudice is overcome, or established, "by the Board's action in the selection of an architect. If the Board is progressive and open minded, it selects an architect of like caliber. If not, its selection will most often be a conservative, traditional type of architect."
All of us have experienced the awkwardness of recognizing a friend encountered in the brightness of a building entry while his face is poorly lighted, or the uneasiness of driving into the brightness of the setting sun with objects that we wish to see in darkness. Such wide extremes of light are easy to recognize and have been suffered by all; some of these conditions are found in our classrooms. In older ones, chalkboards were often installed on panels between windows. The same difficulty experienced in identifying the friend surrounded by bright light with his face in darkness occurs again, because of the low illumination on the chalkboard and the brightness of the windows at either side. In the well-remembered, lighted-from-one-side classroom, unwanted light in pupils’ eyes, when facing tasks, was frequently avoided by turning seats away from the windows and allowing the light to fall over their left shoulders—an arrangement similar to the use of blinders on a horse. In the modern school it is desirable to have the children arranged in groups with satisfactory viewing of tasks in any direction—360 degree facing. Most of the schools built in the last few years somewhat self-consciously have aimed at providing good light, well distributed for seeing; yet architects and school men have concerned themselves principally with footcandle levels and not brightness balance nor contrasts in the viewing field. The availability of inexpensive footcandle meters and the relative recency and expense of brightness meters have insured this situation. In the search for higher footcandles and better distribution of illumination, nearly all available walls have become filled with continuous glass and it becomes almost impossible to view a task without facing into a window. We even see chalkboards located below windows through which unrelieved sky brightness glares. Let’s examine one example where the ambition for more and more footcandles produced a situation wherein it is impossible to escape the high brightness of the sky (Figure 1). The readings are in footlamberts; there are about 700 ft-c at the chairs in the center of the room reflecting 70 ft-L to the eye. The brightness of 3400 ft-L visible in the south sky at right is nearly 50 times the task described. Louvers which admit ground brightness and shut out that of the sky should improve the seeing conditions. Eventually, trees may get high enough to help. (Compare this brightness with the view through the windows into the trees of Figure 2.) Because reflection factors of paint and other interior surfaces are important to footcandle levels, most of the classrooms currently built have light-colored finishes. They permit enormously better seeing than the old-time standard. The use of light-colored finishes is so necessary that, if money is limited, the first step taken in the improvement of seeing conditions should be the elimination of dark areas that prevent the proper inter-reflection of light in the classroom. This means blond furniture and light floor finishes, as well as light wall colors. If light were admitted into a sphere with its interior surface painted white, the light level throughout would be the same because of the reflection of light from point to point. While a classroom’s interior is not spherical, the same principle applies. In the unilaterally lighted classroom, the interior wall is extremely important for reflection while the end walls are less so because of the strong directional light across the classroom. Many efforts have been made to use louvers, diffusing baffles, directional glass blocks, and so on to increase light on the classroom ceiling, which is the best reflecting surface in the room and, because it is so necessary to the indirect electric-lighting system, is almost universally white. A classroom before and after improvement by color conditioning...
Figure 2—sky brightness is controlled here by light-tampering trees. Deer Park School; John Lyon Reid, Architect. Photo: Roger Sturtevant

Figures 3 and 4—color conditioning and new lighting system vastly improve seeing conditions in this modernized classroom. Before and after photos: courtesy of Northern California Electric Bureau
and a new lighting system is compared (figures 3 and 4). In the old unilaterally lighted classroom the light level on the row of seats nearest the window was often 150 ft-c while rarely were there as many as 30 ft-c beyond the center of the classroom. The placement of the task on the front wall required the children along the inner rows of seats to face into the sky. The chalkboard was always black and all surfaces were good, practical, dark colors that wouldn't show dirt.

There are many authorities that may be consulted on the relationship of task brightness to the surround and relationship of light level to acuity. The American Standard Practice for School Lighting of the American Standards Association is valuable. In the chapter “Visual Comfort and Efficiency” of the Guide to Schoolplant Planning of the National Council of Schoolhouse Construction, 1949 edition, may be found a clear, readable, and easily understandable explanation of the complex problem of classroom lighting. Footlamberts, reflection factors, brightness ratios, peripheral field, and so forth are adequately described. Detailed recommendations are also given for color conditioning and other aspects of brightness control. Our problem, however, is not the creation of a few experts, but the familiarization of architects, school planners, and educators with the problem.

In the older classrooms, the task is supposedly fixed. All areas outside of the 30-degree cone from the sight line are peripheral and higher brightness ratios are permitted than in the “surrounding” or 30-degree cone of sight from the central line of sight. In our classrooms of 360-degree seeing, all areas may be “surrounding” areas rather than “peripheral.” Seeing tasks are anything that pupils have to see: a painting or diagram on the floor; a book on a desk; or something on the chalkboard. From the same chapter of the Guide referred to above comes the following: “The brightness of any surface in the surrounding field should not exceed 50 to 1 between the brightest and darkest surfaces as follows:

A. The brightness of any surface in this field should not be more than 10 times that of the task.

B. The brightness of any surface in this field should not be less than one-fifth that of the task.”

As to desirable footcandle levels, the chapter offers: “Some research results indicate that there are visual tasks which require 100 ft-c and above for optimum visual efficiency. However, for tasks common to schoolroom lighting, levels of from 20 to 40 ft-c are . . . considered to satisfy visual requirements in a balance of brightness environment.” There is ample evidence to support this objective. Researchers have shown there is loss of acuity when the surround is either brighter than the task or much less than the task. The problem of correction is double-headed: how to do it and recognition of the need to do it. The second part of the problem is the stopper; wit to accomplish a better seeing environment has been available, but conviction of necessity is only commencing.

Perhaps an unconscious desire for better seeing conditions suggests turning on the lights. If the electric lights produce anywhere near 25 ft-c and are of indirect type, and if the room surfaces are color treated for effective use, seeing conditions are almost without exception better. In fact, the duller the day, the better the seeing conditions are. In many of our new schools where the footcandles of natural light on desk tops greatly exceed recommended minimums, administrators are puzzled by the apparently careless and needless electricity consumption. Actually, the situation might be something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lights off</th>
<th>Lights on</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footcandles on task</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection factor</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footlamberts to eye</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness of sky—1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness contrast</td>
<td>95 or 1:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 approx.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second step usually taken to assure a more comfortable environment is the installation of an adequate low-brightness, electric-lighting system. Most of these have been indirect in nature. Some luminous ceilings have been installed; some large-area plastic panels have low brightnesses that fall within recommended ranges. The fixtures should be easily maintained and quality as to brightness contrasts is very important. Occasionally, however, it seems a little pointless to be too squeamish about the quality of the electric lighting. We have been critical when indirect fixtures hang too near the ceiling, when fixture brightness runs over 333 ft-L, or when lower-bottom fixtures are used—yet accept the full brightness of the sky.

In sheer self-protection, many classrooms are being shielded by venetian blinds: the third step taken in achieving a comfortable environment—elimination of high brightness of either sun or sky through a control device, preferably one not needing adjustment. Perhaps we are presumptuous in assuming that sun in the classroom has already been eliminated. It is extremely variable, produces enormous contrasts, and should be prevented from shining into the room. Here we have the first manifestation of one of the qualities of louvers—that of cutting out the light from one direction but admitting it from another. Properly adjusted venetian blinds cut off sky view, but admit ground light or reflected light to the ceiling and there it is redirected for use. So little light is admitted, however, particularly with unilaterally lighted rooms, that unless the sun is shining there is not enough light to illuminate the classroom without electric lighting. If the sun shines, brightness on the blinds may exceed 1000 ft-L and produce bad brightness balance. Obviously, part of the problem is good distribution of light in the classroom while eliminating the extremes of brightness or darkness.

The question may well arise: Why not simply light with electricity? And indeed it is being done—particularly where bad weather conditions discourage finger
lem of scale if our schools are to appear less institutional. In the old days there was a rule of thumb, still appearing in some school codes, that the ceiling height or window-head height should not be less than one-half the room width. Actually, seldom was there adequate light beyond the middle of the room. Today, with wide roof overhangs and low window heads, glass area in relation to room depth is not too different from some of our older examples. As a consequence, toplighted classrooms are appearing with greater frequency. "Trilateral-lighted" classrooms have been publicized for some time, yet most of them have been a little less than perfect. Part of the trouble has been too small an area of skylight, too little diffusion, or improper arrangement for good distribution of daylight. If light could be selected from portions of the sky not containing the sun, as a source these
would probably be the most constant. An overcast sky has often about the same brightness as a clear, blue sky. Light from this portion of the sky should be less subject to effects of direction.

One of the more successful, recently built, toplighted classrooms has been the outgrowth of experimentation by Architect Clarence A. Caulkins, Jr. (Figure 10). Beginning with approximately 30 percent of the floor area in skylight and a plate height of 11 ft, he has improved seeing conditions by increasing the skylight to 60 percent of the floor area and reducing the plate height to 9'-6". Windows have 7'-0" heads and are for view only. In the opinion of this writer, the area of the skylight may be somewhat reduced by a more efficient sky-control device. The interior louvers materially reduce the aperture through which light reaches the point of usefulness. It is possible that sun striking the glass could result in unequal expansion and consequent breakage of the glass. Placing the control above the glass would solve some of the problem. This should also reduce heat build up. There is a conspicuously good distribution of daylight in the classroom and light levels measured indicate that the area of skylight can be reduced. In order to keep the outdoor view in pleasing contrast with the interior task, low-transmission glass may also be used in the windows without reducing the light level on the task, as is the case when the windows are the light source.

A classroom skylight covered by a compound louver is shown (Figure 11). This device eliminates the sun and diffuses and breaks up the sky brightness so that, while the area beneath the skylight is illuminated to 125 ft-c, the light is diffused to such a point that a high level is not evident. Research is being conducted to determine transmission so that necessary areas of skylights may be installed. In this installation, the control is installed above the glass, in an attempt to eliminate heat build up and some of the problem of breakage. (Figure 12 shows a view of the sun-control device on the skylight.)

A toplighted classroom with interior movable louvers in the skylight to allow darkening for projection is illustrated (Figure 13). The louvers, however, give the light a strong direction which may interfere with diffusion.

These efforts to produce more comfortable and effective seeing conditions seem worth while—particularly in the elementary classroom with its indoor-outdoor activities, frequent comings and goings, and diversity of interests. Because of these site-centered activities, it seems rational for the classroom to be illuminated consistently with the out-of-doors. This infers higher indoor light levels and, as natural light is relatively free, there seems to be no reason for not availing oneself of all there is, provided one keeps contrasts down. As for electric light, no one should pay for more than an amount beyond which additional increases of light mean relatively small increases in acuity, comfort, or efficiency, or material cost savings made in the building. More research must be done in this field, as much has yet to be discovered.
Slip forms were recently used in Hamburg, Germany, to erect all of the exterior and interior walls of a 14-story apartment house in only 11 days. After completion of the slip-form procedure, floor slabs and stairs were poured in four weeks. This apartment house has a ground plan of 3930 sq ft and a height of 130 ft. It contains 118 one-room apartments with 236 sq ft of living area in each and 10 two-room apartments with 356 sq ft each. One part of the basement, intended for shelter, and one part of the ground floor, intended for public passage, were formed and poured by conventional methods. A review of the expenditures for this project has shown that a savings of about 20 percent of the cost of the concrete-wall frame and about 10 percent of the total construction cost was realized by the use of slip-form construction—as compared with conventional concrete skeleton-frame construction.

For this construction method—known proprietarily as the Concretor Form Raising System—the forms are usually 3' or 4' high and are initially assembled on the foundation slabs (illustrations below). They are then raised continuously, with a speed that is co-ordinated with the pouring and setting of the concrete, until the top of the structure is reached. All work is conveniently performed from a platform flush with the tops of the forms (Figures 1 and 2). The platform is raised simultaneously with the forms (Figures 3 and 4).

The outer form boards on this particular job were spaced about 4 in. apart (Figure 5). This was possible as the design of the wall called for large insulating blocks** to be used for the outer facing.

---

*Architect, Hamburg, Germany. The original manuscript was translated by T. Casparitz, Engineer, B. M. Heede, Inc., Concrete Equipment Division, New York, N. Y.

**Known in U.S. as Zeprex. (P. 119, June 1953 P/A.)
Thus the blocks themselves actually became the surface of the outer form and the concrete was poured directly against them.

In slip-form construction, the entire weight of the forms, working platforms, hanging scaffolds, etc., is transmitted by means of yokes and jacks to vertical rods set in the concrete walls (Figures 2 and 4). These rods, 1 in. in diameter and of random lengths, are joined together by threaded studs and, in the finished structure, extend from the foundation to the top of the building. In order to recover the rods after completion of operations, they are protected from contact with the fresh concrete by means of a pipe extended from the bottom of the jack.

The hydraulically raised jacks, 82 in all, were interconnected by oil lines from centrally located oil pumps (Figure 3) and raised simultaneously at an oil pressure of approximately 1000 psi. Speed of jacking depends primarily on three factors: temperature, air moisture, and quality of concrete.

The concrete, which did not contain admixtures, was placed in comparatively thin layers and vibrated. It was found that due to the choice and composition of the aggregate, as well as the mix proportions of the aggregate and cement, a concrete density far above that specified was achieved. This quality of material very favorably affected the sound insulation of the comparatively thin 6 in. interior walls. Outerwalls are uniformly 11 in. thick, although in some areas the concrete is 9 in. and in others 7 in. Uniformity of over-all thickness was maintained by differing widths of insulating blocks.

A lime mortar was applied to the lightweight blocks which had been moistened in advance. After hardening, the walls were surfaced with plaster.

In designing a building for slipform construction, the plans should be such that the slip forms can be utilized from the foundation slab to the top of the building. Preferably, the walls should have a constant thickness and should not be less than 6 in. when wood forms are contemplated. Construction is simplified if windows are aligned vertically as the position of the jack rods is permanent. To facilitate placement, the reinforcing steel should be designed with this system in mind. Bars should not exceed 15 to 20 ft in length.
View of thin outer form against which the lightweight insulating blocks were placed (Figure 5). Various stages of erection are shown (Figures 6, 7, and 8). Bricks were laid and insulating blocks were plastered from hanging scaffold (Figure 9).

Completed views of 14-story apartment house with connecting three-story apartment building. Supporting walls are surfaced with gray-green plaster, window and door walls are filled with "Oldenburg" brick, and balcony walls are asbestos cement.
This exhibition hall, recently erected in Karlsruhe, Germany, measures 159½ ft by 241½ ft and is roofed by a doubly-curved concrete membrane only 2½ in. thick!*

The elliptical membrane is suspended from a reinforced-concrete ring-beam which girds its entire surface. Steel reinforcing, spanning longitudinally, carries the major portion of the roof load on the strong axis of the ellipse and transfers it to "binderscheiben" (wide, flat beams formed at each end of the roof by heavy concentrations of reinforcing). The concrete ring acts in compression to counteract any inclination of the "binderscheiben" to come together. Tendency for the roof to flatten along the transverse axis, forcing the concrete ring outward, is taken up by post-tensioning the transverse reinforcing. A static condition results, in which all bending moments are accommodated within the roof structure.

Reinforced-concrete supporting columns are inclined inwards and held together below ground by a second concrete ring, this one in tension.

Design loads on the membrane (originally calculated in the metric system) are approximately:

**Dead load:**
- concrete slab (including steel) 28.5 psf
- ribs 6.2
- bituminous roofing with 1-3/16" cork insulation 4.1
- lighting, decoration 2.0
- Total 40.8 psf

**Live load:**
- wind and snow 15.4 psf
- Total 56.2 psf

Maximum deflection caused by these loads was calculated at 1.38 in. Upward wind pressure was not taken into account, since it would only tend to reduce the loads.

Concrete of 4300 psi was used for the roof and concrete ring; 3200-psi concrete was sufficient for the columns. Reinforcing steel is standard #8 bars with an ultimate strength of 150,000 psi. Both longitudinal and transverse reinforcing is post-tensioned according to the Dywidag system and anchored into the reinforced-concrete beam, which has a sectional area of approximately 12.4 sq ft.

Ribs, projecting about 1½ in. above and below the membrane, were formed to cover concentrations of transverse reinforcing. These were also run longitudinally on the interior ceiling.

The columns, measuring about 18 in. at the widest, are shaped like tuning forks. In the cavity between the two prongs are placed conduits for electricity, air-conditioning ducts, and roof drains.

Prof. Erich Schelling of Karlsruhe was the architect. Engineers were Dyckerhoff & Widmann, inventors of the Dywidag method of post-tensioning.
Construction photo shows placement of reinforcement for "binderschalen" (right). Reverse curve, which allows rain water to drain from roof, is clearly shown (below) even though scaffolding has not been removed.

Window units with channel and tee mullions were assembled on ground, then put in place (right). Of 36 bays, 31 are glazed (below); remaining five bays at opposite end are filled in with concrete to form backdrop for stage.
specify for **LIFE!**
in schools everywhere

**GLYNN•JOHNSON**
Door Control Hardware
designed to absorb
shock and noise

By offering a cushioned stop for violent door openings... GJ devices greatly reduce wear, distortion, and damage to walls, reveals, jambs, hinges, door closers, and other hardware, eliminating excessive repair and maintenance bills. By holding the door open at dismissal time the unnecessary wear and abuse of continuous openings and closings are avoided.

Behind every GJ specification is a 30 year reputation for highest quality hardware.
Send for condensed GJ School Hardware Catalog B/k5

---

Overhead Type Door Holders,
Stops, and Shock Absorbers for
ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS
opening up to 110°

Floor and Wall Type
Door Holders and Bumpers for
ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS
opening beyond 110°

Noise quieting
Door Silencers
and Mutes
I wonder if you would care to monkey with some key terms. For example, if I were talking about a drilled key or a pipe key would you believe I was describing a barrel key? (A key having a round hollow post with a projecting wing or bit to actuate the tumblers and bolt of the lock). Further, did you know that a thrust key is the same as a push key? (One which performs its function of setting the tumblers by inward rather than rotary motion.) Of course, I can drill you on warded key, wing key (really, a bit key), corrugated key, double hitted key, flat key, folding key, milled cylinder key (paracentric) to say nothing of masterkeying with change keys (sometimes called door key, guest’s key, or room key), floor master keys (also called submaster keys and maid’s key), section master keys (lovingly referred to as division master key, group master key, or master key), build­ ing master, grandmaster key, great grand­ master key, and emergency key which lets me out of this complex of keys. If you really want some accurate definitions, P. O. Moore, Inc. has ‘em under lock and key; maid’s, that is.

got any?

Linoleum as we all know is the grand­ d daddy of the floor covering field and, not unlike Kodak in its sphere, is the name often used as a term to cover the field of so-called resilient floorings. Frederick Walton, an English inventor found, in 1860, that when linseed oil reacts with oxygen it turns into a gummy solid. He mixed this goo with other ingredients and produced an economic floor covering which he labeled “linoleum.” India ink, I find in my dotage after fooling with it for years in my Beaux-Arts days, comes from China, not India. Portland cement, Oregon and Maine notwithstanding, is named for an island in the English Channel long famous for its quarries. There must be many more like these—if you have any, please let me know.

yardstick

The other night we had a discussion at our CSI Chapter on a challenging question: is there a yardstick for good specifications? With a torrent of words flowed in all directions; emotion ran high; bloodless faces became suffused; young specifiers sought refuge under old Sweet’s. In good democratic fashion, no one agreed with anyone—to be sure, an occupational disease among us. To ease the tension, some clown related an architectural-type story of two dogs discussing a new parking meter wherein Rover said to Spot, “Dig that crazy pay toilet.” Since we are a serious group, we fined him two grandfather clauses and went back to our pleasantly vituperative discussion.

One most intelligent specifier allowed as how in order to test a specification one should examine its comprehensiv­ eness against a good check list. You will note I called him very intelligent, since I just happen to have written a book called Building Check List* which just happens to be ideally suited for this purpose. Another very brilliant boy thought that “streamlining” could help clean up foggy, weasel-worded, obscure, fuzzy specification writing. You will note I called this lad very brilliant for I just happen to have written Streamlined Specifications Standards* and—oh well— modesty forfends further comment. (All right, Reinhold, you may now release my twisted arm.) There were those cognoscenti who bucked for an elaborate scope of the work to help the harassed estimator meet tight due dates, and those who felt that there should be clearly defined zones of information assigned logically to the drawings and the specifications in order to avoid not only duplication but also possible conflict. Everyone agreed that references to known technical standards as well as trade association specifications should never be made without the specifier reading such references with the utmost care and modifying them accordingly in his specifications. Of course, I have my own views on what constitutes good specifications, not the least of which is having a good contractor complete with his retinue of good subs.

IN YOUR SPEC INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING

spec small talk

In most projects, although all items are at room temperature, there may be more hot items than cold ones. Consider the juicy specification adjectives that correctly describe but pleasantly confuse, like hot-rolled, cold-drawn, hot-dipped, cold-rolled, plus some tepid tidbits like hard-rolled, hand-rubbed, and cold-pickled (bie). On one such job there were also hot frames and cold beds but no hot water. The latter was called “tempered”; this is a very well-suited adjective, because it proves (what every good specification paragraph pusher knows) that a very close relationship in specifications exists between confusion and utter confusion; for cold-rolled copper (hard copper) is now called cor­ nice temper, and soft copper is roofing temper. Temper, temper!

temper, temper

Vox blox

If a hen can lay an egg in three min­ utes, how long does it take to lay a con­ crete block? Many a contractor, who thought to make a saving by omitting plaster, has found that the production rate per man in laying concrete blocks (exposed in walls of finished rooms) is much, much, much slower than for concrete blocks that are to be plastered. So, my friends, in figuring the savings for omitted plaster, ascertain first how many blocks can be laid per day where the masonry appearance has some importance and is so specified. Ninety per day is one contractor’s experience, but I am not saying in what locality or what size block—that way you cannot prove my figure hygroscopic. Many companies make a special smooth block—no extra charge—for unplastered conditions. Specifications however should describe the workmanship required for the contractor, as his costs depend on how strictly he adheres to course spacing, thin joints, alignment of joints, uniform bond pat­ tern, reinforcement, and the like.


fellow inmates, unite!

I wish you specification writers would take your work just a mite more seri­ ously, if only to stay out of the courts. Let me remind you of the instance where an architect relied on specifications fur­ nished him by a contractor. He was held liable for the inadequacy of chimneys de­ signed by him. Take the time to investi­gate; do a little research in your office rather than behind bars!
Offer clients these benefits by specifying

**Art Metal Advanced Eliptisquare**

with clear, prismatic **AMCOLENS**

- Lighted objects reflect their true color value
- Highest light transmission efficiency
- Precise light direction control
- Edge light to ceiling for visual comfort
- Shallow recessed lens lighting

Eliptisquare reflector redirects all box-enclosed light downward through AMCOLENS to multiply lamp light utilization.

Please notice that the candle-power distribution curve is by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., not The Art Metal Company.

May we send Bulletin 254 which gives complete details? Please write:

**The Art Metal Company**

Manufacturers of Engineered Incandescent Lighting
VANDALIA SCHOOL, Porterville, Calif.
Kaestner Associates, Architects
Here are the trim, clean lines of a flush door, plus much more . . .

A glass door that is tempered to take hard use . . .

A door that gives you privacy, yet lets light and color come through for striking decorative effects that brighten rooms on either side . . .

It's the Blue Ridge Securit* Interior Glass Door.

This door is economical. Installation is quick and simple, for there's no cutting or mortising to do. The hardware comes to the job with the door, all parts pre-fitted for quick assembly. And this door will never need refinishing . . . it's all glass.

Your L·O·F Glass Distributor or Dealer will be glad to give you all the facts. Look for his name in the phone book yellow pages, under "Glass". **

---

** Brief Data

Glass—3½" thick, Muralex patterned on both surfaces.
Tempered—three to five times stronger than untempered glass of same thickness.
Reversible—can be used right or left hand.
Standard Sizes—2'6" x 6'8" 2'5½" x 6' 7½"
2'8" x 6'8" 2'7½" x 6' 7½"
3'0" x 6'8" 2'11½" x 6' 7½"
3'0" x 7'0" 2'11½" x 6' 11½"

Closers—when specified, the door can be shipped with a Sargent closer or prepared for use with an LCN concealed closer.

For more complete information, see the Securit Door insert in Sweet's Architectural File.

---

Blue Ridge Securit Interior Glass Door, flanked by a panel of Blue Ridge Corrugated Glass. Both are in the same rich Muralex pattern.

---

Libbey·Owens·Ford Glass Co.
608 Madison Avenue, Toledo 3, Ohio
Please send me your folder: (check one or both below)

☐ Blue Ridge Securit Interior Glass Doors
☐ Blue Ridge Corrugated Glass

Name (please print)

Address

City ______ Zone ______ State ______
Present in every architectural assignment but seldom, if ever, so major a factor as in the design of kindergartens, is the psychological element—the human "plus" that concerns itself with the effect of the environment upon the spirit. Where children are, there must particularly be enrichment for the mind and the spirit, as well as provision for the healthy growth of the body. Sensitivity to this need is especially apparent in the examples of work selected for this portfolio.

Blended with such practical aspects of the job as budgetary limitations, probabilities of future expansion, regional orientation and so on, is the consistent consciousness of contemporary thinking on child psychology. This shows itself in the use of gay and cheerful colors, in the thoughtful selection of child-scale architectural details, in the flexibility of furnishings that lend themselves to the child's need for freedom of motion. It appears again in the candid use of undecorated natural materials as backgrounds, leaving the child's imagination free to make its own contribution to the decor. Above all, these surroundings do not patronize the child, nor force upon him the adult's often distorted concept of what is "juvenile."

Fulfilling its in loco parentis role, the well-designed kindergarten offers comfort for the body, security for the spirit, and open doors and windows for the mind.
Bright colors, sturdy materials, and open planning provide a cheerful, spacious, and virtually indestructible room for the young occupants. Furnishings are scaled to child-size, as are the picture window and the window seat. As the children ascend the balcony to the nap area, they may look through peephole windows, glazed in warm, varied colors. The integration of the structural system with the lighting, both artificial and direct from the clerestory, contributes to the agreeable design. Contrasting textures, planes of color, and arrangement of storage and work units are used to create intimate areas within the over-all space.

Photos: George Miles Ryan Studios
stair to nap area

child-size picture window

colored-glass windows

acoustical tile

patterned draperies
client  Hugo Reid School
location  Arcadia, California
architects  Austin, Field & Fry

p/a interior design data

kindergartens

movable screens

decorative floor insert
Designed as an integral facility of a two-acre city park and playground, this kindergarten was scaled to create a warm and friendly atmosphere. Storage units, easels, furniture, are all comfortably child-height, and the dropped lighting fixtures increase the feeling of intimacy. Particularly interesting are the movable screens which serve the double purpose of shielding the rest cots as well as acting as pin-up boards for artwork. The room is planned with generous space for active play.

Photos: Julius Shulman
Window walls and sliding glass doors serve a double purpose, taking full advantage of the mild dry climate for outdoor activities and also permitting constant supervision by one teacher of both the kindergarten room and the brick-fenced, paved, play area. Common brick selected as the building material in consideration of the initial, the maintenance, and the operation costs, contributes variegated color and texture to the interior walls as well. A homelike atmosphere was created in order to minimize the change from home to school environment, especially important at the kindergarten age.

Photos: Julius Shulman
client  |  Grout Park School
location  |  Schenectady, New York
architects  |  Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

- **lighting controlled by separate switches**
  - warm-red brick walls
  - white acoustical tile

- **cabinetwork**
  - Portable Bins: designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, made locally.

- **windows**

- **equipment**
  - Playblocks, Porthole Screen: adapted by Eleanor Jaeger, principal of school, built locally.
  - Nesting Bridge Set: Childcraft Equipment Co., 155 E. 23 St., New York, N.Y.

- **lighting**

- **walls, ceiling, flooring**
  - Walls: brick/Champlain Brick Co., Mechanicsville, N.Y.
  - Ceiling: “Travacoustic” suspended acoustical tile/ National Gypsum Co., 325 Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N.Y.

Color-planned to provide an inviting, yet unobtrusively neutral background, for the colorful creative work of the children themselves, the Grout Park School kindergarten combines natural birch woodwork, red brick walls, gray floors, white ceiling, and cream-colored linoleum counter tops. Highlight of the room is the open fireplace, requested by the teachers to add an important living experience for the small students. For maximum flexibility, storage bins are portable. The workbench is fitted with scaled-down real working tools. The play equipment is designed for lively action and for free imaginative play (note “porthole screen” which can become a house with windows, a boat, a store, or whatever the child visualizes). Because the small child’s favorite seat is the floor, radiant heat keeps floors warm.

*Photos: Gottscho-Schleisner*
Library Table and Chairs: designed for Yale Art Library/ top 36" x 96" x 29" hi, walnut "Realwood" Formica, base black wrought-iron/ chair backs, seats, and arms of solid sculptured walnut/ designer: Darrell Landrum/ Avard Furniture, 66 W. 55 St., New York, N. Y.

Cloakroom Closure: "Wardrobeoor"/ opens with vertical rise/ space-saving/ counterbalancing mechanism for ease of operation/ outer surface may be equipped with chalkboard/ birch hardwood, red-oak veneer, or special veneers/ hardwood shelving, brass coat hooks/ interior compartments furnished to special order/ Barber-Colman Co., Clifford Ave., Rockford, Ill.

School Furniture: "Samsonite" desk and chair/ stainless-steel frames/ top in plastic laminated to plywood, or solid maple, or birch, or maple plywood/ baked-enamel finish in turquoise, rust-red, cocoa brown, light gray/ constructed for durability, silence, easy maintenance/ designer: Russel Wright/ Shwayder Brothers, Inc., 4270 High St., Detroit 29, Mich.

Reading Chair: constructed for proper posture, built to stand public use/ birch, light finish, or special finishes or leather upholstered/ designer: Norman Cherner/ Library Bureau of Remington Rand, Inc., 315 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
Chosen for its excellent light reflectance properties, Gold Seal Rubber Tile adds comfort, quiet and color to the Research Classroom at the University of Michigan.

Resilient! Gold Seal Rubber Tile is luxuriously quiet and comfortable under foot... cuts fatigue problems in schools, hospitals, homes... does a better job of resisting indentation from heavy office furniture.

Clearer Colors! It's a designer's delight. Truer, fresher colors give a luxury-look... stimulate impressive design combinations. Fine marbleization hides dirt and scuff marks.

Durable! Won't crack, chip or shatter. Does not require excessive maintenance—cuts upkeep and replacement costs.

Guaranteed! You and your clients are assured of finest quality by the Gold Seal guarantee—"satisfaction or your money back."

For home or business... you get the finest choice of all in...

INLAID LINOLEUM - RANCHTILE® LINOLEUM - VINYLFLOR - VINYLTOP - LINOLEUM, VINYL, VINYLBEST, CORK, RUBBER AND ASPHALT TILES - CONGOWALL® ENAMEL SURFACE WALL COVERING

Specifications: Standard Gauge (.080")
Use: residential and light-traffic commercial and institutional areas. Sizes and patterns: 6" x 6" and 9" x 9" tiles. 10 marbleized patterns.

Specifications: Heavy Gauge (.125")
Use: heavy-traffic commercial and institutional areas. Sizes and patterns: 6" x 6" and 9" x 9" tiles. 21 marbleized patterns.

Installations: Suspended wood and concrete. On-grade concrete. Flexible, easy to handle and cut for minimum installation costs.

For more information write: Architects’ Service Dept.

specify GOLD SEAL RUBBER Tile
for a prestige floor with clearer, smarter colors!

GOLD SEAL® FLOORS AND WALLS
CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC., KEARNEY, N. J.
All "working" hospital doors should close automatically with RIXSON concealed closers

RIXSON concealed closers are firmly embedded in the RIGID FLOOR

Where patients, visitors and a busy staff pass through doors . . . a safe, controlled door closing action is important. Every "working" hospital door, including entrance and vestibule doors, utility room, toilet, and patient room doors—should be equipped with RIXSON floor type closers. The doors will open with a light, easy push and then close gently, quietly, and automatically. RIXSON Closers are out of the way, firmly concealed in the rigid floor where they cannot gather dust or dirt and cannot obstruct the door opening. No unsightly arms or mechanism exposed. There's a silent, automatic RIXSON Closer to suit every interior and exterior door requirement — from the lightest patient room door to the extra heavy X-ray room door.

Most RIXSON Closers available with built-in hold-open.

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON CO.
9100 w. belmont ave. • franklin park, ill.
1. "Monterey" Indoor-Outdoor Group: (left) "Del Monte Settee," redwood frame, double cross-strapping under plastic-covered cushions/ retail: $44.95; (center) "Carmel Chair," redwood frame, canvas back and seat in 8 colors/ retail: $19.95; (right) "Pebble Beach Chair," redwood frame, double cross-strapping under plastic-covered cushions/ wheels/ retail: $29.95; designed by Greta Magnusson Grossman/ Suncraft-Monsoon California Co., Fremont, Ohio.

2. Table and Chairs: table, rosewood top, 31" x 31" x 28"/ wrought-iron base, chalk-white/ retail: $88; chairs, rosewood finish on ash/ wrought-iron frames/ retail: $56; new wrought-iron finishes: Antique Pink, Mist-Green/ Lee L. Woodard Sons, Elm St., Owosso, Mich.


4. Lounge Chair: adjusts to five different positions by means of self-locking arm ratchet/ legs rubber-tipped/ adjustable pillow head-rest/ black-enamedled wood frame, yellow sailcloth/ retail: $16/ The Telescope Folding Furniture Co., Inc., Granville, N. Y.


6. Contour Chaise: "Weatherproof" series/ guaranteed rust-proof/ perforated metal with wrought-iron In Shrimp, Lemon Yellow, Aquamist, Pompeian Green, Charcoal Gray, Shocking Pink, black, white/ 74" x 23" x 40"/ designed by Jack Cameron/ retail: $60/ Arbuck, Inc., 473 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
From the ageproof mineral

ASBESTOS

...comes the smooth-surfaced built-up roof

FLEXSTONE

which provides a flexible covering of stone

Because they are made of the mineral, asbestos, the felts of a Johns-Manville Flexstone Built-Up Roof assure lasting service and protection. They will not support combustion. They effectively resist the drying-out action of the sun... won't rot, are weatherproof and need no periodic coating.

Flexstone Built-Up Roofs are smooth-surfaced... permit thorough drainage... make damage easy to locate and repair. These superior advantages are also provided by the J-M Flexstone Special Built-Up Roof... developed especially for dead-level decks.

For complete information about Flexstone Roofs and J-M Asbestile® Flashing System that provides thorough water tightness and effective treatment for critical roof areas, see your Approved Johns-Manville Contractor. He's listed in the Classified Section of the telephone directory.


Copper for Kitchen: (left) gas range in antique copper/ steel panels copper-plated/ tarnish-protected by baked-on clear enamel/ cooking tops in chrome or black; (right) “In-a-Wall” oven and “In-a-Top” broiler unit in antique copper finish/ Chambers, 2464 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Ventilating Hood: (below) Expandable, 30" to 42", or 42" to 54"/ copper or stainless-steel brushed finish/ incorporate baffle plate for even distribution of air discharge/ Trade-Wind Motorfans, Inc., 7755 Paramount Blvd., Rivera, Calif.

that's why more architects specify Fiberglas than any other roof insulation

Once upon a time it was the practice of architects to specify roof insulation by thickness. Today, this practice is obsolete because 3/4-inch of Fiberglas* does the same insulating job as a full inch of most other materials. And in addition to its exceptionally low "k" factor, Fiberglas Roof Insulation is dimensionally stable, rot proof, moisture resistant. It has sufficient resilience to withstand normal traffic loads. Its light weight and easy workability also save time and labor costs. For complete technical data, see our listing in Sweet's File, or write either to one of the distributors listed below, or to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 63-C, Toledo 1, Ohio.

*Fiberglas is the trade-mark (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
Architects Co-ordinating Service: "K.I.P." four-fold service includes planning, specifications, color, supply and installation/ showroom stocks and displays Herman Miller, Vista, Raymor, other selected furniture and accessories/ purpose of service: to provide architects complete interior planning and execution facilities/ affiliates: Don Knorr, Ann Hall Knorr, R. Dudley Trudgett, Dan Nacht, AIA/ K.I.P. Inc., 720 Montgomery, San Francisco 11, Calif.

Modular Office Furniture: "Office-Ettes"/ hundreds of combinations possible from wide range of tops, pedestals, tubular leg supports, panel-end supports, drawers, bookcases/ standard joining hardware/ Bonderite-coated steel or wood/ Mist Green or Silver Gray DuPont "Dulux" metallic-enamel finish or special finishes/ linoleum or vinyl tops/ Arnot-Jamestown Division of Aetna Steel Products Corporation, Jamestown, N. Y.

Ceiling Panels: "Steelaoustic" panels/ cold-rolled zinc-bond steel/ white-baked-enamel finish/ suspension-system installed on suspended ceiling grid device/ fastened with hold-down clips for easy access to service areas/ 24" x 24"/ washable without effect on sound-absorbing efficiency/ The Celotex Corporation, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Custom-Door Kitchen Cabinets: "Pic-A-Dor" white steel cabinets/ sliding doors of perforated or plain hardboard may be painted to match any color scheme/ textured glass doors also available/ or cabinets without doors, fitted with grooves and runners for custom-cut doors in any 1/4" thick material/ utility cabinet's versatility suggests use in kitchen-dining areas, bathrooms, nursery, utility room/ sizes from 30" x 18" to 42" x 30"/ "Granodized" for rust- and corrosion-resistance/ finished with double coating of DuPont Dulux/ adjustable shelves/ Tracy Kitchens of Edgewater Steel Co., 3125 Preble Ave., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Colored Air Conditioners: "Hideaway" room air-conditioners now in Glacier Grey, Colonial White, Sun tan/ corrosion-protected—casing and structural elements of steel coated with layer of zinc, bonderized, painted/ window models, retail: 1/2 hp, $199/ 1/2 hp, $289; 3/4 hp, $349; 1 hp, $399/ console units, retail: 1 hp, $549; 1-1/2 hp, $699/ Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.

Predecorated Metal Acoustical Unit: "Gold Bond Spatterfect Acoustimetal" introduces dark-green paint pattern over standard-white finish, to mask geometric arrangement of perforations/ uses sound-absorbing "Gold Bond Acoustipads" for noise reduction coefficient range of .80-.90/ baked-on finishes permit cleaning with damp cloth/ installed only by authorized franchised contractors/ Acoustical Sales Division, National Gypsum Co., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

Linen Wall Covering: Belgian linen with permanent Neoprene backing/ 48" width/ retail: $2.25 per yd./ Utrecht Linens, 119 W. 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.


Detroit office of American Airlines, equipped with Soss Invisible Hinges.
Architect: Cornelius T. Gabler
Hardware Contractor: John F. Freeman Co., Detroit

Invisible Hinge: hinge is completely hidden from view when doors or lids are closed/beautifies, streamlines interiors/ ideal for contemporary architecture/ special rust-proof alloy/ gives excellent service under all climatic conditions/ easy to install/ pleasing to clients/ available in wide variety of sizes/ catalogue free on request/ Soss Manufacturing Company, 21715 Hoover Road, Detroit 13, Mich., Dept. 11.
CHECK THIS COMPARISON before you decide on Aluminum Entrances

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING FEATURES OF STOCK ALUMINUM ENTRANCE DOORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BRASCO DE LUXE</th>
<th>BRASCO STANDARD</th>
<th>ENTRANCE A</th>
<th>ENTRANCE B</th>
<th>ENTRANCE C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63S-T5 Alloy</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Thickness</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot;</td>
<td>1 3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Stop One Side, Integral Part of Stile</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removable Stop Without Screws</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Glazing Bead (No Putty)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thru Bolted and Welded Construction</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Ferrous Armored Bolt Dead Lock</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealed Pin Pivot Type Butts (Oilite Bearings)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeLuxe Heavy Duty Push &amp; Pull</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealed Assembly &amp; Installation Screws</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only Brasco has ALL the Wanted Features
Editors' Note: Items starred are particularly noteworthy, due to immediate and widespread interest in their contents, to the conciseness and clarity with which information is presented, to announcement of a new, important product, or to some other factor which makes them especially valuable.


1-14. Perma-Fan Condensers (C-4.31), 6-p. folder on redesigned line of evaporative condensers. Contains instructions and tables for selection of condensers ranging in capacity from 5 to 110 tons. Operation and assembly drawings; dimensions of units and component parts. Drayer-Hanson, Inc., P. O. Box 2215, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles 54, Calif.

1-15. Thermo-Base Air Distributors (954), 8-p. booklet describing forced warm-air baseboard diffusers designed for use on exposed walls. Gives recommended procedure for design and installation in residential construction, including table of heating and cooling capacities. Also gives data on increased-capacity units for commercial and industrial applications. Gerwin Industries, Inc., Michigan City, Ind.

1-16. Commercial Radiation, AIA 30-C-4 (CR-654), 16-p. catalog on wall-type radiation for use with steam or hot-water heating systems. Provides chart of Btu ratings and dimensioned details for several different models; gives material on construction of steel, copper, or aluminum heating elements. Suggested specifications; table of correction factors for steam pressures and air temperatures. Hoffman Specialty Mfg. Corp., Indianapolis 7, Ind.


2-20. Artcor Building Specialties, AIA 14-J, 4-p. brochure containing technical data on joist hangers, tie straps, split rings, and post bases. Tables give sizes, allowable loads, and weights; dimensioned drawing of each piece. Also includes information on plate washers and clip angles. Arch Rib Truss Corp., P. O. Box 6742, Los Angeles 22, Calif.


(Continued on page 159)

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. I should like a copy of each piece of Manufacturers' Literature circled. We request students to send their inquiries directly to the manufacturers.

1-12 2-22 3-16 8-4
1-13 2-23 3-17 8-5
1-14 2-24 3-18 9-3
1-15 2-25 4-11 9-4
1-16 2-26 4-12 9-5
1-17 3-13 4-13
2-20 3-14 5-2
2-21 3-15 6-5

To obtain literature, coupon must be used by 5/1/55. Payment must accompany request for priced literature.
For a neater, more compact drainage installation, insist on Chase Copper Tube for soil, waste and vent lines.

Chase 3" Copper Drainage Tube fits within standard partitions, eliminates the need for costly and unsightly furring-out construction that's required with ordinary drainage materials.

The smooth inside surfaces of Chase Copper Drainage Tube and Solder-Joint Fittings permit fast, even drainage...there are no internal projections to form waste-trapping pockets. And, of course, copper can never clog with rust!

What's more, because installation costs are lower, the total cost of a quality Chase Copper Drainage System is little or no more than the cost of an ordinary system.

Chase Copper Drainage Tube and Solder-Joint Fittings can mean a quality job at little or no extra cost. When planning, be sure to specify Chase!

Chase Copper adds extra value to any home!

2-23. Hendrick Grilles, AIA 30-I, * 136-p. catalog picturing more than 100 grille and register designs manufactured in steel, bronze, aluminum, and other commercially rolled metals. Actual-size photos, diagram, and table of dimensions given for each grille pattern; photos, details, and measurements provided for exhaust or supply registers. Also illustrates door louvers and loud-speaker grilles. Hendrick Mfg. Co., Carbondale, Pa.


doors and windows


3-14. Sound-Reduction Doors, AIA 16-F, 8-p. booklet containing data on sound-reduction doors to be used in areas of high sound levels. Explains reduction of sound by mass principle, great rigidity, and vibration-proof hardware. Photos and drawings of door construction and assembly; suggested specifications. Sound Reduction Door Div., Jamison Cold Storage Door Co., Hagerstown, Md.


3-16. Russwin Surface-Type Liquid-Controlled Door Closers, 20-p.
3-17. Russwin "400" Door Closers and Adjustable Ball-Bearing Pivot, 12-p.

Two bulletins describing surface-mounted liquid door closer and mortise-type closer. Outstanding features of each closer listed; specifications, mounting instructions, data on hardware, and dimensions given. Provides information on brackets for unusual conditions; photos and diagrams. Russell and Erwin Div., The American Hardware Corp., New Britain, Conn.

3-18. Winco Aluminum Products, AIA 26-A-1, 12-p. brochure featuring ribbon windows, ventilators, and accessories designed especially for use with glass-block construc-

(Continued on page 160)
p/a manufacturers' literature

(Continued from page 159)

...tion. Photos, elevations, and details show window and ventilator installations; includes specifications and data on sun canopies. Also gives information on line of custom-built projected sash. Winco Ventilator Co., Inc., 533 Bittner St., St. Louis 15, Mo.

electrical equipment, lighting

4-11. Fusible Service Equipment (SE-100), 20-p. catalog containing technical information on service and lighting panels, switches, and test blocks covering requirements of 30 to 6000 amps. Gives description and rating for each piece of equipment; photos, typical wiring diagrams, and knockout-location drawings. Federal Pacific Electric Co., 50 Paris St., Newark 1, N. J.

4-12. Modern Lighting, AIA 31-F-22 (R-103), 16-p. brochure presenting line of contemporary lighting fixtures. Photos and drawings illustrate many different designs in ceiling and wall-mounted lamps; data on finishes, dimensions, and recommended wattages. Globe Lighting Products, 1710 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn 37, N. Y.


finishers and protectors


insulation (thermal, acoustical)


specialized equipment


8-5. Austral-Steel Chalkboard, 4-p. brochure stating advantages of porcelain-enamelled steel chalkboard. Describes installation on felt or fiberboard backing; details show assembly with aluminum frame and chalk tray; specifications. Austral Products Corp., 225 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

surfacing materials

9-3. Wright Floor Tile, 8-p. pamphlet containing information on line of vinyl, standard rubber, and hard-service rubber tile. Includes data on advantages of each material; data on sizes, thicknesses, colors, and patterns; architect's specifications. Wright Mfg. Co., 5200 Post Oak Rd., Houston, Tex.

THIS GREAT NEW PRODUCT PROVIDES

AYLIGHTING + FIRE PROTECTION

WASCOLITE PYRODOME

...could mean the difference between damage and disaster in your clients' plants

The WASCOLITE PYRODOME gives clients the added protection of automatic fire venting. Under excessive heat, PYRODOME's fusible link snaps, and the dome flies open. This allows heat, smoke and carbon monoxide to escape, and thus helps to contain the fire and minimize damage.

Even if there is no fire PYRODOME is on the job supplying uniform overhead daylighting through its Wascolite acrylic dome. It is inexpensive, easy to install, and cuts lighting costs.

Look into the WASCOLITE PYRODOME today... see Sweet's or write for illustrated catalog. Also available: Wasco Pyrovent with solid aluminum cover for venting only.

- TOP SPECIALISTS IN DAYLIGHTING AND FLASHING PRODUCTS

WASCO PRODUCTS, INC.
90C Fawcett Street, Cambridge 38, Mass.
Pat. Nos. 2610593, 2693156 and pats. pend.
When concrete block are laid, the mortar should have “body”, to support the weight of the unit, thus holding it up to the line. If the mortar lacks body, the block will settle below the line even if a thick bed of mortar has been spread.

At the same time, plasticity is required. Unless the mortar is plastic, the bricklayer cannot quickly and accurately tap the block down to the line.

Brixment has body and plasticity. It is firm but not stiff — soft but not sloppy. This combination of body and plasticity makes Brixment the best possible mortar to use with concrete blocks.

Louisville Cement Company . . . Louisville 2, Kentucky
This all-steel building, developed on a patented, trussless construction principle, is made entirely of individual 2' wide, slightly arched steel sheets. A concrete slab is the only foundation required and buildings of this type can be produced in a variety of sizes: 30' wide and 14' high; 40' and 17'; 50' and 18'; 60' and 20'; and 100' and 35'. Cost, FOB Chicago, is approximately $1.10 per sq ft. Wonder Building Corporation of America, 30 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.

Vacuum-insulated skylight eliminates moisture condensation and gives more than five times the insulation protection of ordinary single-dome skylights. Although its heat transfer coefficient is less than one-fifth that of the single-layer dome, its cost is only 25 per cent higher. Center stress member is a tension device compensating the compressive forces of the outer domes which are under vacuum. Upper unit is transparent while lower is translucent. Bettcher Plastics Co., 1604 S.W. 10 Ave., Portland 1, Ore.

To meet certain unusually rigid fire regulations, combination asbestos and aluminum insulation blankets are available for structures with joists 16" and 24" on center. Infra Type 6AP (left) consists of three tough, commercially pure aluminum sheets, six reflective surfaces, two alternate asbestos separators, and six reflective spaces. Can be obtained in continuous blankets from 125' to 375' in length. Infra Insulation, Inc., 525 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
award winning† school design forecasts the future

Heathcote Elementary School
Scarsdale, New York
Architects and Engineers:
Perkins & Will
General Contractor:
Arthur D. Stolle-Delval Corp.
PYROFILL Roof Deck:
Keystone Fireproofing Corp.

†1951 special feature award, The School Executive Magazine; 1954 silver medal award, Architectural League of New York
GYPSUM SHEETROCK* PYROFILL* ROOF DECKS

specified for rigidity, lightness, fire-resistance, speed of application

STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY—Bulb tee sections used to reinforce the PYROFILL slab serve—along with the gypsum—to provide lateral stiffening of the structural steel supports without increasing the depth of the structure.

LIGHTWEIGHT—SHEETROCK PYROFILL weighs only 10 to 12 lbs. per square foot in 2½ inch thickness, thus permitting important savings on structural steel and footings.

STRONG AND DURABLE—The design as recommended has a high factor of safety. Thirty-year-old PYROFILL decks are still giving excellent service today!

LOW-COST—SHEETROCK PYROFILL provides an incombustible, insulating deck at lower cost than other types of construction claiming equal benefits.

INCOMBUSTIBLE—PYROFILL is made of fireproof gypsum, so it will not burn. Insurance rates are often 30% less than for combustible constructions.

FAST INSTALLATION—PYROFILL sets in less than an hour and is then capable of carrying normal construction loads. A single crew can pour from 20,000 to 30,000 square feet per day, ready for roof covering.

For further information refer to Sweet's Catalog, Section 0e §m, contact the authorized PYROFILL contractor in your area, or write United States Gypsum, Dept. PA-1, 300 West Adams Street, Chicago 6, Ill.


UNITED STATES GYPSUM The Greatest Name in Building

This PYROFILL roof deck has bulb tees installed between the wide flange beams, rather than over them, providing the lateral strength required for the corridor structures, eliminating the need for purlins. Total thickness of the roof structure is held to a minimum to fulfill the aesthetic requirements of the design.
p/a products

(Continued from page 163)

Air and temperature control

Glassheat "Footlighter" Panels: baseboard radiant-heating units with individual room thermostats permit zone-controlled heating. Surface-mounted, rectangular panels are constructed of specially tempered glass fused with aluminum heating element; infrared rays are projected by metal reflector behind glass. Steel frame formed with hooded deflector eliminates wall streakage and may be painted to match wall finish. Exterior measures 9" x 47½". Continental Radiant Glass Heating Corp., 1 E. 55 St., New York 16, N.Y.

High-Capacity Air Conditioner: room air conditioner has regulating switch enabling unit to deliver concentrated stream of air for fast cooling or gentle flow to maintain desired temperature. New refrigeration circuit cools and filters air twice; standard equipment includes automatic thermostat and control for direction of air flow. Available in ¾, 1, and 2½ hp to cool rooms from 500 to 900 sq ft. Mitchell Mfg. Co., 2255 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Line-O-Heat: low-cost lineal heater prevents freezing of water pipes, pumps, gutters, and eaves. Vinyl-encased electric heating tape with glass-fiber insulation will withstand knotting and immersion in water. Tape is manufactured in 3' to 60' lengths; rated at 5 watts, it may be plugged into electric outlet. Smith-Cates Corp., Plainville, Conn.

Home-Conditioning System: baseboard convectors give year-round temperature control. In summer, chiller provides cooled water through same facilities used for heating; central blower distributes controlled quantity of air under entire length of baseboard, insuring balanced flow of air by induction. Condensation is removed through built-in drains. The Vulcan Radiator Co., Hartford, Conn.

Glasmey Real Clay TILES

TILE FOR MODERN WINDOW SILLS

This new flat smooth tile is economical and wear proof. It meets the growing demand for tiled window sills in residences, stores, etc. and has a special use in school rooms where it offers desirable space for exhibits plus welcome cleanliness. Priced to compete with most window sill materials. The A-4200 Cap illustrated, detailed into the window jamb, neatly and inexpensively covers transition between a metal window and wall material.

Every Architect should have our Sample Tile Chart No. 6. It's free.

UNITED STATES CERAMIC TILE COMPANY

Member: Tile Council of America and Producers’ Council, Inc.
217-G FOURTH ST., N.E., CANTON 2, OHIO

(Continued on page 168)
NOW the luxury of clay wall tile becomes practical for even the low-budget home!

CTA-11 cuts installation costs up to 20%

Now architects can have their way in specifying durable, practical, beautiful clay tile for even low-budget installations...because CTA-11 is here! Now builders can use "dry wall," and get a clay tile job that will last a lifetime...because CTA-11 is here! Now tile contractors can set tile faster at up to 20% savings in cost, remodel without rebuilding walls...because CTA-11 is here!

CTA-11 is the new, the modern clay tile adhesive that holds clay tile fast to almost any plumb surface. It's tough, resilient, durable...resists cracks, moisture and settling...spreads neatly like butter right out of the can!

Say CTA-11 on your specification sheets. Say CTA-11 to your supply dealer. It's on his shelves right now...ready to start cutting costs for you.

To profit from the same dollar-saving advantages in setting floor tile, specify CTA-12. For the complete details on CTA-11 and-12, write today to 3M, Department 153, 417 Piquette Avenue, Detroit 2, Michigan.
cement-applied acoustical ceilings. National Gypsum Co., 325 Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N.Y.

Thulman Chimney Top: redesigned chimney cap and baffle-type shield provide 50 percent more free area for flue gases to escape and give more massive exterior appearance. Baffles act as stabilizers for top of flue and prevent water-and-soot stains on outside of chimney. Fabricated of steel to fit single- or double-flue chimneys. The Majestic Co., Inc., Huntington, Ind.

doors and windows

Power-Glide Windows: power-operated sliding windows are operated by remote control from any location in room. Window sash is suspended on nylon rollers in extruded-aluminum track to eliminate sliding friction. Double-glazed window also includes glass-fiber roll screen. Modern Homes Corp., 14507 W. Warren Ave., Dearborn, Mich.

Permanently-Projected Window: packaged aluminum window permits ventilation and protection from rain at same time. Unit is constructed of permanently-projected sections; horizontal pane of glass between projected unit and window frame opens. Solar Corp., Fort Worth, Tex.

electrical equipment, lighting

Sterilume Conditioner: scientifically designed fixture for use with germicidal lamp provides effective diffusion of germ-killing rays. Short ultra-violet rays, eliminating airborne germs, produce air sanitation equal to 100 fresh-air changes per hr. Available in 18" and 36" lengths. Gruber Lighting, 125 S. First St., Brooklyn 11, N.Y.

Nepcoduct Electrical Raceway: underfloor electrical raceway is claimed to have more than three times capacity of standard ducts. Designed for heavy-duty wiring in industrial plants where overhead wiring interferes with normal operations, ducts are constructed of 14-gage cold-rolled steel, galvanized and protected by acid-resistant clear enamel applied to interior and exterior surfaces. Manufactured in 10' lengths with 4" x 4" cross section. National Electric Products Corp., Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Plugmold: permanent, multi-outlet assembly provides continuous row of convenience outlets spaced every 6", 18", or 30". Metal strip containing outlets is easily installed wherever needed without cutting into walls. Available with 2-wire NEMA grounded receptacles and 2- or 3-wire duplex receptacles. The Wiremold Co., Hartford 10, Conn.

sanitation, plumbing, water supply

Single-Lever Mixing Faucet: interchangeable for conventional two-handle faucet, mixing faucet provides positive control of hot and cold water or any in-between temperature. Single lever preselects desired temperature and controls flow of water. Finished in heavy chrome over brass; equipped with spray unit to supply clear water or detergent spray. The Schaible Co., 5801 Mariemont Ave., Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

specialized equipment

Alvin Constructor Pencil: sharp, uniform lines are made by ribbon lead which fits into flat propelling lead holder. Lead inserts, .016" thick and .047" wide, need no sharpening. Available in HB, B, 2H, and 4H. Alvin & Co., Windsor, Conn.

Automatic-Feed Drawing Pen: continued refilling is eliminated with drawing pen containing ink cartridge. Pressure on cap releases proper amount of ink to nibs through concealed feed tube. Nibs are made of precision-honed stainless steel. Rule-0-Matic Corp., 38 E. 57 St., New York 22, N.Y.
UNDERFLOOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

standard ducts can be buried in structural concrete — no fill needed

You can get 100% electrical flexibility ... with R/C Duct Floors ... at a cost that is appreciably less than the cost of cellular steel floors! All wiring—both power and communications—can be run in the ducts, which have blank risers every two feet of their length. Electrical outlets can be connected to these risers in a matter of minutes, without ripping up the floor.

Recent Underwriters' Laboratories tests prove that R/C Duct Floors with ducts in the structural concrete have a fire rating which meets all building code requirements. They can be built with standard forms and ducts, and need no special engineering. Investigate them today!

R/C DUCT FLOORS

Electrified Concrete Joist Floors

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE

38 South Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of your new bulletin on R/C Duct Floors.

Name ________________________________

Address ______________________________

City __________________ Zone _____ State __________________
"Nothing is so tyrannically exclusive and leveling as a firmly established reigning style! No faith is more intolerant. In its full strength it crushes and grinds every shape that comes its way, and suffers them only if it can force them through its own moulds in accordance with its own pattern."

Aesthetics and History: Bernard Berenson

The text for today's lesson is Chapter VIII, "Candidate Training for the Practice of Architecture," from the testament in accordance with Bannister, *The Architect at Mid-Century—Evolution and Achievements,* plus such additional references as the subject requires. (Note to the reader: This column will not, cannot, and would not if it could, serve as a substitute for the original document. However, as it has informed you previously, it will draw for its lessons on the original text from time to time.)

Before discussion of the details of the problem of candidate training there are several existing hypotheses, postulated by professional history, tested by years of experience in education and practice, adopted as a ritual by habit, but discredited by performance and result. There has grown up in this country, by common consent but all too little common analysis, a curious credo which divides professional training from professional practice and creates a dichotomy between the two. This is easily expressed by the accepted axiom, "The practice of architecture cannot be taught in school; the limits of professional practice are such that only in school can a man's imagination and abilities be developed adequately." In other words, it is an accepted concept that the lid is clamped on and screwed tight the minute a man graduates and enters an office where he begins to practice architecture. Only after he has achieved a conservative success through years and years of office routine, may he dust off his aged fancies and let them roam again as they used to in the Never-Never Land of architectural school. Actually this credo, honored by its practice more often than its breach, may be one of the fundamental reasons for the drabness and ineptitude of most of American architecture. I can't help wondering about Italy, Brazil, Mexico, and a few more exciting places, and whether they also blindly accept this concept.

(Continued on page 172)
for smooth, trouble-free performance, insist on a Von Duprin COMPLETE EXIT

- Whatever your exit needs, the Von Duprin line includes all types of devices and auxiliary items for a complete exit installation which is dependable, attractive—and above all, safe. Each Von Duprin exit hardware item is styled and engineered for unfailing, harmonious operation.

- Whenever you plan exit installations, insist on Von Duprin for the complete job. A Von Duprin "Exit Specialist"—either a factory representative or a selected builders' hardware distributor—will be happy to help you plan the most practical installation. For his name, write direct to:

VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO. • VON DUPRIN DIVISION • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

"THE SAFE WAY OUT!"
"What do you mean you can't get good prints?"

Don’t expect the Blueprinter to produce sharp prints from poor tracings. Be sure! Switch to graphite-saturated

IMPORTED CASTELL

Wood pencil or
Imported 9030 Lead
with new gun-riffled
vice-like clutch.
(pat. appd. for).

Picture of an indignant
man who forgot that
poor pencils produce
poor tracings—and
poor tracings produce
poor prints.

Save yourself money
and manhours by con­
verting 100% to im­
ported CASTELL, the
drawing pencil that
lays down more
graphite on the fine.

CASTELL produces
cleaner prints; many
more prints than any
other pencil. Giant
aircraft plants have
proved it with their
own independent tests.
Pennies more per pen­
cil will save you many
dollars, much irri­
tation. Call your Dealer
today.

It's Easy to Specify the
Exact Drain for the Job!

NO. 1205RA — Boosey Floor Drain for toilet rooms, mezza­
nines, second floor hospital areas, etc.: designed with an exclusive BOOSEY clamping device which assures positive sealing without puncturing the flashing material.

SEND FOR A COMPLETE BOOSEY CATALOG:

Here's the easy way to specify the exact drainage specialty! Catalog contains complete specifica­
tions and engineering draw­
ings for area drains, basement
floor drains, boiler room drains,
back water valves; cafeteria,
shower and toilet room drains;
double drainage drains; expan­
sion joints, flashing fittings for
stack vents; manhole back water
valves; pump room drains; roof
drains and stack base fittings.

NORMAN BOOSEY MFG. CO.
General Sales Office
5281 Avery Avenue
Detroit 8, Michigan

BOOSEY

out of school

(Continued from page 170)

The report on which this text is based states on page 333, "While to laymen and some practitioners it may seem that much of the training here assigned to candidacy should have already been covered in professional curricula, it is evident from foregoing chapters that school training is subject to inherent limitations of time and approach. It is universally recognized, therefore, that the school-trained candidate must supplement his academic training by the discipline which only practical office experience can provide in the application of theory to specific situations, the expansion of knowledge to more compre­
hensive scope, and the development of mature judgment and wisdom. Thus, school and office training must complement each other in the attainment of professionally competent personnel."

I do not accept the postulates that "school training is subject to inherent limitations of time and approach" and that "school and office training must complement each other." Perhaps I should say, I do accept them as concomitants of the present system but I do not accept the present system as being necessarily either finite or the best. Educational theories in any field of human endeavor should be subject to continued scrutiny, to ascertain their adequacy and accomplishment. We know that, in theory, the architectural educational expedient which we are dis­
cussing here is wrong. We know that in carrying out this theory it has serious holes or gaps which must be patched. We are not certain that any of the patches suggested will hold.

The seed of schizophrenia that lies dor­
man within architecture should not be
incubated in the education of the profes­
sion. Art and science, theory and practice, are not divisible, are not confined each
within separate cells. The breath of life
which blows through great architecture
is the true synthesis of the two distinct
poles of esthetic intent and pragmatic
purpose. But these are not positive and
negative poles. Rather they are the north
and south of a great sphere within which
are contained all the elements and object­
tives of architecture.

(Continued on page 174)
With this ANNOUNCEMENT of Porcenell Chalkboard, it is not an overstatement to say that a new concept in modern school chalkboard history begins. BENJAMIN ELECTRIC, long a pioneer in lighting, is proud to follow its advancements in school illumination with this further advancement in better seeing and instruction.

Never before a CHALKBOARD like this!

NEW BENJAMIN PORCENELL

NOT slate, glass or plastic...
NOT conventional porcelain enamel...
NOT composition board...
it's an ENTIRELY NEW TYPE VITREOUS ENAMEL Chalkboard

Porcenell is a patented, vitreous process developed by Vitreco, Inc., a research organization jointly owned by Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. and Poor and Company. The Porcenell development is the result of over 15 years and three quarters of a million dollars of research. In this product there has been achieved an entirely new, non-warping, lighter weight, finer, vitreous, hard chalkboard surface never before commercially available.

SEND NOW for complimentary copy of booklet: "PORCENELL, A NEW ERA IN CHALKBOARDS." Use your letterhead or this coupon, address BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO., DEPT. PA, DES PLAINES, ILL.

Name
Title
Address
City Zone State

out of school

(Continued from page 172)

Because of the curious history of architectural education in America, based on the sorry traditions of borrowing only parts of educational systems from other countries and then forcing these parts into an unnatural mold, we have never formed a complete system which is natural to us. I am not speaking in nationalistic terms but rather in the terms of a logic of architecture in which the practice of the profession is imaginative and creative architecture—not just as a goal, but as the thing itself.

We cannot weigh beauty against the dollar. There is no scale which balances the public purpose and a special interest. These are matters of deep concern within the context of a cultural intent. They demand analysis within the framework of education, whether for the profession of education or for all other purposes. Architectural education, it seems to me, by the process it has adopted, shirks this responsibility or accepts from habit the easiest way out. It then hunts by instinct, rather than fundamental reason, for whatever bridges it can find and build across the chasms of its own digging.

We have accepted the concept that the architectural school cannot train adequately for practice; that the examinations at the end of five, six, or even seven years of special study are still necessarily inadequate; that two or three years of special, but relatively low-grade, office experience are necessary before premiation for a "professional" examination, with the passing of which there emerges the whole architect. From the egg to the caterpillar to the cocoon and finally the butterfly. I personally prefer to think of the architect in terms of a higher form of life, and of his evolution as a more developed process.

Speaking of the American system of Medical Education in the January 23, 1955 Washington Post, Staff Reporter Nate Hazeltine said: "Medical education cannot fall back to lower levels in its steady climb from the morass of laxity and confusion surveyed by Dr. Abraham Flexner in 1908-09. Dr. Flexner's report was so damning that nearly half of the medical schools existing then had to close." Hazeltine then went on to say that the U.S. medical schools are now the envy of the world, although operational costs and tuition have gone too high.

It would be exaggerated to say that the report of the Commission for the Survey of Architectural Education and Registration of 1949-54 is "hard hitting" but it is factual enough. Despite the same deficiencies Dr. Flexner reported—poor equipment, overcrowding, substandard entrance requirements and many others—I doubt that any architectural school will close its doors because of the Survey Commission Report. Even when a nega-

---

A Mile of Crawford Doors (400 Doors) in

The Market Building of the St. Louis Produce Association, Inc., is one of the largest buildings of its kind in the world and one of the most modern and functional. It houses the brokerage activities of more than 65 produce commission houses which own the building cooperatively and occupy standard units which are enclosed front and rear, and separated by 400 Crawford Doors.

Five miles of railroad track behind the two buildings can accommodate more than 200 produce cars at a time. About 100 cars a day deliver 1,500 tons of produce which enters through the rear doors, is sold on the floor and is loaded through the front doors onto hundreds of trucks for local delivery. The advantages of this direct flow and minimum handling are obvious and have brought many interested marketers to St. Louis to study this operation.

The "Market" is actually two buildings, each 1,235 feet long, 115 feet wide and 20 feet high. Each building contains 49 cooperative units, each of 25 foot frontage by 115 feet deep. Units are separated by Crawford Doors which permit units to be combined in twos, threes, etc. The building covers 20 acres, six city blocks, and provides 281,750 square feet of floor space. Construction is tilt-up concrete and was completed in October, 1952. Cost was $3,250,000.

The 400 Crawford Doors are distributed as follows: 100 doors 8'0" x 8'0" on the rear, facing on the railroad siding; 200 doors 10'0" x 10'0" on the front, facing on the truck loading docks; 100 doors 10'0" x 8'0" in the dividing walls, between units. All these doors are manually operated and are reported to be giving completely satisfactory service. If you have door problems, please write us; your inquiry will get prompt, intelligent attention.

Crawford Door Company, 165-20263 Hoover Road, Detroit 5, Michigan. Plants in 10 cities; Warehouses in 94 cities; Sales and Service everywhere. In Canada, F. Fentiman & Sons Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario.
tive NAAB report is rendered, schools seldom, if ever, close down for that reason. It could also be stated that, on the whole, the level of the architectural schools is much higher than were the medical schools of 1909. I would agree in general, but let each of us decide this for himself.

My use of this illustration could be attacked by a most convincing argument that architects are not as essential to the human welfare and well being as doctors and therefore that educational standards can be more lax. As a profession it can easily ride along a few more years on its reputational traditions or traditional reputations. Are you willing to accept the concept of a second-rate profession? We still have no real admission standards either for entrance to professional schools or for entrance to practice.

All of this is why I cannot get excited about candidate training—the cocoon. And yet, under this accepted system, there is no other choice but to try to find a device which will form a bridge between the theoretical training of school and the actual practice. We know all of the arguments—the problems of the office-trained, nonschool man; the difficulty of simulating practice in school; the need to avoid the “trade school” concept; the need for developing the unhindered mind; the need for men who can just “draw” when they have to earn a living.

The AIA is now girding its loins to make the Candidacy Period as specific and as valid a part of the educational sequence as collegiate training itself. This is in accord with the Burdell Survey Commission Report (q.v.), recommendations of the AIA Committee on Education, and others. A Chapter Program Chairman’s Guide as a supplement to the Chapter Manual will contain advisory material for local chapters to enable them to understand their role in this training period. Further, a “logbook” for each candidate will shortly be available from the Octagon. In this will be kept by each candidate for registration examinations, a record of his office experience as part of the validation of his competency at the final hour.

Something of this sort was started in 1933 when the AIA, ACSA, and NCARB co-operated in the development of the Mentor Plan (Burdell Report, page 334). Depression and war may have been contributing factors but the Mentor Plan failed. Failure again would not necessarily be disastrous, because we would return to where we are. But since the objectives, within the limited philosophy I have been attacking, are excellent, I would hate to see the new plan fail. And there is an off chance that if it begins to work, there will be an encouragement for scientists in the field of architectural education to develop studies for the more rational approach to a badly needed, integrated, training program.

The trend in the schools at the moment to employ practicing architects as part-time Deans and Directors, and also the apparent increase in part-time professional instruction (particularly in the urban schools), should be clarifying the relationships between the theoretical and practical. Actually, it should have
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Which is the best way to air condition a

**HOUSE?**

---

**WITH A HEATING AND COOLING UNIT ALL-IN-ONE?** The Carrier Year-round Weathermaker fits in only 10 sq. ft. of floor space. It burns gas or oil, cools electrically. It is suitable for installation in attic, basement or closet. It is ideal for new homes. Or it may be used to replace an antiquated furnace in a home which is being modernized. Air-cooled models are available.

**WITH COOLING ADDED TO A TOP-DELIVERY FURNACE?** This Carrier Conversion Weathermaker adds on to the top of any standard warm air furnace. It’s ideal for a basement installation like the one illustrated. The section on top of the furnace contains a cooling coil. Small refrigerant lines run from it to an air-cooled refrigeration section located anywhere outdoors.
WITH COOLING ADDED TO A COUNTER-FLOW FURNACE?
This Carrier Conversion Weathermaker fits under any counter-flow furnace. Naturally, it's ideal for any warm air perimeter system... particularly when the ducts are in the floor slab itself. A separate, compact refrigeration section needs no water for cooling and it may be located in the yard, the garage or carport.

WITH COOLING ADDED TO A HORIZONTAL FURNACE?
This Carrier Conversion Weathermaker pairs happily with any horizontal heater or will fit in a horizontal supply air duct. It may be installed in the crawl space, as shown, or in the basement or attic, as you prefer. With the air-cooled refrigeration section located outdoors, Conversion Weathermakers are notably quiet.

WITH COOLING ADDED TO WET OR RADIANT HEAT?
The new Carrier Summer Weathermaker comes complete with its own fan and filter section. The package you see in the picture performs a complete summer air conditioning function. It is so compact it may be located centrally with a short run of duct... and with the air-cooled refrigeration section remotely located.

Carrier is the quickest way to the right answer
JUST 1-2 AND THE JOB IS THROUGH!

Carrier has all the ways to air condition any job—and all Carrier equipment is engineered to the same uniform standard. So short-cut hours of selection by (1) using the Carrier line as your shopping guide and then (2) comparing values.

Get in touch with your Carrier dealer or distributor. He's listed in the Classified Telephone Directory. Or write to us directly. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.

air conditioning • refrigeration • industrial heating
At the Philadelphia International Airport

With functionalism the keynote of this modern airport terminal building, Russwin Unit Locks were the logical first choice. Their knobs, escutcheons and lock frame are solid bronze metal castings...locking mechanism is heavy wrought brass. These locks are fully assembled at factory...no dis-assembly required for installation.

Russwin Unit Locks are available in several designs, fourteen functions including those for fire tower doors and all popular finishes. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Conn.
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done so a long time ago, but the practitioner seems to don some other hat the moment he enters the cloister. He accepts the fiction of separability of theory and practice as much as his more academic-minded brethren, including the Burdell Commission.

There are several danger spots in the whole concept of the candidate program, of which the worst is the office of the practitioner of architecture—its adaptability to a system of training under an infinite variety of personnel and economic situations. Within the academic walls, a curriculum is a system of educational practice. Whether or not a similar system can be created outside these walls remains to be seen. It is clear that the AIA, NCARB, NAAB, and ASCE all intend to devote their attention to creating such a system. With their joint effort and with the co-operation of the schools and local chapters, it is being given every opportunity. I, for one, will do my best to encourage the effort, in these columns and elsewhere. At this moment in our history this is an important expedient.

Specific action on the training of those architectural waifs now called "candidates" is contemplated by the AIA, although it is doubtful that all loose ends could be tied together before a year from the date of this article. Several committees of the Institute are involved, including the Education Committee and the Committee on Office Practice. Both of these will need to dovetail recommendations with those of the Chapter Affairs Committee, and finally with the Board itself. This will include acceptance of the "logbook" by all committees, as well as the Board, and a matching of it with the NCARB Syllabus now in review and available on application. Further, review procedures, discussed at great length at the Education Committee meeting last December 13 will need clarification.

Relationships between educational experience and office practice, between education records and office records, between competencies and assignments, and all the rest, will need ironing out, and there is talk of an office-practice text book in addition to the NCARB Syllabus, the
“logbook,” and the Chapter Manual section on the subject. This kind of thing could go on forever! It had better not or it will die aborning. At a set date, somebody will have to say, “This is it,” and launch the ship, sink or swim.

In the AIA Special Report No. 2, dated January 2, 1955, summarizing the actions taken by the Board of Directors on the Commission for the Survey of Education and Registration on page 14, there is this following statement, which indicates at least an interest. It guarantees only a report from the Education Committee by the 1955 annual meeting.

“R-30, R-31. That AIA, with support of ACSA, NCARB and NAAB, develop and establish an AIA candidate-training program (Candidates to be given title ‘Architect-in-training’), with a minimum of three years of experience, participation in all phases of professional service, the use of a logbook of experience, the periodic advisement of the candidate with a review of his logbook, which would be issued on graduation from an accredited school or upon certification by a chapter advisement committee, the whole program involving regular reports by this chapter committee regarding the status of candidates.

“The Commission’s specific proposal is a modernized and articulated version of the Mentor system, which was promulgated and activated in a number of Institute chapters 20 years ago. The Mentor system worked in instances where it was taken seriously, but it lacked nationwide organization and promotion and was apparently killed by the depression. In anticipation of the Survey Report, the candidate program has been seriously studied by the 1953-54 Committee on Education.

“The recommendations are referred by the Board to the Chapter Affairs Committee and to a subcommittee of the Education Committee for report not later than the annual meeting in 1955.

“The Chapter Affairs Committee has carefully explored all of the possibilities and problems in the program and will collaborate with the subcommittee of the
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GOOD DESIGN
AND HUBBELL GO TOGETHER

Meant to be more than just a school, the beautiful new high school at Norman, Oklahoma, was designed as a community center for youth — with maximum flexibility for changes in enrollment and curriculum.

Hubbell wiring devices fit naturally into such flexible modern designs. Hubbell No. 9595 convenience outlets, one of several Hubbell devices used at Norman High School, have the extra strength and expert workmanship which guarantee a lifetime of dependable, trouble-free service. Hubbell's functional design blends unobtrusively with the simple modern interiors of Norman High School. Other devices specified were Hubbell switches, power outlets and plates.

All over the country Hubbell is playing a big part in modern, well-designed construction. Architects are invited to write Dept. PA for further information.

AVAILABLE NOW . . .
Latest issue of Hubbell Wiring Device Catalog
(A.I.A. FILE NO. 31-C-7)
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Committee on Education which will have the benefit of last year's work by the Education Committee on the 'logbook' and accompanying documents. The Education Committee emphasized the necessity of full co-operation by chapters and practitioners, and co-ordination of the 'logbook' and manual with the NCARB examination syllabus."

We'll watch this development carefully and report progress. Something should be done, even though it should be clear by now that I do not consider the candidate training program as a satisfactory or permanent educational concept—any more than I believe that architectural education should perpetuate an untenable hypothesis. Let us look behind our accepted rituals to see if we have not substituted them for a fundamental dogma.

tribute to schoolmaster

Dear Carl Feiss: It goes without saying that out of school has been, for some time, a strong source of delight and insight. As one who has gathered his share of familiarity with the "inside story" of our schools, I found your reports from the Theleme campus most charming. Sometimes your picture was perhaps too charitable. I wonder how many readers realized that behind the humorous words the truth was hidden. I surely believe that our schoolmaster has made a tremendous contribution to the knowledge of our educational problems.

May I also congratulate you on your policy of guest editorials. I hope that this discussion will become universal so that a large number of architects will involve themselves actively in a general concern with educational problems for their own, and the profession's advance.

I should be grateful for being permitted to make my contribution by way of commenting on two outstanding guest editorials which caught my particular attention.

Robert Woods Kennedy's observations of situations which are "typical of architectural schools," confirm many of my own experiences gained in schools which
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Showers Can Be Trusted
at FREEPORT, ILL., JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Double Safety of

Thermostatic WATER MIXERS

makes them SAFE against scalding
and sudden shots of cold or hot water caused by

1 PRESSURE or 2 TEMPERATURE
fluctuations in water supply lines.

No Shower is Safe Without this Double Protection—Powers thermostatic water mixers always hold the shower temperature constant wherever the bather wants it. They are completely automatic. Failure of cold water instantly shuts off shower. Delivery temperature is thermostatically limited to 115° F.

For Utmost Comfort, Safety and Economy Specify and Install Powers Mixers • See our Catalog in Sweet's

Established in 1891 • THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY • SKOKIE, ILL. • Offices in Over 50 Cities
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REVOLVING DOOR ENTRANCE DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
2052 Edgar Street, Evansville 7, Indiana
Send me without obligation my personal copy of the new 1955 International "Entrance-Planning Manual."
NAME AND POSITION: ____________________________
FIRM: __________________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________
CITY: __________________________________________
ZONE: _________________________________________
STATE: _________________________________________

REMOVING DOORS

HOW

REMOVING DOORS

seal out drafts

At least two wings of a revolving door entrance always contact the circular enclosure wall. Thus a draft cannot be created through revolving doors, because they are always closed—yet always open—admitting only about 26 cubic feet of outside air each time used 97% less than admitted by a swing door entrance.

Even in coldest weather, no drafts get past an "always open —always closed" revolving door entrance. There's no build-up of stack draft and wind pressure that make swing doors stubborn. No chilling blasts and clouds of dust whip down corridors and up stair wells. Instead, all floor space is made profitably usable right up to the doors. Interiors are kept cleaner and more comfortable... with resultant savings on heating and redecorating costs which can soon pay for a revolving door entrance. And that's only part of the big cost-saving story contained in the new International Entrance-Planning Manual.

See Sweet's Architectural File

REVOLVING DOOR ENTRANCE DIVISION
2052 EDGAR ST. EVANSVILLE 7, IND.

INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
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I trust would be classified by Kennedy as "schools of reputation." As far as undergraduate teaching is concerned, I feel that there is not too much difference between the schools, particularly in the much-standardized offerings of the lower division. Reputations are carefully built by administrative means and are related more to psychological warfare than to educational philosophy and practice. In most cases, the difference between schools is beginning to show in the fourth and fifth years, and is marked in graduate studies. Only a few schools are headed by great artists and fewer by great educators. For that reason, it would be important to "fit together standards of the school and the abilities of the students" in a way that the educational purposes are truly effectuated.

It is true that this aim can be fulfilled easiest if the student is suited for the profession. On the other hand, it is not always necessary that a student be a future candidate for the profession, as Architectural Accrediting Boards apparently like to think. Going to college should mean acquiring habits which would enable a person to think for himself and to develop his personality. During this educational pursuit, which should take place in a favorable and stimulating environment, certain knowledge and skills will be acquired as a matter of course. Architecture has been found by many to be a wonderful medium in becoming an educated person. Fortunately, many former architectural students found it easier with their background to go into related or even quite different fields. Architectural education must support the growth of the student's imagination: it is this imagination which is missing today in many walks of life.

Therefore, I would be more concerned with the student becoming an educated person than with his one-sided preparation for the drafting room, attractive as this goal may appear to the man in "business" or to the young man who is itching to get into it. Also, we need to further the student who is blessed with great artistic talent, although there is insufficient
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It isn’t often that a mechanical engineer says “The equipment has usually exceeded the performance of published data.” Yet that’s the comment made after Uni-Flo equipment was installed throughout the beautiful new home of famed Burdine’s in Miami Beach, Florida. Not only was performance above par, but, as can be seen below, the Venturi-Flo Diffusers are small and inconspicuous in appearance, harmonize with the decorated ceilings, are easy to adjust. Experience indicates, too, that Venturi-Flo Diffusers keep ceiling smudge at a minimum.

Architects: WEED, RUSSELL, JOHNSON, AND ASSOCIATES. Interior Designer: RAYMOND LOEWY. Structural Engineers: NORMAN J.

DIGNUM AND ASSOCIATES. Mechanical Engineer: R. L. DUFFER. Air Conditioning Contractor: HILL-YORK SALES CORP.

New, two-story building (83,400 square feet) covers approximately a city block, provides an ultra-modern, luxurious setting for Burdine’s “Sunshine Fashions.”

Entire store is air conditioned for shopping comfort. Venturi-Flo Diffusers distribute the conditioned air quietly, unobtrusively, efficiently.

Using from 15% to 100% outside air, the atmosphere throughout the building is kept fresh and inviting for personnel and shoppers, regardless of store traffic and weather conditions.

Venturi-Flo Ceiling Diffusers provide efficient diffusion, rigid construction, quiet operation, easily adjustable deflection and volume control, advanced styling.

BLAZING THE TRAIL TO BETTER AIR DISTRIBUTION

Round Ceiling Diffusers... an early pioneering success

Barber-Colman Company’s entrance into the air distribution field twenty years ago started an increasing flow of pioneering developments. From the largest and best equipped laboratory in the industry came the Venturi-Flo Ceiling Diffusers, first of a series of ceiling diffusers designed for balanced air distribution in modern buildings. In these units, air patterns are adjustable after installation from vertical to horizontal discharge. A wide range of styles and sizes is available for recessed or surface mounting, with or without integral lights. Accessories include volume control, air flow balancing and air turning devices. For latest literature and expert engineering advice, consult your nearby Field Office or write us.

Barber-Colman Company
Dept. O, 1131 Rock St., Rockford, Illinois, U. S. A.
Barcol®
WARDROBEdoor
Better use of floor and wall space, more flexible classroom design for new or remodeled schools! Ask your distributor for full details.

MORE FLOOR AND WALL SPACE is usable in this classroom through installation of a Barcol WARDROBEdoor. Shown here equipped with a chalkboard, its wide, unbroken, flat surface can also be furnished with a tackboard or combination of the two, or with any desired veneer finish. Note examples on opposite page. Conserves classroom area too—space-saving, vertical-action WARDROBEdoor requires no extra floor space for clearance.

UNOBSTRUCTED CLOAKROOM ACCESS is afforded by the Barcol WARDROBEdoor, which opens vertically into the wall. Annoying door interference with clothing and rubber footwear is eliminated. Absence of pivots, hinges, and other hardware makes cleaning easier. Full-view opening gives the teacher complete control of the "cloakroom rush." Standard coat hooks or any desired custom-built storage arrangement can be provided.

Left: St. Augustine School, Rochester, N. Y.
Right: Heuvelton Central School, Heuvelton, N. Y.
EASY, FINGERTIP OPENING of Barcol WARDROBEdoor is made possible by accurate counterbalancing of its weight plus high-precision manufacture of the operating unit. Quiet operation is assured by nylon rollers running in continuous steel tracks. A chain and sprocket arrangement links the door sections and counterbalancing weights. The bottom section rises at twice the speed and clears the opening at the same time as the top section. A variety of decorative effects is obtainable by the use of beautiful veneers on the bottom section or both sections of the WARDROBEdoor to match interior trim. Two standard sizes are available—12' x 6', for 48 students and 10' x 6', for 40 students.

ARCHITECTS WHO SPECIFIED Barcol WARDROBEdoors for installations shown here are:
Frank Quinlan, Rochester, N. Y.—St. Augustine School
John C. Ehrlich, Geneva, N. Y.—Heuvelton Central School
Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw and Folley, Syracuse, N. Y.—Craig School
Wm. C. Lurkey, Buffalo, N. Y.—Amherst School

At the A. A. S. A. | Booth K-12, St. Louis, Feb. 26
Conventions | Booth B-64, Cleveland, April 2

For complete literature on the WARDROBEdoor call your Barcol distributor—he's listed under "Doors" in your phone directory—or write:
BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY, Dept. NS3, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
OVERdoors and Operators • Automatic Controls • Industrial Instruments
Air Distribution Products • Aircraft Controls • Small Motors • Molded
Products • Metal Cutting Tools • Machine Tools • Textile Machinery
use for him in our materialistic age. He is the student to whom integration of the arts is a natural thing and who wonders why the school’s departments are so carefully guarded from each other by the device of required courses.

All these students, suited for the profession or not, will show varying degrees of talent and of temperament. All of them should, however, have a strong inner urge to enter the chosen field. Students who have a burning desire to become architects notwithstanding hardships and financial insecurity stand a better chance to do important work, if only of modest size, than those who seek privileges to make a business success of themselves. By furthering the sincere student, the schools could perhaps do much to help raise our architectural standards. Business men certainly would commission the artistic and educated designer, who is an originator and not a “firm,” if he were the typical product which the schools release into the profession.

As far as selecting and obtaining talented students, a critical self-evaluation of the student is worth more than any testing device. Idealism and integrity are visible immediately to the right teacher, but they need guidance, protection, and an outlet. Nothing astonished me more than the experience I had with a student who came to me as his advisor. From his papers it was evident that he had tried unsuccessfully in various departments of the college. When I asked him what made him think that he wanted to study architecture, he honestly said that he didn’t know. He had taken an aptitude test and they finally had decided that he should take architecture. And, therefore, he came to enroll.

The question of talent, also among the eager students, is often difficult to determine. Since the brilliant student has the ability to show superficial skills and quick reaction, he can take care of himself in reaching standardized curricular goals. He is easily becoming the preferred student. He is also bound to be successful wherever competitive methods are employed, therefore, learning to do better than the other fellow, rather than doing his best. The “average” student is an ambiguous fellow and less liked by those teachers who find teaching troublesome and are in a habit of doling out grades and degrees as prizes to the successful winner. Indeed, few of the “average” students are average. I found some of the most unusual personalities with deep-seated talent among “average” students. One has to be interested in people in order to be a teacher. Slowly developing students suffer often unnecessarily from neglect or misunderstanding. Many are hard searchers for true form and are thrown off balance if the critic tries to impose his preconceived notions. They are sometimes the outsiders who “unexpectedly” do the unusual things when their arrested talents become free in later years. Those slowly developing students
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ROYAL-AIRE a distinctive conditioner

featuring UNARCO “pump-down” control system

It is doubtful that any air conditioner can match the efficiency and beauty of the UNARCO ROYAL-AIRE. This all-new conditioner provides “just right” cooling comfort, adding distinction to any setting.

Oversize cooling coils ... accessible, hermetic motor-compressor units... and the exclusive UNARCO "pump-down" control system, which prevents compressor damage... are but a few outstanding features of the ROYAL-AIRE line.

Available in five capacities (3 to 15-ton) the ROYAL-AIRE is balance-engineered! This insures full cooling capacities and quiet operation under all conditions, producing a pleasurable climate and atmosphere for any size room.

The ROYAL-AIRE is eminently suited to comfort-cool dining rooms, taverns, drug stores, clothing stores, and offices... to cool wherever the ultimate in efficiency and long life is desired. Address Heating & Cooling Division for descriptive literature.

Union Asbestos & Rubber Company
332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.
Canadian Representative: Albern Universal Ltd., Toronto

the finest in heating and cooling products at no extra cost
BASICALLY CONSTRUCTED in the form of a modified "F"—with the two short arms representing the passenger loading piers—the main part of the new Philadelphia International Airport terminal building is three stories high, topped by a small fourth floor and control tower. This view shows the over-all field side of the terminal building, with its impressive application of Pittsburgh Glass. Architects: Carroll, Grisdale, and Van Alen, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

New Terminal Building at Philadelphia makes extensive use

CLEAR VIEW of the landing area from the third floor is obtained through Solex-Twindow units. These units are composed of two lites of glass—\(\frac{3}{4}\)" Solex heat-absorbing, sun-glare-reducing glass on the outside, and \(\frac{1}{4}\)" polished plate glass on the inside, with a sealed-in air space between them. Solex-Twindow units are noted for their ability to reduce substantially the load on the air-conditioning system; they cut down on room-side condensation, minimize cold air downdrafts.

Design it better with Pittsburgh Glass
FRONT LOBBY of this new airport building, with its 41-foot ceiling, is entirely glazed with Pittsburgh's Solex-Twindow units. This means the maximum in glare-free daylighting, as well as added comfort for passengers and personnel.

Your Sweet's Architectural File contains detailed information on all Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company products . . . Sections 6a, 15d, 20, 12e, 15a.

THE COMBINATION of the sweeping overhead canopy and the soft, green-tinted Solex in the windows emphasizes the graceful lines of the exterior . . . achieves a modern, functional environment at the Philadelphia International Airport.
Functional
Decorative
Economical

Architects Fulton, Krinsky and DelaMotte, Cleveland, specified 15,494 square feet of Tectum on Benjamin Franklin Elementary School, Euclid, Ohio, shown here.

Everyone Likes This “Teacher’s Pet”—Tectum 9-Value Roof Deck

Tectum® is the favorite because it beautifies, serves, and saves 9 ways on the Benjamin Franklin Elementary School, Euclid, Ohio. Single layer Tectum Deck absorbs noise, prevents its transfer from room to room — assures fire safety by being non-combustible, and cuts fuel costs because of its high insulating value. The textured exposed underside of the deck allowed architects to simplify wall and window design, eliminated need for suspended ceilings — all at substantial savings.

Tectum values reduce construction costs — effect maintenance economies that last for years — because 9 properties are combined in a single layer deck: textural, acoustical, insulative, non-combustible, stable, structural, lightweight, low cost, termite and fungus proof.

SEE IT NOW! Ask for 1955 technical data or refer to Section 2e/Te, Sweet’s Architectural File.

Rated noncombustible • Light reflectivity 65% • Ultimate live load 200 psf • Noise reduction coefficient .85 to .72 • "U" value .13 to .22 • 4 thicknesses, 11 standard sizes
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are often considered dull, while dull students are considered average ones. While some schools feel that it adds to their prestige if they turn their brilliant students into primadonnas, other schools worship the dull student under the pretext that the school has to produce the “average practitioner.”

It is true that many students are not plagued by deeper problems and are “better adjusted socially,” to quote Kennedy. Since they are primarily studying for a material purpose, they are able to fulfill society’s expectations without further complications. Therefore, to avoid complications, schools often find it expedient to transmit the safe accomplishments of yesterday and today, in preference to the exploration of future possibilities.

Students wouldn’t be young people if they were not interested in the background of the present and in better things to come. It would be failing in fundamental educational philosophy if we did not put trust in the student’s willingness to absorb theory and to develop his critical facilities. I witnessed many such “average” students making wonderful and quite natural progress in this direction, only to fall back into characteristics of the example which, according to Kennedy, needs precepts as soon as he joins his own social environment again. The school was apparently not enough of a counterweight or it was representing middle-class culture too strongly.

Kennedy’s contention that the student of the average talent reaches his maturity sooner than the more talented student is most interesting and could prove to revolutionize some of our psychological axioms. It would need, however, very exacting psychological investigation not only to prove the validity of this contention but also to find the reasons for such differences in maturity. There is perhaps a possibility that social class attitudes are just as influential as innate talent or temperament.

Having talked about brilliant and dull students, it may be fitting to add an ob-

(Continued on page 193)

West Coast architects Marsh, Smith & Powell found clay tile a good collaborator to work with in their design for a modern school corridor with stair well. This rendering shows how clay tile performs a permanent double service of function and design.

The important check points: low-upkeep tile floors to take generations of student traffic—glazed tile walls that keep maintenance down and good appearances up for decades—tile treads and risers which absorb footsteps unmarred for years, and ceramic mosaics on the corridor columns which offer a striking treatment that is maintenance-free.

When you approach your next school project, keep clay tile in mind. It’s the ideal high traffic, low maintenance floor covering. It gives you and your clients a permanent solution for easily-cleaned, decorative walls that never need replacement. And it is flexible enough to give you unique, custom designs with standard units.

So be sure to check today’s range of clay tile colors, shapes and types—the widest of any modern building material. When it is a clay tile installation, it never fades, burns, stains, scratches or needs refinishing or redecorating—all the cost is figured in at the start!
Now every room and office can be comfortable

Iron Fireman SelectTemp heating has a thermostat in every room

The ultimate in heating comfort—a thermostat in every room—is both simple and practical with the Iron Fireman SelectTemp heating system. Occupants of each room or office can select any temperature desired, at any time. Rooms stay at the selected temperatures. Each room unit automatically compensates for heat gains and losses caused by changes in outdoor temperature, cold winds and warmth from the sun—increasing or decreasing heat output.

SELECT TEMP HIGHLIGHTS

THERMOSTAT IN EVERY ROOM. Temperatures can be varied in every room to fit the "activity plan" and personal preference of the occupants.

MODULATED HEAT. Air circulation is continuous. Both temperature and volume of air are automatically modulated, as required to offset heat loss from room.

FILTERED, CIRCULATED AIR. Individual room air circulation prevents transmission of odors or bacteria from other rooms. Air is cleaned by a spun glass filter in each room unit. Filtered outside air can be introduced if desired.

BOILER LOCATION. Boiler can be placed in any desired location, with proper distribution of heat to every room. Year-around domestic hot water coils available.

LOW POWER COST. No electricity required to operate circulating fans. Nonelectric thermostats.

LOW INITIAL COST. Easily installed in either new or old construction. Small soft copper tubing (\(\frac{3}{4}\) inch I.D.) carries steam to individual room heater units. Return lines are \(\frac{1}{2}\) inch. Substantial savings in installation costs.

LOW FUEL COST. Temperature easily reduced in unused rooms. Also eliminates overheating.

AUTOMATICALLY BALANCED. No special adjustments of dampers, valves or orifices required to balance heating system. Each unit continuously regulates heat needed for each room. Automatically compensates for external heat sources such as fireplace or solar heat, without affecting temperatures of other rooms.

ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION AND OPERATION

Regardless of the type or size of structure: office building, hotel or apartment house, school, hospital, or house, SelectTemp heating can be economically and efficiently installed. Flexible copper tubing, smaller than your little finger, carries low pressure steam to each room unit.

In addition to individualized heating comfort SelectTemp brings substantial operating savings. The fuel waste resulting from overheating (symptom: occupants open the windows), and the unnecessary heating of unused space, is eliminated. A fan in each room unit, operated by a steam turbine, continuously circulates filtered warm air. No electricity is used for fans or thermostats.

ASK FOR FULL INFORMATION

Before choosing a heating system for any building or residence, whether new construction or being modernized, it will pay you to get the facts about the Iron Fireman SelectTemp—a completely new concept in heating practice. Just mail the coupon or write.

Iron Fireman®

Send for free booklet

IRON FIREMAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3086 West 106th Street, Cleveland 11, Ohio.

In Canada, write to 80 Ward St., Toronto, Ontario.

Send literature on Iron Fireman SelectTemp heating.

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City __________________________ State ____________

Send for free booklet
The problems of the school situation have been described aptly by Kennedy. I agree that our attention has to turn towards progressive methods in education which will help students and faculty alike to foliate freely without being plagued by conformism, competitive standards and artificial design precepts. Students can develop only when they study for their own good, and schools only if they help to create a climate favorable to these studies and if they restrain their interest in propagandistic window dressing.

The other article which captured my attention was by G. Holmes Perkins. It is a wonderfully lucid piece. Although I do agree with almost all of his opinions, I should appreciate being allowed to comment on some of his points.

Dean Perkins is calling the apprenticeship method “truly reactionary in its failure to recognize the technical and organizational complexities of architecture today.”

I am glad that he brought up this issue because I have given considerable thought to it and have taken steps to accept apprentices. I think that no one actually wants “to return” to apprenticeship methods as a general means of architectural education. I agree that as a “method” it is medieval, for better or worse, and is probably insufficient, as is any kind of schooling.

There is particularly one kind of apprenticeship, often called internship,
Confident steps... where 40 steel diamonds grip every foot

Men and rolling equipment move safely—without danger of slipping—over economical SUPER-DIAMOND floor plate. Every single diamond—40 of them to a step—guards constantly against skids and slips.

Easy to fabricate and install, this non-directional pattern rolled-steel floor plate provides low-cost safety and rugged durability. SUPER-DIAMOND floor plate won’t trap dirt—cleans and drains quickly—gives many years of dependable safety under the heaviest industrial loads.

Mail the coupon below for information on this low-cost, long-lasting rolled-steel floor plate.

Super-Diamond Rolled Steel Floor Plate

The diamond in the rough... a gem of a flooring.

Alan Wood Steel Company
Conshohocken, Pa.
Please send A.W. Super-Diamond Booklet SD-53
Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________ Zone __ State ___________

Other products: A.W. ALGRIP Abrasive Rolled Steel Floor Plate—Plates—Sheets—Strip—(Alloy and Special Grades)

For plants where oil, water and grease raise special problems of slipping accidents, we suggest a check on the special qualities of A.W. ALGRIP... the world’s only abrasive rolled steel flooring.
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which is the only one with a legal status today. This service of three years in an office after graduation, as required by many registration boards, is certainly a farce in most cases as far as educational value is concerned. Most offices have no time for educational endeavors, and principals are not always equipped to be teaching masters. Thus, the young man is more often than not used as a junior draftsman.

Yet, while agreeing with Dean Perkins that the apprenticeship method is an inappropriate one in our age of complexities, I question also the ideal usefulness of schools as avenues for social understanding. The conditions in the schools are changing, of course, from time to time according to the political climate in general. I wonder, however, whether just this shortcoming of our institutions has stimulated new thought in the direction of the atelier or workshop. This in itself is no return to medieval methods but a convenient and useful expedient to tide over bad times, now or any time. Today our institutions of higher learning are marked by conformism and do not stimulate greatly unprejudiced inquiry or independent thinking. In architectural schools we find an increasing tendency towards a convenient formalism which applies to any building type in any climate, a new kind of academism with clichés which lack even the proportional care of the old classicistic school. Art movements of the ‘20s which have outlived themselves in painting and sculpture continue to be offered in architecture in a pontifical manner. Technical experimentation has been invited and proved to be a shot in the arm, while social planning and design have to be neglected in a time which is not sympathetic to social experimentation.

It seems to me that under these circumstances there should be some quiet places where a few students could settle, search for themselves, and experiment in the workshop with some of their ideas. Most of our great architectural leaders, who influenced social development and its architectural expression, had their de-

(Continued on page 194)
EVERY HOT WATER SPECIALTY YOU NEED—from ONE COMPLETE LINE

Now you can specify Hoffman products for every spot on a hot water heating system—with three important advantages to you. First, you are assured uniform operating efficiency; second, it saves time from buying to billing; third, it provides one uniform guarantee from a single, recognized source. And, in addition, builders are quick to appreciate the sound Hoffman design features that cost no more than ordinary kinds. New Bulletins on High Head Circulators, Flow Control Valves, Expansion Tanks, Flow Tees, Circulator Valves and Wall Radiation are available, free, no obligation.

HOFFMAN SPECIALTY MFG. CORP. • 1700 West 10th Street, Indianapolis 22, Indiana

Makers of Valves, Traps, Hot Water Heating Systems, Vacuum and Condensation Pumps... Sold by Leading Wholesalers of Heating and Plumbing Equipment
Roofing-Contractor's Superintendent (at left)

JACK OWEN says, "You've got a roof of superior strength when Corruform and Tufcor are used. Big savings in time and labor costs because these materials are easy to place and weld."

Contractor's Representative (at right)

HAROLD HERES says, "Corruform and Tufcor keep the entire job moving ahead on schedule. That means savings in construction costs."

TUFCOR SPEEDS COMPLETION OF MODERN BATON ROUGE SCHOOL

30,000 SQUARE FEET OF TUFCOR

Quickly Placed. Tufcor and Corruform sheets are delivered to job site pre-cut to fit framing. A crew of two or three men can easily place 5,000 to 10,000 square feet, in a single working day.

Lightweight High-strength Steel Deck is welded to purlins. Deep-corrugated Granco tough-tempered steel has high load carrying capacity—permits wider joint spacing, reduces framing costs.

Vent Clip Prevents Vapor Pressure Build-up. Granco vent clips, inserted on lip of each sheet one between each support, prevent vapor build-up in roof slab under intense summer sun.

Granco Products keep job on schedule, reduce labor costs, save time.

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA—One of Louisiana's most modern schools is scheduled for fall completion. Situated on the northern edge of this capitol city, the Glen Oaks School consists of five buildings, connected by covered walks.

Heavy Duty Corruform and Tufcor, specified for the buildings' roof slabs, contributed to substantial savings in time and labor costs. For example, on two of the Glen Oaks buildings, 30,000 square feet of Tufcor was laid in 30 hours.

Harold Heres, Vice President of Caldwell & McCann, contractors on the new Glen Oaks School, says, "there are no unexpected slow-ups when Tufcor or Corruform are specified. That's what we like about these materials—you can be sure you've got a tough, strong roof and construction is much faster."

Pre-cut to fit the building frame, Tufcor and Corruform sheets arrived at the Glen Oaks building site ready for placing. As soon as structural steel frame was completed, crews were able to place and weld units to frame and the concrete placing operation started immediately.

Tufcor and Corruform make roof construction a simple, fast operation resulting in time and material savings. For information, estimates on costs on your building plan, contact your nearest office or district office, attention Dept. P-2.
Glen Oaks School, Baton Rouge, Louisiana • Architects: Manson and Thompson, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Associate Architects: Goodman and Miller, Baton Rouge, Louisiana • Contractor: Caldwell & McCann, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

ROOF DECK LAIED IN 30 HOURS

Immediate Working Platform. In place, Tufcor and Corruform provide an immediate safe, usable working surface. Light mesh is added for shrinkage control of lightweight insulating concrete.

Insulation Placed on Tufcor in fast operation. Lightweight insulating concrete (4-5 lbs. psf) on steel deck provides insulation. Bond occurs between concrete slab and galvanized sheets.

Permanent, Incombustible Roof Deck is provided by cast-in-place slab. When concrete is screeded to depth of 2½"-3", load tests show safety factors of 6 to 8 for finished deck.

Ideal Base for Built-up Roof. This deck is ideal from two standpoints — it is good deck for the roofer to work on—more important, throughout the life of the building, it is an inorganic permanent base for the built-up roof.

An Economical, Fire-Safe Roof. Finished roof offers maximum in permanence, fire safety. Bright galvanized surface gives lasting protection; affords light reflection when left exposed. However, any normal ceiling treatment may be applied.

GRANCO
STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
Also manufacturers of Cofar and Roof Deck
Subsidiary of GRANITE CITY STEEL CO.
Main Office: Granite City, Illinois
District Offices: Dallas • St. Louis • Kansas City
Chicago • Minneapolis • Atlanta
Distributors in 80 principal cities

GRANCO
STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
Also manufacturers of Cofar and Roof Deck
Subsidiary of GRANITE CITY STEEL CO.
Main Office: Granite City, Illinois
District Offices: Dallas • St. Louis • Kansas City
Chicago • Minneapolis • Atlanta
Distributors in 80 principal cities
This material is ADAPTABLE

A wide range of sizes, surfaces, densities and thicknesses makes Homasote the ideal material for both temporary and permanent construction of many types.

In the egg-crate construction pictured above, sheets of Homasote are cut half-way through and interlocked. Even without nails, this room-divider has great structural strength. The illustration at the right indicates that this material has SIZE; its Big Sheets—up to 8' x 14'—abolish many former size limitations. The wall paneling in the illustration below is of Striated Homasote, cut and positioned as tiles. (Wood-textured Panels are also available.)

In $\frac{1}{8}$" and $\frac{3}{16}$" thicknesses, this material is available in the 8' x 14' Big Sheets. It also comes in 2' x 8' size, $\frac{3}{16}$" or $\frac{7}{16}$" thick, V-grooved and giving the effect of beveled planks. The Striated and Wood-textured Panels are 8' long, 16", 32" and 48" wide. In all forms, it can be supplied in special sizes and shapes—so to order.

We urge you to take a new look at Homasote—the oldest and strongest insulating-building board on the market. Homasote is still made in the original 8' x 14' sheets—$\frac{7}{16}$" thick. But today, Homasote is also made in six other thicknesses—with the densities and sizes necessary to meet every requirement from underlayment to finished flooring, interior and exterior walls, partitions and ceilings, sheathing and roof decking.

We would like to send you illustrated, specification literature covering Homasote in all its forms—together with samples applicable to any of your current needs. Kindly address your inquiry to Department C-32.

HOMASOTE COMPANY
TRENTON 3, NEW JERSEY
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cisive educational experiences off the beaten track.

I agree that there is an ideal concept of an ideal school which should provide for all individual needs as well as for common social experiences. Maybe better things are in store for us. Judging from the rumblings all over the world, we can expect new things to come, including architecture. Without doubt the time will come when not only apprenticeship methods but also all academical institutions will lose their usefulness.

We need to cherish individual imagination as a colorful and necessary ingredient of our social life and in our education. We have given our lives and our buildings the clear stamp of a rigid machine age. We have listened to the machine and are governed by its rhythm. We have yet to suggest to our students subordination of the machine to man.

Notices

Appointments

The American Institute of Architects has named six members to represent the AIA as participants in activities of the Building Research Institute, Washington, D.C., technical society of the building industry. They are: Walter A. Taylor, Director, Research and Education Department, AIA, Washington; Norman J. Schlossman, Chicago; Francis R. Scherer, Rochester, N. Y.; C. E. Silling, Charleston, W. Va.; Alfred S. Alschuler, Jr., Chicago; and Thomas K. Fitzpatrick, University of Virginia.

Fellowships

The School of Architecture, Columbia University has announced that the William Kinne Fellows Memorial Fellowship Fund, established in 1953, has now been increased to $652,002.56 by a recent grant. The School is now in a position to grant each year, to six or eight of its graduating students, fellowships ranging from $2500 to $4000 for travel and study abroad.
The gleaming lustrous beauty of Hall-Mack bathroom accessories creates a bathroom of distinctive charm. In Hall-Mack's complete selection you'll find many unique, special accessories—designed to combine beauty with utility—to blend with any style or color—and to add the final touch of convenience and permanence in any bathroom. When you specify Hall-Mack bathroom accessories you can be sure of quality—and years of useful service. Specify Hall-Mack always!
now... better than ever

NEW...
stronger, heavier galvanized nose

NEW...
extra reinforcing wires

NEW...
KEYZBEAD—with solid zinc nose, also available.
Ask for it by name—KEYZBEAD!
Beats problems of outside exposure and corrosive atmospheric conditions inside.

1. Keybead is easy to cut and splice with Wiss M-3 or similar snips.
2. Keybead is easy to apply... so easy on the hands, too.
you get more for your money

Figure it any way you want—new Keybead is by far your best value in corner bead.

New Keybead nose is 23-gauge steel. No other standard corner bead provides such protection against shock. The reinforcing mesh flanges are tough and strong, make new Keybead very rigid, easy to true up. New Keybead is straight end to end—no waste. And the nose is double electro-galvanized against rust, including all edges.

With Keybead you get a solid corner! A corner completely filled with plaster. The plaster flows through the open mesh flanges easily, completely embeds every wire . . . does not break the bond of plaster with the gypsum lath. Corner has reinforcement of heavy gauge steel wires running in every direction.

KEYBEAD IS FAR LOWER IN COST THAN ANY OTHER BEAD OF EQUAL WEIGHT!

Only Keybead is available in your choice of Galvanized or solid zinc nose. Use zinc outside, even in salty atmosphere. Use it inside where corrosion is a problem. For zinc nose—ask for "KEYZBEAD."

You do get more for your money with new Keybead. Ask for it by name!

better yet... use all 3 keys to stronger plaster

1. Keymesh—woven wire galvanized reinforcing lath—applied over the gypsum or insulating lath on the entire ceiling, for highest quality, over all walls, too. This network of multidirectional reinforcing increases strength; increases fire safety 50%. Keymesh assures a uniform thickness of plaster, and guards against cracks.

2. Keybead—woven wire galvanized reinforcing lath with the precision-formed bead—applied at all outside corners—or zinc nose for outside applications. Open mesh of Keybead wings permits plaster to completely embed steel wires. Full, solid corners result. Available in standard lengths, easy to splice.

3. Keycorner—preformed—formed corners, convenient width, woven wire galvanized reinforcing lath—applied at corners, joints and ceiling-wall junctures. Fits snugly in corners when you flex it. Lies flat, too, for stripping wherever required. Same multidirectional reinforcing as Keymesh for maximum crack resistance.
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Arkitekten Arne Jacobsen. Johan Pedersen. Arkitekten Forlag, Bredgade 66, Copenhagen K, Denmark, 1954. 97 pp., illus., $5

If an author is so far superior in knowledge of his specific topic to any possible reviewer, the latter's role must certainly be a modest one. Thus it is not the task of this review, destined for architects rather than for historians, to discuss any details, but to outline the basic structure of the work and the general approach of Prof. Henry-Russell Hitchcock.

The architecture of the Victorian Age as a whole needs no apology today, since the self-confident exuberance of the youthful functionalism of the 1920s and 1930s has given way generally to a more objective and relativistic approach toward the preceding periods, with their eclecticism. Today we are aware that every period, including our own, is eclectic to a higher or less degree, and that not the 19th Century alone has to carry the blame for this approach. And we also learn from Professor Hitchcock's work that the Victorian Age can be considered a totality as little as the period from Louis XIV to Louis XVI. Even Reginald Turner, in his Nineteenth Century Architecture in Britain, confuses the reader somewhat in this respect, as do so many monographs. The variety of concepts during this period, or at least the great change in the 1850s, cannot be understood if only a sequence of the most monumental public buildings of the whole era is shown, as is mostly done in more general surveys.

Thus, it is the greatest merit of Professor Hitchcock's two-volume work, the result of more than a decade of special research, that he does not limit his interpretation to the most impressive churches, town halls, parliament buildings, museums, concert halls, clubs, etc. He also devotes much of his analysis to the architecture of commercial and office buildings, of warehouses, railroad stations, and (most interestingly) of mid-century housing. That he discusses at full length the industrial and technical architecture as it should develop from the Crystal Palace by Paxton—in some surveys the (Continued on page 206)
Uniform daylighting with domed PLEXIGLAS skylights

The most practical way to provide an even level of daylight throughout a room is to use skylight units equipped with PLEXIGLAS domes. Installed over areas farthest from windows, they bring the amount of daylight into balance, reduce electric lighting costs, permit lower ceiling heights.

By specifying skylights with domes formed from PLEXIGLAS acrylic plastic, you obtain:

One-Piece Construction—The entire opening is covered by a single leak-proof dome. Joints, sealing compounds and opaque cross members are eliminated.

Durability—The structural rigidity of the dome shape, plus the strength, resilience and proven weatherability of PLEXIGLAS, result in safety overhead and trouble-free service.

Easy Installation—Skylight units are prefabricated, complete with weather-proof framing for the dome. They are installed quickly, economically.

Daylighting Efficiency—White translucent domes transmit and diffuse 60%-75% of the daylight. Clear material transmits 92%. Glare is minimized because domes are overhead, recessed in ceiling.

Self-Cleaning—Dome shape keeps snow and dirt from accumulating. Light transmission remains high without maintenance.

Domed PLEXIGLAS skylights are available in a number of sizes and shapes. We will be glad to send you the names of sources of supply.

PLEXIGLAS is a trade mark, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. and in other principal countries in the Western Hemisphere.

Canadian Distributor: Crystal Glass & Plastics, Ltd., 130 Queen's Quay at Jarvis Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

ROHM & HAAS COMPANY
WASHINGTON SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.
Representatives in principal foreign countries
A steel-reinforced, vertical slab of plaster, 2 inches thick. Cold-rolled steel channels that run from floor to ceiling reinforce the partition vertically and hold the metal lath to which plaster is applied. The metal lath reinforces the partition horizontally and diagonally.

(Cost of Non-bearing Walls Cut Three Ways — with Milcor 2-inch Studless Solid Partitions

(1) Material costs are less, because there are no studs. Instead, Milcor Stay-Rib Metal Lath is erected so that its ribs provide vertical reinforcement.

(2) Erection costs are less, because lathing is quick and easy. The metal lath fastens to a ceiling runner and a floor runner—or to a ceiling runner and Milcor Housing Base.

(3) Maintenance costs are less, because Milcor Studless Solid Partitions resist structural stresses and are crack-resistant.

Milcor studless, 2-inch, metal-lath-and-plaster construction offers the same fire-resistance provided by 2-inch walls with channel reinforcement. Light weight and efficient sound insulation are other important characteristics.

Milcor Catalog No. 222 — available upon request — helps you make the most of these advantages, in planning non-bearing, subdividing partitions ... enclosures ... or free-standing furring walls.

Milcor®

Inland Steel Products Company
4069 West Burnham Street • Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
Baltimore 5, Md. • Buffalo 11, N. Y. • Chicago 9, Ill. • Cincinnati 25, Ohio • Cleveland 14, Ohio • Detroit 2, Mich. • Kansas City 41, Mo. • Los Angeles 58, Calif. • New York 17, N. Y. • St. Louis 10, Mo.
You add the extra value of steel for less than the cost of wood

You help builders and plumbers cut installation time and costs — when you specify Milcor Steel Access Doors to get to key service points in plumbing, heating, electrical, and refrigeration systems. And you help home-owners save on maintenance costs later on. Here's why:

(1) Milcor Steel Access Doors are installed quickly and easily — flush with the wall or ceiling. They need no special framing, no cutting or fitting.

(2) Painting or papering is done right over Milcor Steel Access Doors. One finish coat usually covers. No sanding or filler coats are needed.

(3) Milcor Steel Access Doors can't warp, crack, shrink, swell, or rot. They are termite-proof and fire resistant.

Milcor Steel Access Doors are available in three types — sizes, 8" x 8" to 24" x 36" — for use with plaster, masonry, or wallboard. Specify them on your next job. Consult your Sweet's File or write for further information.

<INLAND-STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY>

4069 WEST BURNHAM ST. • MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

BALTIMORE 5, MD., 5300 Pulaski Highway — BUFFALO 11, N. Y., 64 Rapin St. — CHICAGO 9, ILL., 4301 S. Western Blvd. — CINCINNATI 25, OHIO, 3240 Spring Grove Ave. — CLEVELAND 14, OHIO, 1541 E. 38th St. — DETROIT 2, MICH., 690 Amsterdam Ave. — KANSAS CITY 41, MO., P. O. Box 930—LOS ANGELES 58, CALIF., 4807 E. 49th St. — NEW YORK 17, N. Y., 230 Park Ave. — ST. LOUIS 10, MO., 4215 Clayton Ave.
Galley Slaves on the Queen Mary are Upright Men, Thanks to Non-Slip Terrazzo

Cooks who go to sea aboard the Queen Mary don't have to worry about their footing in the galley—the floor is abrasive Terrazzo.

Particularly useful for ramps, stairs, entrances, washrooms, showers—in short, any place where an acute slipping hazard exists—abrasive Terrazzo offers extra assurance for permanent walking safety, plus the usual advantages of regular Terrazzo.

Unaffected by moisture and easily maintained, abrasive Terrazzo is homogenous, super-resistant to wear.

For low-annual cost, long-wearing installations, specify Terrazzo and do your client a permanent service.

FREE AIA KIT UPON REQUEST. USE COUPON BELOW.

THE NATIONAL TERRAZZO AND MOSAIC ASSOCIATION, INC.

SHERATON BUILDING
711 14th St., N.W. Washington 5, D. C.

Send free AIA Terrazzo Kit to

Name.................................
Firm.................................
Street Address............................
City...................................Zone State
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only 19th Century English building mentioned—goes without saying. The comprehensive breadth of the subject matter, in contrast to the usual selective method presenting only high points of the respective developments, makes it understandable that the personalities of a Pugin, Barry, Paxton, et al, never come to life. Obviously, it was the author's purpose to deal with palpable realizations of esthetic and stylistic tendencies rather than with the conditions of the creative process proper. It is left to the reader to compile the historical background which, certainly, for very few readers will be so matter of course as for the author.

One great problem remains unsolved, and the tremendous material, which for the first time is deployed and often very strikingly juxtaposed in Professor Hitchcock's book, does not help to clarify it; why there exists such a wide difference in esthetic and architectural quality between the more or less Classicist solutions of this ambivalent period and those of the Gothic Revival? They are equally eclectic; both, in a certain way, "secondhand"; both appeal to historical and sentimental associations, rather than to the impact of immediate sensuous perception. The general spiritual tendencies in England, from the Oxford Movement to Ruskin's Medievalism, the common Romanticism, the emotional atmosphere should have found theoretically their more adequate expression in the revival of Gothic, rather than of Classical forms. And yet Barry's Bridgewater House, Shrubland Park, and Cliveden seem to us today superior to his Gothic Highclere Castle and Dunrobin Castle—to mention only examples by one individual architect. Is our evaluation based on the artistic conditions of our time or does it reflect, as every architectural historian would like to believe, actually an objective judgment? Perhaps one day the author may try to solve this enigma. Since he, a quarter of a century ago, opened the eyes of Americans to contemporary architecture, with his Modern Architecture and The International Style, Professor Hitchcock would be the man to do it.

PAUL ZUCKER

(Continued on page 208)
Now you can build wall pockets the modern, improved way with Sterling Pocket Door T-Frame. The new Sterling T-Frame protects against warpage... makes pocket sturdier... insures trouble-free performance. Complete package includes all steel header and split jambs, track and adjustable hangers and guide strip.
Eye-saving Armorply Chalkboard is the best background for chalk ever devised

And it's easy to install... readily used for visual aids... is guaranteed for the life of the building

See Armorply Chalkboard just once and you'll agree—the old gray slate ain't what she used to be! Here is a really modern chalkboard—scientifically designed for maximum readability and with a surface that's perfect for presenting magnetic visual aid material.

Tests show Armorply Chalkboard's soft, pleasing green color is best for young eyes. And its reflectance factor of 18.5% is ideal (see diagram).

Save on installation because Armorply needs no costly fixed grounds or surface preparation; it mounts directly to wall. Use Armorply without trim... Armorply Chalkboard is guaranteed for the life of the building in which it is installed.

Armorply Chalkboard has industrial applications, too. Specify it for shipping rooms, training departments, airline and bus terminals, conference and board rooms, engineering departments—wherever the finest Chalkboard is wanted.

NEW! Weldwood Aluminum Chalkboard Trim now available costs less than any similar product on the market.

DIAGRAM from "American Standard Practice for School Lighting" recommends reflectance factor of between 15-20% for chalkboard.

MAIL COUPON for brochure and free sample or visit any of the 73 U.S. Plywood or U.S.-Mengel Plywoods showrooms in principal cities.

United States Plywood Corporation
55 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y.
FREE SAMPLE: Please send a sample of Armorply Chalkboard and descriptive literature. PA-5-55

Name: ____________________________
Company: _________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ___________________ State: ______
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worldwide cross-section


The purpose of these two annuals is to give a worldwide cross-section of high-standard modern design, in photographs arranged for easy reference. The organization adopted, grouping them by function, materials or type was the only one that could be truly effective, and the editors and publishers have filled a need which, if not already felt, they have created. Like many conveniences, we will doubtless wonder in retrospect how we used to get along without them.

Every reader will have his own purpose as he peruses these albums of excellently photographed chairs, armchairs, coffee tables, shelves, desks, storage walls (to mention but a few of New Furniture's categories), or the fine porcelain, photogenic glass, the elegant flatware and numerous stoves, slicers, or clocks in Idea. Some will peruse them for the sheer enjoyment of seeing materials competently, often brilliantly, used in an intoxicating variety of solutions. Others will find the 300 to 400 pictures in each volume forming a most practical file of ideas and experiences, or a useful guide to selection (designers and manufacturers are listed, with addresses, but prices are not given.)

The hand of the purist is visible here—that is, as pure as one can be when selecting so many objects in a single year. One can safely say that every item here bears witness to an honest, workman-like attempt to solve its problem. Though often overdynamic, overstudied or, self-consciously luxurious by this reviewer's somewhat idiosyncratic standards, the selections will surely meet with professional approval. Even the reader least given to aesthetic speculation will be compelled to ask himself what fineness of rhythm, what nicety of proportion, what reminiscence or metaphor of design makes for just this

(Continued on page 214)
Refer to Sweet's Architectural File Section 22i/sc

Schools can be built for less, using Schieber Tables and Benches

750 architects have met the limited school building budget problem by eliminating a single purpose room from their plans and equipping corridors and activities areas to serve double duty as lunchrooms. This can be done safely with Schieber equipment which has stood the test of time. The first installation made 18 years ago is still in daily use.

Write for additional information and prices

Schieber SALES COMPANY
Detroit 39, Michigan

speed dining service
IN MANY PROMINENT SCHOOLS

The Peelle standard single section, slide-up pass window can be made in any size. It is an adaptation of the Peelle dumbwaiter door unit. The pass window has an integral hollow metal frame; flush cup lift and barrel bolt latches on kitchen side. Can be equipped with fusible link closing device for fire prevention. Door unit may also bear Underwriters' label. Many architects specify stainless steel for permanent cleanliness and low maintenance cost.

Standard architectural details and specifications furnished on request. For further description, refer to Sweet's Catalog 32C-Pe, page 10.

A FEW OF MANY SCHOOL INSTALLATIONS

ARCHITECT
H. F. Everett & Assoc.
Allentown, Penna.

Carl Ade
Rochester, N. Y.

Edmund G. Good, Jr.
Harrisburg, Penna.

Geo. H. Yundt
Allentown, Penna.

John S. Czar
Philadelphia, Penna.

THE PEELLE COMPANY
47 STEWART AVENUE, BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.
or that quality, for the editing has been done silently, but with a sure touch.

One is, of course, tempted to look for national trends. It would be nice to label British designs as "restrained," Italian as "dramatic"; but like Cinderella's ugly sisters, this would mean tailoring the foot to fit the shoe. Too many exceptions disprove the rules in this age of international give-and-take, when Japanese and Americans find one another mutually exotic.

The further we move toward industrial design, the less significant do regional differences become. While architecture tends to geographic, climatic, cultural differentiation, the object of industrial design (witness the irons and typewriters in *Idea*) tend to cosmopolitan uniformity.

Some of our cultural anthropologists say that we have too long looked for differences. At most, let us look for those areas where a nation is most self-confident, incisive and free: Danish chair design, Italian lighting and shelving, German and American glass and ceramics. But even these generalizations break down!

An excellent feature of these volumes—they should provide more of same—are the short essays by editors from the various countries represented on topics such as public taste, the role of museums, industry, and the schools. Often they are severely critical of the status quo. As Max Bill points out, there is not in the whole world today an institution that is equipped materially and intellectually to give designers the broad humanistic and technical education that such sensitively placed persons should receive. Despite all the progress of our century it is still almost "impossible to find a practical, universally utilisable door-knob, a practical, and beautiful lamp." Adding, "If we sum up the results of our proselytizing, they have been small enough."

The great popular flowering of "modern" should not delude us into thinking that the fight for pure design has been won. As Alvin Lustig notes:

"whereas before the enemy was usually the unbeliever, now he is the superficial devotee either as a designer, producer or consumer, who by his unquestioning acceptance of a few shibboleths makes possible a great wave of mediocrity in the name of design." "... the pressures of fashion, with its constant need of the new, force many to think of 'this season's' furniture and attempt to create artificially changes of style that are meaningless."

To make matters worse, "it is never too long before a more shabbily made and cheaper copy will follow any original design." Lustig suggests that a moratorium on invention be declared; that the revolutionary period of design is at an end (as most of us have suspected); and that the next advances will take place not by inventing new, but by perfecting old forms. Far from being discouraged by all this, the designer should see the greatness of the challenge: the challenge to design, in Max Bill's words, "something that shall have permanent value, for instance a perennial tea-cup, an ever-comfortable chair, a coffee-pot to end all coffee-pots." The editors could not be on safer ground, and their message is as valid today as it was in 1900 or in 1920—now that our furniture often apes sculpture instead of Eclectic

(Continued on page 216)
MODERN DOOR CONTROL BY LCN - CLOSERS CONCEALED IN HEAD FRAME

HEATHCOTE SCHOOL, SCARSDALE, NEW YORK

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

Construction Details on Opposite Page
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façades, and our worst-designed appliances take their cue from Futurist monuments. MARTIN JAMES

unrestrained—as usual

The Natural House. Frank Lloyd Wright. Horizon Press, Inc., 220 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y., 1954. 223 pp., illus., $6.50

This book is a potpourri of opinions, statements, musings, drawings, and sketches by the famous architect; all more or less related to the subject of the small house.

The author's original, forceful architectural attainments merit our admiration: one wishes his literary attainments were equally meritorious. This, his latest book, sadly points up again the great distance from his stature as a designer to his standing as a writer.

His literary style, unrestrained by the common rules of grammatical construction and clarity, is somewhat more than unusual and somewhat less than clear. To pick a few examples at random.

"The buildings (writing about reactions to his first houses) were already off the main track. The clients themselves usually stood by interested and excited, often way beyond their means," and, "To that ubiquitous egotist there was something about the owner too, now, when he had a house like that, 'the rope tie around the monkey's neck'; (writing about ornamentation) "But concerning higher development of building to more completely express its life principle as significant and beautiful, let us say at once by way of learning: it is better to die by the wayside of left-wing Ornaphobia than it is to build any more merely ornamented buildings, as such; or to see right-wing architects die any more ignoble deaths of Ornamentia. All period and pseudo-classic buildings whatever, and (although their authors do not seem to know it) most protestant buildings, they call themselves internationalist, are really ornamental in definitely objectionable sense."

(Continued on page 218)
Look to Ualco!

Ualco manufactures the most complete line of aluminum windows in the field, the only complete line.

NOW—Ualco announces another great service to the building industry: direct factory warehouses . . . strategically located . . . with full stocks . . . to give you fast, money-saving service on any style windows, in any quantities!

For windows as you want them—when you want them—look to Ualco, world's largest manufacturer!

See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File 16A, or write us for complete information.

WAREHOUSES AND SALES OFFICES: Canton, Ohio; Elizabeth, N.J.; Hialeah, Florida; Florence, Alabama; Montgomery, Alabama; Van Nuys, California; Greensboro, N.C.; Aurora, Illinois; Ruston, La.; Kansas City, Missouri.

UALCO WINDOWS ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTIVE MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.

UALCO—WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ALUMINUM WINDOWS.
review
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If one can overlook the author's literary manner, some rich architectural thoughts are available again in these pages. While perhaps the houses illustrated are not the famous architect's best work, some of them are exceptionally good. The illustrations are poor; and undoubtedly are not fair to the houses illustrated; to one not familiar with his better work, this book would not be a fair introduction.

The author deserves a better book from his publisher—and from himself.

LAWRENCE E. MAWN

How to Fire-Proof Children

surround them with PERLITE

CONCRETE AND PLASTER

Test after test has shown that pound for pound and inch for inch perlite insulating concrete roof decks and perlite walls are unsurpassed for fire-safe, low cost school construction. Perlite is less than 1/10 the weight of sand, gives plaster and concrete 4 to 20 times greater insulation. Perlite adds inherent fire-proofing qualities. Insurance costs are reduced immediately.

Write for complete information on the money-saving, fire-proofing and insulating features of perlite. Please use this coupon.

Please send me the following:

☐ FIRE-PROOFING WITH PERLITE
   (38 approved constructions)
☐ FIRE-SAFE ROOF DECKS
   (Special Issue of Perlite Torch)

NAME____________________
ADDRESS__________________
CITY_______________________
STATE______________________

(Continued on page 220)
REYNOLDS 600 SERIES
Intermediate Projected
ALUMINUM WINDOWS

Ideal for institutional, industrial, commercial and apartment use, the Intermediate Projected type combines structural strength with functional operation and modern appearance.

Reynolds Intermediate Projected Window is distinguished in both design and construction. Flush-inside-and-out frames electrically flash-welded. Adjustable friction shoe and nylon slide. Available with or without complete perimeter neoprene weatherstripping. Write for catalog.

Reynolds Metals Company, Window Division, 2014 South 9th Street, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

NEW PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON, D.C., FEATURES REYNOLDS ALUMINUM INTERMEDIATE PROJECTED WINDOWS.

Architects: Faulkner, Kingsbury and Stenhouse, Washington, D. C.
Gen'l Contractors: Charles H. Tompkins Co., Washington, D. C.

SEE "MISTER PEEPERS," starring Wally Cox, Sundays, NBC-TV Network.
images of our dilemma
The Passport. Saul Steinberg. Harper & Brothers, 49 E. 33 St., New York 16, N. Y., 1954. 176 pp., illus., $4

Sir Henry Wotton, the 17th Century Ambassador to the Ducal Court of Venice, shares with Louis Sullivan of Chicago the sad fate of being quoted to death (and beyond) on one bon-mot (“Firmness, Commodity, and Delight”) while he actually produced a good many original definitions of architecture, among them: “The architect is a diver into causes.”

Saul Steinberg’s The Passport is a cause history of the modern dilemma, told without words by the architect turned cartoonist. It seems frighteningly fitting in the era of the Managerial Revolution that he starts with the cradle-to-grave documentation of human existence: the flourish, the compact write-up, the seal and the stamp—calligraphic trompe-l’oeil signifying nothing. We are licensed to live by the authentic image of the word, by the right ink splotch and wrinkle in the paper that a master craftsman can render with hilarious precision. From this First Cause springing consequences of unending deception. Thumbprints, so dear to authority, turn into birds, the graph paper of the statistician is a climbing screen for anthropomorphic cats, the “metallic precision” of the automobile turns out to be a squashy hunk of pastry or a decorative atrocity, and the “wonders of technology”—the girders, trusses, viaducts—buckling spiderwebs, untrustworthy and accidental.

In this spurious world, entered with spurious documents, Man meets his fate. At his best, he flies in a breathless feat of two-dimensional space organization at the upper rim of a page, with the moon at his elbow and the dark ugly world in measurable depth 14 inches below, at the lower edge of the book. At his worst, Man meets Women. Steinberg’s world is really quite simple: all women are monsters, all dogs are vermin, all cats are good, and all men are captive. And what women does Man meet? The pageant of baroque variations in vulgarity is stunning. Blasted equestriennes ride by on bloated horses; fantastically twisted Majorettes, hostesses, carve themselves into the bodies of their helpless dancing partners; bar flies, five times the size of the miserable male, are but a few specimens of the female world. But old or young, linear or voluminous, their pose is victorious; while the abject male winds through the pages, fumbling and vanished. He balances the candle on one knee while wrestling with the visitation of a buffet supper on the other; he is blasted out in a superb pointillist drawing by the mist of the pool room; he is “straight man” in a haunting series of family portraits that sports all the capricious incarnations of righteous womanhood. The only solace he can find is by identifying himself with the virtuous cat—the bland, sweet, aristocratic, amusing, dignified cat; while the horrid female only has dog to align herself with—the mangy, scrubby, ugly dog, dragged on strings across the pages, too low to have a definite outline, too abominable to be shown on one sheet with the beautiful cat.

[Continued on page 220]

Fissured for beauty

WOODFIBER FOR ECONOMY

For the first time a beautiful fissured tile at economical cost.

Available only through the Simpson Certified Acoustical Contractors listed at the left

Ask the Simpson Certified Acoustical Contractor nearest you to show installations or photos... or mail this coupon today for more information.

SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY
1004 White Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Please send full details on Forestone Acoustical Tile.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS __________________________

CITY __________________________ STATE ______
MODERN SCHOOL REST ROOM DESIGN

Gets Everything off the Floor...

American-Standard Wall-type Toilets carry out the off-the-floor design of Weisart Ceiling-hung compartments. The Zurn System, used to install the toilets in this photo, simplifies rest room layout and opens the way to savings in the overall cost of building.

- For Sanitation
- For Fine Appearance
- For Low Cost Maintenance

PARTICULARLY in schools where appearance, sanitation and ability to stand hard usage are vital, Weisart compartments are the logical choice. They have triple protection of (1) flush steel construction with edges locked and sealed, galvanized surface “smooth as glass” (2) Bonderized for additional corrosion resistance and positive adhesion of enamel (3) synthetic primer and enamel separately baked combining a highly protective surface with lustrous beauty in your choice of 24 colors. Ceiling-hung Weisart compartments leave floors clear for cleaning... cut maintenance. For detailed information write

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 321 Weisart Bldg., Elkhart, Indiana

reviews
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But this world of mutually repelling poles fades into phantasmagoria before the actual and inexorable reality of architecture. Like Zombies, the creatures and machines crawl between the towering misdeeds in stone, wood, stucco, and concrete. Faceless men slink past Quonset Huts with Gothic façades, the Florida mansion with the exterminator’s truck in front, the functional Harvard Box (already crumbling with decay) houses that look like player pianos and Victorian sideboards, the Manhattan Ziggurat (that reveals itself as an untidy chest of drawers) the World’s pride, the UN Building (a mere piece of lined paper, two-dimensional, precise and empty). In other combinations, the frightful women are twin-sisters to the monstrous houses; and then again even the brazen female pulls her neck into her fur collar to escape the towering horror of the town. Tomes on city planning, the million-odd man-hours of architectural conferences, the self-righteous wrath against The Condition of Man, evaporate before Steinberg’s indictment. The straight-edged ruler of life is the Cornice. The Cornice, it becomes evident, is too absurd for linear abstraction. It is rendered in photographic precision as if even the most outrageous imagination could not match its imperious imbecility. Under these brackets, scrolls, dentils, moldings, and festoons marches the (Continued on page 224)
IN **low-cost** SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

Beautiful, functional...and modern as the generation it serves...the Vernon Lydall Street School, Manchester, Conn.

And windows...VAMPCO ALUMINUM WINDOWS, that is...play an important part. Intermediate windows set in special subframes give a feeling of depth and massiveness to the units. Extra beauty, too, because of the effective way the architect used the heavy lines of the window frames. Durability...low cost...modern beauty; only VAMPCO offers them all in standard and custom windows for institutional construction.

Write for complete details!

**VALLEY METAL PRODUCTS CO.**

PLAINWELL, MICHIGAN

SUBSIDIARY OF MUELLER BRASS CO., PORT HURON, MICHIGAN

See Complete File In Your Current Sweet's Catalog

A NAME THAT MEANS THE VERY FINEST IN LIFELONG ALUMINUM WINDOWS
reviews
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passing parade of contemporary men—caught between the visual deception of the imitation Grand Seal and the imitation architectural façade.

There exists a curious analogy between Steinberg and Chaplin. Humor is accusation, flung through the image and not through the ambiguous word. Goya was the first master there, and then came Dau­mier and Busch. Every Philistine can shout and rail, but only the subtlest mind can orchestrate despair with laughter. America never quite understood this process—and turned its back on Chaplin. Steinberg is of the same breed and his insights are no less acute. The slick glass­crapers, Connecticut jewel boxes, and Bay region rustic charm are reduced to red herrings, diverting attention from the monster of the Cornice that has first to be slain before we can claim any victories for modern architecture.

A thoughtful book indeed for those who build! SIBYL MOHOLY-NAGY

Arts—no architecture

Mrs. Rubissow has written an historical survey of Asian Art from earliest times to the present, for the general reader or beginning student. The art of China is discussed in 23 pages, India 36 pages, and Turkey and Islam (Allah be praised) in 11 pages. As much of this space is devoted to quotations from authorities and a disproportionate attention to prehistoric art, the reader is provided a most peculiar view of the book’s formidable subject. HEATH LICKLIDER
The right windows make a REAL DIFFERENCE . . .

He'll tell you how easy it is to screen and clean Fenestra® Intermediate Steel Windows safely—and economically—from the inside, without ladders or scaffolds. He knows, too, that your school will save on maintenance. Every window member is steel—for strength. Sturdy hardware stays firmly attached. And if you specify Super Hot-Dip Galvanizing, you'll save additional thousands of dollars in painting costs every few years.

Create Ideal "Learning Atmosphere"
These beautiful steel windows let in more daylight because the steel window members are rugged, yet slender. So you get more glass area and clear vision view per window opening.

They give you better ventilation, too. Tilt-in vents bring in plenty of fresh air, without drafts . . . shed rain to the outside. Other vents project out to form weather-protective canopies over their openings.

For further information, call your Fenestra Representative. He's listed in the yellow pages of your phone book. Ask for your authoritative booklet, called Better Classroom Daylighting. Or write Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. PA-3, 3409 Griffin Street Detroit 11, Michigan.

Fenestra INTERMEDIATE STEEL WINDOWS
Architectural, Residential and Industrial Windows • Metal Building Panels
Electrifloor® • Roof Deck • Hollow Metal Swing and Slide Doors


JOBS AND MEN

SITUATIONS OPEN

GRADUATE ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER—interested in the business side of architecture to gain experience and coordinate details in conjunction with regional shopping centers. Salary open. John Graham and Company, Architects and Engineers, 1426 Fifth Avenue, Seattle 1, Wash.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER, DRAFTSMAN—experienced; work on schools and public buildings. Designation: Architect. Applicants should indicate experience, education, age and salary expected. Myron A. Jordan, 81 West Main Street, Richfield Springs, N. Y.


Opportunity—for a graduate of an architectural school with at least four years experience in an office in the Berkshire area of western Massachusetts, specializing in school construction. Permanent future for the right man. Age 28 to 38 preferred. Give complete data in first letter. Box 190, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

SPECIFICATIONS WRITER—with experience in commercial and industrial work. Age 35 to 40. Salary $3.50 to $3.75 per hour, minimum experience 5 years. Job located in Los Angeles, Calif. Box 191, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

EXPERIENCED—architectural draftsmen also structural engineer and specification writer wanted. State education, experience, age and family responsibilities. Good pay, good working conditions. Write P.O. Box 803, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

POSITION AVAILABLE—for competent young artist delineator with experience in watercolor and ink renderings and display techniques. Permanent employment for well-qualified man. Weir Forsythe Lundgren and Associates, First National Bank Building, Saint Paul 1, Minnesota, enclosing qualifications and samples of work.

This UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS—has an opening for an experienced graduate registered architect capable of assuming major responsibilities relative to a campus building program. Also openings for associate architect, a mechanical and an electrical engineer, and for an architectural designer. Applicants should indicate age, education, experience and salary desired. Apply to Ernest L. Stouffer, University Architect, 256 Administration Building (W), University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.

SENIOR ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN—Southwest city of over 500,000 population. Has permanent position for University. A trained man to design in contemporary style and competent to develop preliminary sketches and working drawings. Residential and commercial work. Box 192, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ADVERTISING RATES

Standard charge for each unit is Five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words, your complete address (any address) counts as live words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for ten dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order must accompany advertisement and be mailed to Jobs and Men, c/o PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 135 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. Insertions will be accepted not later than the last day of the month for publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT—43, National Registration. Wish to leave huldy-budy of Chicago area. Seeking association in smaller city (100,000 or less in more temperate climate.) Box 198, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

INTERIOR DESIGNER-DECORATOR—record of important large scale architectural projects; offices, showrooms, stores, hospitals, schools, hotels, residences. Experience includes space planning, color, lighting, furnishings, furniture and fabric design. Seven years with present architectural firm. Will relocate if interests and compensation right. Box 200, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN PERSONNEL AGENCY—personalized placement service for top-level architects, designers, engineers, draftsmen, estimators, and interior designers, selective contacts arranged in a confidential and professional manner. Interviews by appointment. 58 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR AN ARCHITECTURAL or STRUCTURAL ENGINEER—who has been a field superintendent. Prefer man under forty. Ability to write specifications, structural and structural details and building operation experiences desirable. Position open to a man who can qualify which offers interesting work plus an opportunity to contribute constructive ideas for the welfare of the building industry. Traveling will be extensive. Box 197, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

MODERN INTERIOR DESIGNER—(formerly 1st German architect) for offices, showrooms, stores and furniture. Excellent project and layout manager wants partnership or association with architect who wants to extend his sphere of activity. Box 199, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

A Practical Course (HOME STUDY) by Mail Only

Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS

For many this is the most difficult section of the examination. Guidance for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past twenty-one years. Outstanding course in Structural Engineering course well known for forty-five years.

Literature without obligation—write TODAY.

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION

College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., U. S. A.
1y add acoustical treatment to ceilings?

... with this new structural panel it's built right in!

Here's a ceiling with a "built-in silencer"! It's formed of remarkable acoustical-structural, cellular steel, long-span Fenestra® Building Panels with an integral acoustically perforated steel ceiling surface. An efficient sound-deadening material is enveloped within the cells—no acoustical material need be "stuck on"—there's nothing to come loose and fall down. And you don't spend an extra penny for special labor for this acoustical treatment!

This "package" unit acts as the ceiling and the joist and deck support for finished roof or—if your building has extra stories—a strong, sturdy subfloor for rooms above. Fenestra Steel Panels are noncombustible, are durable for the life of the building and handsome enough for the finest building. Maintenance washing or painting won't affect the acoustical efficiency. Little wonder there's such tremendous economy in using these versatile Fenestra Building Panels!

For complete details, call your Fenestra Representative. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write to Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. PA-3, 3409 Griffin St., Detroit 11, Michigan.

*Trademark

PANELS are laid over the rigid steel frame during course of erection, combining in one unit acoustical ceiling, joist and deck. Be sure to investigate before you plan your next building! Once your building is started, it's too late!


curves can make a big difference...

the old way W'Y
the gotham way

even in lighting...particularly the curve of the reflector in the new gotham recessed low-brightness downlite. This Alak reflector throws the light downward in a broad cone instead of the usual narrow beam you get from other recessed downlites. The new reflector curve is optically precise; it's patent-pending.

... it delivers:

the old way W'Y
the gotham way

wide-angle downlighting. More illumination is spread over a wider area, without hot spots, with softer edges to the light pool than other comparable downlites can produce. Yet the light source is completely hidden and glareless from a normal viewing angle (45°). No lenses are needed, no diffusers, no louvers... just an inconspicuous opening in the ceiling.

the old way W'Y
the gotham way

at a lower cost. Because of the wider throw, a complete ceiling of these new gotham downlites need 25% fewer units for even illumination and 25% less upkeep than any other recessed Alak-reflector-type downlite.

the old way W'Y
the gotham way

with greater lighting efficiency. From an ordinary cheap-to-replace incandescent bulb, this new reflector directs more light down than the best competing low-brightness downlite, trapping less within the fixture itself. You actually get more footcandles from the same bulb.

available in two sizes:
surface ceiling trim
no. 801: 100 watts
no. 821: 200/300 watts
flush ceiling trim
no. 811: 100 watts
no. 831: 200/300 watts

it's the curve that makes the difference... and only gotham's got it!

gotham lighting corporation
35-01 thirty-first street, long island city 1, new york

NEW Fir-Tex Sheathing is double-processed—asphalt impregnated and asphalt coated—for tremendous bracing strength and increased moisture resistance. Fir-Tex Insulated Sheathing does double duty at one cost...it insulates and builds simultaneously.

Lightweight and easy to handle, Fir-Tex Sheathing saves time, labor, and cost...assures lower fuel and maintenance costs for the property owner. It pays for you to specify new FIR-TEX Sheathing—it's double processed for double the value.

Recommend FIR-TEX Backer Board in conjunction with FIR-TEX Sheathing.

FIR-TEX insulating building boards

ACOUSTICAL TILE for Control of Sound
FIR-TEX ACOUSTICAL TILE is scientifically engineered to control sound within a room by absorbing reverberation and shock impact of noise—standard or casual pattern, finished to odd beauty and interest to any decor.

HARDBOARDS for Every Purpose
FIR-TEX HARDBOARD Products are laboratory tested, scientifically produced boards that withstand abrasion and wear. Use where hard, dense panels are needed for interior or exterior use. Work with ordinary tools.

DANT & RUSSELL, INC., Exclusive Distributors
General Sales Offices: Portland, Oregon
FACT: FROM SCHOOLS TO SKYSCRAPERS YOUR ELECTRICAL PROBLEMS ARE OUR ASSIGNMENT

Westinghouse men like these are working with architects throughout the country on all types of building construction.
They are electrical specialists.
Their assignment is to help you solve electrical problems—from classroom lighting in a school to a complex electrical system for an industrial plant.
Check the examples on the next three pages.

THE MAN WITH THE FACTS
He's the construction sales engineer in your nearby Westinghouse office. His assignment is to analyze your electrical problems, then quarter-back the team of specialists that help you solve them. We call him The Man With The Facts. Why don't you call him? DP-5010-A
FACT: THEY ASSURED DEPENDABLE SERVICE THROUGH CIRCUIT BREAKER PROTECTION

Dependable electrical service, to insure trouble-free operation of patient services, was a paramount consideration when the Genesee Hospital extension was planned. Proper protection of valuable equipment and operating personnel was a necessity.

A Westinghouse apparatus specialist was asked for advice on an electrical system that virtually eliminates outages. The foundation is a Westinghouse building-type switchboard with circuit breaker protection for the 24 feeders. In case of a fault or overload, service is restored quickly. A flip of the breaker handle does it.

Why not have your Westinghouse specialist help you with similar problems?

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S

Westinghouse
FACT:
THEY MET RIGID PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS WITH HIGH-VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION

For efficient operation of a plant's production line machines, voltage must be held constant.

This Westinghouse installation incorporates an electrical system that utilizes a main high-voltage switchgear station. Each high-voltage circuit breaker in the switchgear line-up protects a feeder to a production load area.

At each center of load, a step-down power center provides operating voltage, distributed in short runs. Voltage variations are minimized.

Your Westinghouse specialist can work with you on similar electrical problems. Call him in through your Westinghouse construction sales engineer.

High-voltage switchgear station is the hub of the electrical system. It provides maximum protection and efficiency.

FACT: THEY SOLVED SHADOW PROBLEMS CAUSED BY LOW CEILING JOISTS

Main support joists in this new classroom created a lighting problem: the possibility of shadows due to the broken ceiling surface.

The architect and consulting engineer approved the new Westinghouse LC luminaire, mounted in continuous rows perpendicular to the ceiling joists.

Shadow problem: solved. In fact, 50 foot-candles of shadowless, direct-indirect illumination were provided—a result you, too, can secure.

Why don't you call your Westinghouse specialist to help you solve similar problems?

LC fluorescent luminaire, a direct-indirect type, provides high illumination in all parts of the room.
THE VERSATILE COMFORT SYSTEM!

ONLY WATER CAN GIVE YOUR HOMES ALL THESE ADVANTAGES

For solid comfort every month of the year, equip your homes with a B & G Hydro-Flo System. No other type of system can add so many sales appeals ... make so many contributions to utterly comfortable living.

That’s because mechanically circulated water is the most effective and versatile medium for both heating and cooling. It provides radiant heating — uniform, draftless warmth ... plus the convenience of an all year 'round supply of hot water for kitchen, laundry and bath. Snow melting and summer cooling equipment can be included when the heating system is installed or at any time later.

Owners can be assured of low heating costs, because the B & G Hydro-Flo System closely adjusts fuel consumption to weather conditions. No wasteful overheating, even in spring and fall when little heat is needed,

Year 'round hot water
An ever-ready, ample supply, heated by the same boiler that heats the house — no separate heater needed.

HOW THE B & G HYDRO-FLO SYSTEM OPERATES

1. The thermostatically controlled Booster Pump circulates hot or cold water through the system, depending upon the season. 2. The Flo-Control Valve helps maintain a uniform home temperature and permits summer operation of the boiler for domestic water heating. 3. The Indirect Water Heater produces an ever-ready supply of domestic hot water, winter and summer.

Send for full-color booklet which gives the complete story of the B & G Hydro-Flo System

Hydro-Flo System

BELL & GOSSETT COMPANY

Dept. DU-37, Morton Grove, Illinois

Canadian Licensee S. A. Armstrong, Ltd., 1400 O’Connor Drive, Toronto, Canada
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Finest lecture-room seating

American Seating Pedestal Tables

Only American Seating Pedestal Tables with No. 406 Pedestal Chairs provide these important advantages:
1. All students can see instructor and demonstration.
2. Chairs swivel 45° either way, provide greater freedom to perform, easier ingress and egress.
3. Ample passageway is maintained between chair backs and tables.
4. Easy to clean and clean around.
5. More efficient use of space, because each installation is tailored to the room.

Installed in straight rows or on a radius, the tables provide continuous working surfaces equally effective in large or small rooms, on level or sloping floors, with or without risers. The offset steel pedestals leave ample leg room.

The chairs have comfortable cradleform seats, deep-curved backs with self-adjusting lower rails, and are adjustable for height. Let our experienced seating engineers help design your installation. Write for full information.

American Seating
Adult-size Desk No. 445

American Seating Company
WORLD'S LEADER IN PUBLIC SEATING
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan - Branch Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Church, School, Auditorium, Theatre, Transportation, Stadium Seating, FOLDING CHAIRS
The Heavy-duty System for Modern Plant Wiring

National Electric JUMBODUCT offers industry three times the capacity previously available, freedom from the hazards of overhead wiring, plus outstanding economy. It's designed to provide readily accessible electrical distribution for industrial locations at a minimum investment.

You'll find a JUMBODUCT specification means:

Plenty of Capacity
4" x 4" cross section provides adequate room for electric wiring to banks of heavy production equipment.

Efficient Power Distribution
2" pipe threaded outlets every 24" permit exact location of equipment for most efficient production layout.

Low Cost
Furnished in easy-to-handle 10' lengths (complete line with junction boxes and a full complement of fittings), JUMBODUCT can be quickly installed in the same simple manner as standard Neptcduct.

Close proximity of inserts to finished floor makes access quick and economical. Investment in conductors is limited to today's need with ample area for tomorrow's expansion.

Safety
JUMBODUCT, protected against corrosion by Sherardizing plus a baked-on coating of acid-resisting enamel, is a completely grounded all-steel electrical system for protection of personnel and equipment.

Get the details on National Electric's newest all-steel, completely grounded industrial underfloor raceway. Write today for a free Engineering Data Book on NE JUMBODUCT.
HOPE'S STEEL WINDOW WALLS saved substantially in the cost of this school. With greater structural strength and rigidity, they permitted the use of floor-to-roof framing for the entire length of the facade. Fixed sash, ventilators, insulated panels and outside classroom doors were inserted into the framing. This good planning provided abundance of natural light and controlled, draft-free ventilation for the health and happiness of the students.

Hope's Window Walls require a minimum of maintenance and will last the life of the building. Write for Catalog 134PA.

JOSAM BACKWATER VALVES
JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. PA • Michigan City, Indiana

AFRAID TO GO IN THE BASEMENT?
After a heavy rain, many people are almost "afraid to go in the basement". A basement water-logged from backwater is messy . . . disagreeable . . . and without many vital operating services, Power lines and equipment can be disrupted . . . equipment and merchandise can be damaged or destroyed. Make certain every home or building has positive, permanent protection against the ever-present danger of backwater by specifying JOSAM Backwater Valves. Write for literature.

Architectural Practice—Revised Edition
by Clinton H. Cowgill and Ben John Small
This comprehensive book covers the professional, business, and legal aspects of architectural practice. Commissions for professional services are traced in minutest detail from the day the client arrives to the last payment for work performed. The social and economic implications of contemporary practice are translated in terms of ready-to-use forms, guides, advice, graphic illustrations, and the like. Accounting procedures, bookkeeping systems, almost every procedural form an architect requires for his practice, agreements of every nature, specifications, insurance and bond requirements are all presented in orderly sequence.
430 pages, 9 x 12, illustrated, $12.00
Send for a copy on approval
REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Dept. X-54, 430 Park Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.

PROMOTION MAN
ARCHITECTURAL AND ART BOOKS
Established New York City professional and technical book publisher seeks young, direct mail promotion man with architectural or arts background or experience in promoting architectural books to professionals and the trade. Should also understand display advertising, merchandising, publicity, etc. Please write giving all details, including salary desired. Our staff knows of this advertisement. Address Box No. PA-3-55, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, 430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Safety is the prime factor in stage design

From 10 tons to 50 tons of dead weight are suspended from the gridiron of a modern theatre. This great mass of equipment must be manipulated quickly and easily. Safety is the first consideration in writing stage specifications.

In addition to its "Standard Stage Rigging Specifications" which assure complete safety and efficient operation, J. R. Clancy, Inc., offers complete engineering, manufacturing and rigging service, based on more than 80 years of experience in this specialized field.

Take advantage of the help which Clancy can give you on your next stage-design job, regardless of its size, type or location.

Stage equipment is an important factor in overhead steel design. Before you start the steel plans, SEND FOR FREE ENGINEERING SERVICE BOOKLETS.

World's Largest Designers, Manufacturers and Riggers of Mechanical Stage Equipment

for greater accuracy

Venus... trademark of fine craftsmanship in pencils

American Pencil Company, Hoboken, N. J.
FLOOR FINISHING AND MAINTENANCE gives complete information on how to preserve six common types of floors. Here in one handy file folder is all you need to know about preservation of terrazzo, rubber tile, linoleum, concrete, asphalt (mastic) tile, and wood floors. Designed as a folder from which architects can write actual specifications, this folder is all facts and no "sales talk."

It includes complete directions on how to clean, seal, and maintain floors, and a list of the products to be used with brief factual descriptions of each. Printed on heavy manila stock and tabbed like a file folder, it makes a convenient place to file all your floor preservation data. Write West Disinfecting Company, Dept. PA, 42-16 West Street, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

For detailed specifications and names of manufacturers, consult Sweet's 17a/ALU or write direct to:

ALUMINUM WINDOW MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
74 Trinity Place, New York 6, N.Y.

New industrial floor for use over concrete

- Tough, durable hardwoods
- Extra thick (5/32 inch)
- Resists wear and abrasion
- Will not powder or dust
- Preserved for long-life
- Less wear and tear on power trucks
- Less damage to tools and parts
- Warmer and less fatiguing to workers

Write for folder and complete data
E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis 1, Tenn.
Perhaps you can't help making mistakes, but you can depend on Weldon Roberts Erasers, which "Correct Mistakes In Any Language" to correct mistakes, clean-up and "highlight" in practically every art medium. Weldon Roberts have been eraser specialists for 50 years—your assurance of the finest quality and styles designed for your work. Ask your supply dealer to show you.

WELDON ROBERTS RUBBER CO.
365 Sixth Avenue, Newark 7, N. J.

World's Foremost Eraser Specialists

666 DOUGH Kneadable "plastic" eraser for charcoal, soft pencil and pastel drawings and sketches. Can be kneaded into any shape for "picking out" lines or cleaning larger areas. Absorbs marks. Leaves no crumbs. Medium and large sizes.

MAGNATIONALITE DIFFUSING GLASS

Fox Point Elementary School, Prov., R.I., Cull & Robinson, Archts.

MAGNATIONALITE DIFFUSING GLASS assures excellent interior vision

Magnalite is made to an exclusive optical formula which assures even light distribution over the entire diffusion image. At the Fox Point School, Magnalite type "B" wired is used in ceiling lights under skylights. There is perfect light diffusion and all superimposed construction and lighting fixtures are concealed.

For partitioning or screening, Magnalite type "A", or type "B" plain, is outstanding. You get absolute visual privacy with maximum transmission of light.

MANUFACTURED by the Mississippi Glass Co. and sold by leading glass dealers. See Sweats Architectural File or write for Brochure M-1955 giving full details. Samples on request.

J. Merrill Richards
25 Huntington Ave.
Boston 16, Mass.

CARL KOCH'S BEAUTIFUL NEW LOW-COST FIREPLACE

Cuts Sales Magic To Any Home—Regardless of Price!

Now offer every home-buyer the extra luxury of a beautiful wood-burning fireplace —without adding greatly to building costs. Your answer is the ACORN—so low-priced, so easy to install. Hangs on wall or stands on legs—needs only 2' of wall space. Requires only 6" flue (prefab flues offer an easy solution). Decorator colors.

The ACORN adapts to most home plans—ideal, too, for remodeling jobs. Only $99.50 (less trade discounts). Write today for details.

ACORN DESIGNS, INC.
Dept. PA-3, Concord, Massachusetts

UNEQUAL in APPEARANCE DURABILITY STRENGTH

Now offer every home-buyer the extra luxury of a beautiful wood-burning fireplace —without adding greatly to building costs. Your answer is the ACORN—so low-priced, so easy to install. Hangs on wall or stands on legs—needs only 2' of wall space. Requires only 6" flue (prefab flues offer an easy solution). Decorator colors.

The ACORN adapts to most home plans—ideal, too, for remodeling jobs. Only $99.50 (less trade discounts). Write today for details.

ACORN DESIGNS, INC.
Dept. PA-3, Concord, Massachusetts

HITELE PORCELAIN FINISH COMPLETE! Includes firescreen, andirons, damper, hardware, etc. FULLY GUARANTEED for 10 yrs.

Exclusive Features
COLORFUL! Choice of red, dark green, grey, or black.
RUGGED! Extra heavy steel—seamless welded construction.
LIFETIME PORCELAIN FINISH COMPLETE! Includes firescreen, andirons, damper, hardware, etc. FULLY GUARANTEED for 10 yrs.

MITCHELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2740 S. 34TH STREET • MILWAUKEE 46, WIS.

THE STRONGEST, HANDIEST FOLDING TABLE MADE

Send for folder with complete specifications.

MITCHELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2740 S. 34TH STREET • MILWAUKEE 46, WIS.
Existing buildings CAN be protected!

Valuable equipment CAN be saved!

People at home, at work CAN survive!

New bomb-resistant buildings CAN be built!

... and here at last is the book to show you HOW!

**THE BOMB, SURVIVAL and YOU**

Protection for People, Buildings, Equipment

by FRED N. SEYERUD, Consulting Engineer, firm of Severud, Elstad & Krueger,
and ANTHONY F. MERRILL, Journalist, Information Specialist, U. S. Government.

HERE is the very first book that tells and shows you exactly and in
detail what you, as an architect, can do now about planning in anticipation
of the dreadful things which we all hope will never happen—but which
could happen tomorrow!

You will be pleasantly surprised to learn that there are many ways by
which you can play an important part in the preservation of life and
property in the future by applying these new principles of protective
design NOW.

The Bomb, Survival and You clarifies many points that have been
obscure (especially to the architect) about the bomb-versus-building enigmas.
Known materials and accepted methods are applied to the new problems of
instantaneous overloads of tremendous but brief force, thus emphasizing the
concept of dynamic design as compared with older methods of analyzing
buildings for static loads. And many basic treatments, several of which
are entirely novel, are suggested.

Expertly written in a refreshing, conversational style, this book is
literally crammed with practical "how-to" technical advice. Sixteen pages
of photographs (only recently removed from the classified list and pub­
lished here for the first time anywhere!), plus 31 line drawings, graphically
illustrate the design problems involved.

Every architect should have this important new book, and it is a positive
"must" for those who are presently designing schools, churches, stores,
theaters, auditoriums, industrial structures, apartment houses and other
buildings in which many people will gather, work or live.

256 pages 6" x 9"  $5.95

**Partial List of CONTENTS:**

- The Missing Link—Test Data
- Who Shall Bell the Cat?
- The Hidden Worth of Safety
- The Nature of The Bomb
- Effects on People
- The Heat Wave
- The Gamma Radiation Wave
- The Blast Wave
- Radiation After-Effects
- The Hiroshima and Nagasaki Data
- Fire: Potentials and Protection
- Shelters: Theory and Practice
- Shelter Location
- The Elastic Behavior of Reinforced Concrete
- Strengthening Masonry Walls
- Protection of Essential Equipment
- Vulnerability of Various Types of Buildings
- How to Strengthen Existing Structures
- The Design of Windowless Buildings
- New Buildings for The Perilous Atomic Age
- Low Cost Concrete Techniques
- Bombproof Buildings
- Dispersal of Population

**FREE EXAMINATION COUPON**

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP., Dept. M-769
430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Please send me a copy of THE BOMB, SURVIVAL
AND YOU, to examine ON APPROVAL. Within 10 days
I will either return the book and owe you nothing or will
remit $5.95, plus postage.

Name ________________________________
Address ______________________________
City _______________________ Zone ______ State ______

☐ SAVE POSTAGE. Check here if you ENCLOSE $5.95,
in which case we pay postage. Same return privilege
applies, of course.
Ventilate "danger spots" at soffits, eaves, gables, sidewalls, and unexcavated areas, and you put an end to the destructive dangers of condensation . . . paint blisters, rot, accumulated moisture. Midget Louvers are all-aluminum ventilating units that assure adequate air circulation always. Easily and economically installed, they stay on the job forever without attention. Made in 7 sizes (1" to 6 11/16" diameter) and 2 types (with and without vane deflectors). Both are screened to keep out insects.

Write for complete file data
MIDGET LOUVER CO.
6 WALL ST., NORWALK, CONN.

Ventilate “danger spots” at soffits, eaves, gables, sidewalls, and unexcavated areas, and you put an end to the destructive dangers of condensation . . . paint blisters, rot, accumulated moisture. Midget Louvers are all-aluminum ventilating units that assure adequate air circulation always. Easily and economically installed, they stay on the job forever without attention. Made in 7 sizes (1" to 6 11/16" diameter), and 2 types (with and without vane deflectors). Both are screened to keep out insects.

Write for complete file data
MIDGET LOUVER CO.
6 WALL ST., NORWALK, CONN.

architects and building owners concerning the purchase of materials finished outside the United States. Experience has proven that attempts to achieve extraordinary economies by having marble finished abroad frequently result in added cost and insurmountable problems.

A new marble specification recently released by the M.I.A., reads as follows:

"All imported marble shall be selected from available stocks in this country, or, if imported, the marble shall be delivered in this country in rough form. All finishing, including selection and jointing to size, polishing, cutting and carving, shall be executed in the United States."

The Marble Institute of America has issued a bulletin incorporating the warning of the A.I.A. This is available without cost.

MANAGER, ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS

Kaiser Aluminum, a multi-plant manufacturer with national sales coverage, offers position of Manager, Architectural Applications, for well qualified man with wide acquaintance among architects and designers in the nation.

The Manager will consult with leading architects and designers with respect to their choice of materials for new industrial and commercial structures. Representing the Sales Division, he will serve as liaison in national headquarters, Chicago, between architects and Kaiser Aluminum plants in the development of special aluminum materials.

Must have personal stature to command respect of architectural industry. Must have thorough knowledge and understanding of building construction principles. Must be graduate architectural engineer or architect. Age 37-45. Salary open.

Please submit personal resume of background and training to

R. E. BANKERT
KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL SALES, INC.
Palmolive Building, 11th Floor
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
NOW... valuable legal information for architects, engineers, contractors

ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING LAW

by Bernard Tomson, Attorney

SUCCESSFULLY combining readable text material with over 1300 actual court cases involving architects and engineers, this handy reference volume helps the design professional carry out his day-to-day actions within the proper legal framework.

The sole purpose of Tomson's book is to provide practical legal information on such common problems as registration for practice in another state, the forming of partnerships, architectural and engineering responsibility during the construction period, compensation and professional liability. It avoids (1) the non-professional aspects of building law (except insofar as the architect's and engineer's decisions, authorities and liabilities are concerned) and (2) the ethics of professional practice.

Each chapter is so arranged that you may refer immediately to any phase of the subject covered: first, a concise summary of the entire chapter, followed by a general overall discussion; then, a topic-by-topic breakdown supplemented by a list of cases by states and, where important to the architect or engineer, the facts of decisions rendered.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING LAW deals with every type of legal problem in its field that has come before the courts. It is designed to answer a long-felt need among members of the architectural, engineering and law professions, contractors, builders and suppliers, as well as in architectural, engineering and law schools. No previous work has attempted such a comprehensive study of the entire field of architectural and engineering law incorporating all the applicable decisions.

430 Pages $7.00

Your lawyer, too, will want this valuable book. Be sure to let him know about it since it's the only book of its kind in existence.
A great many public relations items have come across the desk. In Seattle, for instance, the Seattle Times and the AIA Chapter named winners in their annual joint Home of the Month competition. Winner for the year was 26-year old architect Gene K. Zema. "He was awarded," says the release, "a sculptured bird, symbolic of visionary design in residential architecture."

Another notice has come to our attention, regarding one of the winners in P/A's own Design Awards Program. George F. Pierce, Jr., of the firm of George Pierce & Abel B. Pierce—designers of the office building for a lumber company shown on page 100 of our January issue—was one of the Five Outstanding Young Texans selected by the Texas Junior Chamber of Commerce. He flew to New York to receive his Citation from P/A's Jury, then had to leave at once for Texas to be honored at a dinner in Midland.

The Association of Stamford Architects, of Stamford, Connecticut, recently ran an exhibition of work by local architects, in the Stamford Museum. I went up to see it and to attend a reception the night before the public opening, and was much impressed. Almost every building type was represented, and a well-designed panel on one wall told in text and drawings "the architect's story"—his training, his accomplishments, his way of working. To stimulate local interest in the show a program of receptions, talks, and so on was planned concurrently.

Manufacturers of building materials are continuing to do a good job of public relations for the architect in a number of ways. Minneapolis-Honeywell's series of "institutional" advertisements pointing toward "architecture." Neil A. Connor, Technical Editor, received our plaque in recognition Village near Chicago, by six architects working with six builders to produce a group of houses filled with ideas in construction, planning, and siting. I went out recently to see these houses (which we showed you in preliminary form as the progress preview in March 1954 P/A) and I was tremendously impressed by the results. A further report on several of the houses will be made later, and you will see much about them in the consumer press. Unfortunately, the original promotion idea—to publish, in wide advertising, a picture of each house, a statement that these results were obtained through close co-operation of a builder and an architect in each case, and then to show a picture of each builder and each architect—could not be carried through because of a specific ruling by the Board of the AIA that it would be "unethical" to use the architect's picture. So the general public will see the house and the builder, but not the architect.

I think that this is unfortunate because it is in the builder-house field that the value of the architect is least appreciated. And it is here that the greatest number of ordinary citizens come in contact with "architecture." Neil A. Connor, new Director of Architectural Standards for FHA, put his finger on this when he talked before the NAHB Convention in Chicago in January. In a speech in which he spoke happily of the fact that he was "working closely with the AIA on encouraging good design," he said: "There is usually a lag before enough people know about and accept a new idea to create a market that can give the idea value. The need, under the law, for a sound market, tends to work against ideas of individuality. The answer to the problem is better education of the public in elements of good design. So, since FHA has few direct ways of reaching the general public on design questions, we try to encourage dissemination of good design ideas through magazines, newspapers, and periodicals."

Since architects are "too modest to advertise," as "Mister Peeper's" announcer says, it would seem sensible to encourage and assist those who have the same interest in good design, less modesty, and larger budgets. And it seems to me further that promotion of "the architect" (a many-hued individual, as we all know) can go just so far, and that beyond that point it must be permitted that individual architects accept promotion for individual achievements. I feel sure that this will benefit the larger group.

P/A itself was honored recently when the International Steel Company, largest manufacturers of revolving doors, celebrated the Diamond Jubilee of that type of door by presenting plaques to magazines that the company considered worthy of citation for "educating architects, builders, and engineers in the use of the revolving door." Burt Holmes, P/A's Technical Editor, received our plaque in Evansville, Indiana, at a conference which included TV and radio appearances and all manner of celebration.

International Steel Company has supplied some interesting data about revolving doors which (if Ben Small will pardon the intrusion in his field) I will pass on to you. The door with sections that turn around with the user was invented by Theopolis van Kannel, of Philadelphia, who found the temperature of that city so unpleasant in the winter of 1879 that he felt impelled to eliminate the drafts coming into his office when visitors opened the door. Mr. van Kannel devised the revolving door, patented his idea, and then began to manufacture it. The first installation was in the Great Northern Hotel in Chicago in 1895. The 15,000th installation was in the Hotel McCurdy, in Evansville, on the day the picture on this page was taken. Burt Holmes walked right out through it and looked at the Ohio River, he tells me. So did Walter C. Koch, President of International Steel Company. No drafts got into the hotel lobby at all.